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AN OPENING 
STATEMENT • • 43 

Exc. Edt: 

ARE OUR STATISTICS ALL LIES? 
Indian statistics arc put 

together to apparently illustrate the 
adage. 'There arc lies. damn lies and 
statistics.· 

I had for long assumed that at 
least in the same publication. 
Go\'crnmcnt of India will not issue 
contradictory data. 

I was wrong. the GOI is capable 
of issuing three sets of contradictory 
figures in the same publication ! I 
found this out when casually perusing 
the l·.'cOJwmic ,\'urn!y of last year 
( 1997-98). 

I wrote to N.R. Acharya . 

Table 6.2 
Balance of Payments 

Economic Advisor to the MOF last 
month. drawing his attention to 
anomalies and requested him to 
explain the absurdities. 

I received no reply from him. 
How<:vcr. in the t~·cmwmic ,\'urvey of 
1998-99 obviously some corrections 
have been carried out. 

In the preceding year (Table 
6.2.7.2 and 7.4) not only the ligures 
had been at variance with each other 
but thcv had moved in different 
dircctio.ns . In the ' same year. an 
ADVERSE balance of trade had 
become a FAVOURABLE balance. as I 

Table 7.1 
Exports. Imports and Trade 

(in Cr. Rs .) Balance 
(in Cr. Rs.) 

had pointed out in my letter to 
Acharya. 

Now all the ligures are atleasl 
uniformly negative. though not to the 
same extent. 

In Table 6.2 they vary from 
-6495 to -3810. in 7.1. for the identical 
year 1991-92. 

In an attached table. we have 
reproduced the data given in Tables 
6.2. 7.1 and 7.4 of f:conomic Sun•e.v 
1998-99. pp. S 73-7-t S. 81-82 and S.IJI-
92. 

What is alarming is that for the 
latest year 1997-98 the difference 
between the .Balance of Payments 
Data given in 6.2 and 7.1 is to the 
extent of 240%. 

How can such large diiTcrcnces 
be tolerated by our government 
employed st'atisticians'! In the sume 
publication'!! 

The Balance of Trade Data 
paints a picture of our relations with 
the World Economy. How can such 
wide discrepancies continue in such a 
vital area'! 

l'.tble 7.4 
Direction ofTrade 

(in Cr. R•.J 

Year lm(JOrtS Ex110rts Balance lm110rts EXIJOrts Balance lmJJOrts Ex)lOrtS Balance 
includng 
rcCXIIOrts 

1960.(>1 - - - 1.122.!Xl 642.00 480.00 
1970-71 - - - 1.634.00 l.5~5.lXl -99.tl0 
19!\tl-81 - - - 12.549.(XJ 6. 711.00 -5.833.00 
1990-91 50.(186.2 33.152.(i -16,933.6 43.1911.00 32.553.00 -10.645.00 
1991-92 51.417.5 44.922.5 -6.495.0 47.851.<Xl 44.<l4l.<Kl -3.810.00 
1992-93 71.999.7 54.762.0 -17,237.7 63.375.()() 53.688.00 -9.687.tl0 
1993-94 83.868.7 71 ,146.0 -12.722.7 73.101.00 69.751.00 -3.350.00 
1994-95 112.748.5 84.328.5 -28.420.0 89.971.00 82.674.()() ·7.297.(Xl 
1995-96 146.542.3 108.481.1 -38,(161.2 122.678.()() .I 06.353.1Xl ·16.325.()() 
19%-97 173,753.0 121.193.5 -52.559.5 138.920.00 118.817.1Xl -20.103.(Xl 
1997-98 190.256.8 129,515.9 -60,750.9 151.553.0 126.286.00 -25.268.(Xl 

DAYLIGHT MURDER OF DEMOCRACY IN INDIA 
Amongst the thousands of 

columns written in journals and 
newspapers and the hundreds of 
hours of broadcast and telecast time 
devoted to Bihar. not one word has 
appeared about the undemocratic and 
reactionary features of our current 
constitution framed in 1946-9 by a 

Congress coterie. The will of the 
people has been openly thwarted and 
such is the supine state of our country, 
that not one word of protest has been 
recorded. 

What happened in .Bihar is 
startling. The Lok Sabha approved the 
take-over of the state administration 

1.122.<XJ 642.00 480.00 
1.634.<Xl 1.535.<Xl -99.00 

12.549.00 6.711.<Xl -5.8.18.110 
43,198.<Xl 32.553.00 -10.695.00 

- - -
- - . 
- . . 

89.971.00 82.674.00 -7).97.00 
122.676.00 I<M>.353.00 -16.72l00 
138.920.00 118,817.00 -20.103.00 
151.553.00 126.286.00 -25.267.00 

by the centre under article 356 by a 
clear margin of29 votes. 

WHY ARE THE RIGHTS O.F 
THE RAJYA SABHA TO 
EQUATED WITH THOSE OF 
LOK SABH,6.? 

Rajya Sabba .is a 
body whereas each.Q{ ~ 
of ~k Sabb4 is am~,gqJflll 



lakhs of voters. The Rajya Sabha has 
245 members of which 233 arc clect~d 
by State Legislatures for a term of ~·x 
years. One third of its members rcurc 
every two years. 12 of the mcmb~rs 
arc nominated b~ the President. Of liS 
245 members. at the moment I he BJP 
and its allies hm·e the support of only 
72. whilst the Congress and the 
Opposition have as many as I. 73 . • _ 

Since :1ction under Art1clc ·''6 
has 10 be approved b~ both the 
houses of Parli:uncnt. Vajpa~·cc 
government failed to mo,·c the 
resolution in the Rajya Sabha. Thus. 
aficr just a fortnight. the Rabri Dcvi 
government which \\~IS rcsponsi~lc for 
repeated massacres of dnllts by 
Ranvir Scna. was rcinS1:tllcd. The 
culpability of Laloo-Rabri duo's 
criminal rule was obvious to any 
observer. The leader of R:mvir Scm1. 
one Bralunadcv Singh. has not been 
arrested. Other killers arc at large. The 
police looks the other way when 
lahdlor.ds gun down landless dalits. 
This has been going on since 198-t 
when the Ranvir Scna was 
foundcd .(scc .llankiml. Jan-Feb. 99 for 
more details about the Rml\'ir Scna). 

We arc opposed to the usc of 
article 356 bv the Centre as it is a 
nagrantly undemocratic provision of 
our comprador 1946-.t9 Constitution. 
But if e\'er there was a case for the 
usc of Article 356. it was to be found 
in Bihar in the year 1999. 

Howc\'er. the Congress Party. in 
return for .tO parliamentary scats 

promised to it by Laloo Prasad Yadav 
in the next General Elections to I~IC 
I :lth Lok Sabha. decided to reverse us 
earlier stand to the effect that .. Rabn 
~cvi go,·ernmcnt had lost_ its moral 
right to rule Bihar· . It •s. not fo~ 
nothing that the Congress IS led b) 
Soni;i Gandhi who is the daughter of 
Mussolini's supporter Maino! She has 
herself been foisted upon the country 
as leader . of the Congress 
Parliamentary Party. without being a 
member of either of the '''o houses 
of parliament. This is unique in ~he 
historv of parliamentary part1cs 
anywh~re in the world. lftommorow. 
V~jpayec government fall~ . the 
President. (an old Congress stooge 
and a former bureaucrat) will in\'itc 
this daughter of 11 fascist to take over 
the government of the country ! 

At every step. 1 he current 
constitution stands in the way of the 
national democratic movement of 
India. Yet. just because a fe\1 Great 
Leaders of. the Congress (Sitaram 
Kcsari. Jagannath Mishra. MadiHIV 
Sinh Solanki. Karan Singh. Ghulam 
N:1bi Az:Jd. S.B. Clum1n . Pranab 
Mukherjee. etc.) and a few ex-Big 
Bureaucrats (Manmohan Singh. 
Jitcndra Prasad. etc.) arc members of 
the Rajya Sabha. ilo voice of protest 
is being raised. 

As we ha,·c repeatedly stated 
in ,\/ankiml. our present constitution 
is a joke. a farce. a fraud. a betrayal 
and a travesty. II was made by an 
indirectly elected house with one-third 

SOME MPs ARE MORE EQUAL THAN OTHERS 
In SC\'Cral early issues of the Maharashtra had to woo an electorate 

revi\'ed .1/ankincl (Apr. 96. pp.60-63. of 15.5-t lakhs. i.e. the ratio was nearly 
May 96; pp.6U-62). we had published I :5 of the lowest to the highest. 
tables of vast diiTercnces in the si1.e By some stupid bureaucratic 
of constituencies that elect members legerdemain. the number of 
of the Lok Sabha. We had shown that constituencies allocated to each state 
the smallest constituency electing a was frozen. , 
member to the Parliament was The Constitution (Article 82) 
Lakshadwcep with just JO.OilO \'Oters. prescribes that a fresh drawing of 
and the largest was 52 times larger at boundaries of Lok Sabha 
IS.741akhs in Outer Delhi. Even within constituencies should take place aficr 
the 15 major states. an electorate of each census. The first delimitation of 
3.3llakhs elected a member from the constituencies took place in 1952. a 
autonomous districts of Assam whilst minor revision took place in 1956. and 
the candidate from Thane. comprehensive revisions were carried 

· -1ted by former of the members nonun. . 
Nath·c Princelings. . · 

Its indirect elccuon through 
. ·.I Assemblies which were Provtncl.l . . 

themselves elected was on t_hc bas•s 
of a 1-t % franchise dl\'lded in 
communal electorates. . 

We have reiterated tins data 
many I i mcs in I he past issues or 
,\/ankind. · 

SUCH A SELF-APPOINTED 
COTERIE OF CONGRESSMEN WAS 
INCAPABLE OF FORMULATING A 
DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTION. 

Among the most retrograde 
features of our constillltion is the 
equality established between the two 
houses 011 all mailers other than 
monev-bi lis. 

·In the United States. the two 
houses ha1·c equal powers but there 
the Senators arc popularly elected . 
Anyway. we do uot consider USA to 
be a model of democracy. 

In India . the Rajya Sabha is 
openly made to nout the Lok Sabha 
and this dastardly act is allowed to go 
unpunished. 

We must ha\'c a nC\1 
constillltion formulated b~· a new 
Constituent Assembly. unless we wish 
to slide into an autho ritarian 
dictatorship . If the scnsiti,·c 
intellectuals of India fnil even to 
demand a new Constituent Asscmbl~ . 

elected for the first time on the basis 
of direct. uniYcrsal adult franchise. the 
Bihar 'scenario \\ill be repeated 
everywhere in the country. • 

out in 1966 and 1976. ·The I <J91 
elections were fought in :H3 
constituencies with boundaries that 
had been unchanged since 1977. The 
constituencies that were drawn up in 
1976 by the Delimitation Commision 
hnve been used for five elections. as 
the constitution was amended in 1976 
to postpone the next delimitation until 
after the year 200 I. 

"The differences in sizes of 
constituencies in India have been 
significant and ha\'e increased over 
time. The coefficient variation rose 
from0.118in 1962to0.184in 1991 .. . 
(Butler. Lahiri and Roy (cds.). India 



/iecides. Flectious /<J5:!-/<J')5 . p.l5) 
We arc not i Ill crested in the 

bogey of North \ 'S. South that has 
been raised by friYolous politicians 
and journalists .( Outlook. X .. 1.<J9. 
pp.24-26). Similar!~. \\'e arc not 
concerned \\·ith the birth-rates and so 
on.\\ hich arc being projected fot the 

next fc\1' decades. 
Our coustilution of 1946-49 has 

dcpriYCd the people or India or all 
democratic pO\\CI'. We have n 
shamocracy 111 the country \\'here the 
bureaucracy rules and the 
parliamentarians mcrcl~ rubber-stamp 
the decisions of I he hurcuacracy. 

AIWN BHATIA 
Our uaukurslwhi is 

notoriously corrupt. irresponsible. 
unacconntable . sccrcti\·c and 
obsequious . The Arun Bhatia case 
proycs to the hilt the c,·iJ nature or 
our cnti rc system or gm·crnancc. 

As \\'C h:l\'e \\'rittcn in earlier 
issues of :\!ankiud. the Indian 
Nation:tl Congress is the party of our 
naukarshahs. 

Lord Dufferin and Home 
Sccrcnry. A.O. Humc founded the 
Congress Party in I XR5 .' Humc 
remained its secretary for I\\'Cnly-1\\'0 
years. till I'J07. \\hen the Sural Split 
occurred (sec R.C. Majumdar. 1/C /1'. 
\'OI.I 0. '/he Stmggle ,F>r l·i·eedllm. for 
historical evidence). 

The Moderates led by 
Phcrozcshah Mehta. expelled the 
E\lremisls at Sural. The E-;trcmisls or 
Tilakitcs returned to the Congress in 
I<) I(, to become the Nc\1' Moderates 
\\'ho accepted the diabolical D~archy 
proposed by the Montague
Chelmsford Reforms of 191 'J-21 (sec 
Alaukind. April I 'J'J7) . 

T\\'O further doses of reforms 
were implcmcmcd Yia the 1935-.17 
constitution and the Dominion Status 
India I ndcpcnd;lllcc Act. 194 7. passed 
by the British Parliament to partition 
the country. 

None of the Reform Acts 
altered the basic structure or the 
colonial administration. The 
naukarshahi remains supreme till 
today. 

We rccch·ed a limited amount 
of democracy in I 94 7 on two 
conditions 
a) That the country was partitioned: 
and b) That the bureaucratic regime 
remained intact and supreme. 

A run Bhatia ·s Hth transfer in 
a career spanning :n ~ears exposes 
th~ rottenness of our system. 

Amongst the major scandals 
that Bhatia exposed. \\'C may count the 
follo\\'ing: 
*Bhatia first shot into limelight in 
I 'JS2 during his tenure as collector of 
Dhulc \\'hen he detected large-scale 
corruption in the "Employment 
Guarantee Scheme" . A\·dhcsh Prasad 
Sinha emulated Bhatia sc,·cral years 
l;llcr in Thane district and found that 
the total lllllllbcr or square feet dug in 
a locality under EGS exceeded the 
total area of that locality and therefore 
there could be no roads. buildmgs or 
other structures left intact in that 
localit~· · Avdhesh told me thi~ 

personally \\'hen he met me in the 
corridors or the Mumbai M;111tmlaya 
in the mid-eighties. 
* Later as collector of Bombay. Bhatia 
completed the inquiry regarding 
excess FSI used in the building called 
·rratibha· . detected the illegal 
construction of an entire building. 
· Arihant' . etc. (two floors of ·Pratibhn' 
were demolished man~· years later but 
Arihant's builder NaYani got orr scot
free). 
* Bhatia 's transfer as Food and Drug 
Administrator in Mumbai pitted him 
against Glaxo. a multinational 
pharmaceutical giant. where he 
discovered a shameful recycling of 
factory rejects endangering the lives 
of millions of consumers. 
*Bhatia's responsibilty as Punc 
Divisional Commisionar.I997-9<J 
involved him in a confrontation with 
the Chief Secretary P. Subramaniyam 
who was merrily delaying . the 
rehabilitmion of the project-affected 
from the Maharashtra Krishna Valley 
DcYclopmcnt Project. 
* This led to his last but one transfer 
but not before his discoYcry of the 
wrong-doing by \'illngc talmhis who 
were busy forging land records. He 

No democratic constitution can . 
be framed by an undemocratic C. A. or 
1946--l9. The British liad their own 
reasons for stining India. but India 
has its own reasons for rcmoYing 
the British-imposed bur~aucratic 

shackles . • 

unco,·crcd I 07 prima~(acie cases 
in,·oh·ing falsification of records. 
deliberate by-passing of mandatory 
procedures. etc. im·olving 65 talathis. 
:w circle officrcs and 4 superiors\\ ho 
had to be suspended. 
* When a week ago. from Punc 
Divisional Commisioncr. he was 
demoted to the post of Pune Municipal 
Commisioncr. he promptly began 
demolishing illegal structures put up 
by political big- wigs. including thos~ 
by family members of Rajya S;tbha MP 
Surcsh Kalmadi: former Chcif Minister 
Manolmr Joshi: owner of the live star 
hotel Holiday Inn. and several other 
INC leaders. This led to his transfer in 
less than a week to the post o'f 
Director of Archives. Mumbai where 
no doubt he wi II unco\·cr i nnumcrablc 
cases of corrupt practi<:cs indulged in 
by hundreds of Maharashtra cadre 
bureaucrats! 

Two dnys ago. a ~oung man 
met me whilst I was sitting on a 
parapet opposite Punc Uni,·crsity 
building. He requested me to sign a 
petition for Anm Bhatia ·s recall and rc
instalmcnt as Punc Municipnl 
Commisioncr. I promptly agreed and 
got several other friends to endorse 
the petition. I am told thnt many tens 
of thousnnds ha\'c signed the 
petition. Irrespective of the finnl 
outcome. I was happy to lind tlwt the 
educated and supposedly intelligent 
members of the middle classes in Punc 
arc moving towards some form of 
action to back up their resentment. 

The most disheartening feature 
of our contemporary crisis is the 
passivity of our middle classes and 
intellectuals. If the petition for recall 
and rc-instalmcnt of Arun Bhntia • 
indicates a break with this passi\'ity. 
it presages good tidings for the 
future.• 
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NAIVETY AND HISTORY 

I exchanged a few letters with 
Romila Thapar in the mid-70s. I had 
just completed my doctoral 
dissertation on ,lrts t!{ Transificmal 
India, 20th cen111ry . vol. I 1111d II 
published in 1986-88. I had 
considered her work. /Jisfm:v of India, 
vol. I. 1966 and pointed out some of 
the major flaws in her work. She was 
quite nice about my forthright attack 
and invited me to the History 
Department of JNU for a lecture. I 
spoke on the Fallacy of The Asiatic 
Mode of Production. 

from the raid. But Mohammad Gazni 
and Mohammad G)wri as leaders of 
war-bands centred upon Gazna and 
Ghar pro,·inccs of Afghanistan had 
everything to gain by giving their 
robber raids a communal colour. just 
as Crusaders had everything to gain 
by gi\"ing a Christian colour to their 
mids upon outposts and. forts in the 
Fertile Crcsent in the I lth and 12th 

every present member of the BJP or 
follower of the Hindu.Parivar. whilst 
claiming exoneration of similar selfish 
aims for Afghan-Pathans of the past? 

It just docs not make any 
sense! Hindus arc not particular!~· 
devilish and Muslims (also Christians. 
Parsis. Sikhs. Buddhists. Jains and 
others) arc not especially broad
minded and benign! Why arc we 
leaning over backwards to claim that 
we arc decent and civilised Hindus. 
after demonstrating that every other 
community is more decent and more 
civil iscd than us? 

Thus I have no personal 
animus against her. She is a pretty 
woman. built in the hea,·y North 
Indian style. in face and figure . 
However, she is utterly naive and 
completly empty-headed. 

She is also not a full-blooded. 
consistent atheist. 

That is why. she has come out 
with the eclat of the simpleton 
with the statement "SOMANATH 
TEMPLE RAID WAS NOT 
COMMUNAL" (Times of India, 
30-l-99). 

Religion as such is a 
. camouflage. All communal activities 

by believers arc a mask for mundane 
aims. 

In the II th and 12th centuries. 
European fundamentalists wanted to 
beat the Islamic onslaught. Therefore. 
they mounted some eight Crusades to 
raid. pilluge and invade the Eastern 
Littoral of the Mediterranean 
(Modern-day Syria , Lebanon. 
Palestine. Israel and Jordan). However 
feudally, rich and powerful Asiatic 
kingdoms were unbeatable and 
therefore. Saladin the Great. 
recaptured the Christian outposts and 
forts in the Fertile Cresent. and 
compelled Europe to think of non
feudal ways of overcoming Islam. 

Communalismand 
fundamentalism, thus. date from the 
Crusades. 

centuries. 
Especially. as it was customary 

for non-Muslims to be e.xcludcd from 
any share of the booty acquired 
during the day. All Muslims engaged 
in the routine daily task of raiding and 
pillaging (and of course. killing) were 
entitled to a share of the day's spoils 
as per their rank and their 
contribution. 

Why would not a robber or 
thief claim his depredation to be 
executed in pursuit of a religious 
ideology so that he can collect 
scct11rian sympathy as well as claim to 
be pursuing unselfish goals. when in 
reality he is carrying out nothing but 
self-centred aims of personal 
enrichment and individual 
aggrandiscmcnt? 

That is how rcligion ·has been 
used through the centuries. Instead of 
saying that ' I raided Somnath for 
personal gain·. is it not better for him 
to say. ·I raided Soma nth for the 
greater glory of Islam'?. 

If his share of the loot 
depended upon his being Muslim, 
how can he fail to make such an 
ideological claim? 

It is obvious to me that Romila 
Thapar is utterly naive. It is true that 
no religious aims were ever realised by 
raids on Soma nth. Mathura or Varanasi 
temples. 

Material gains always get 
precedence over hypocritically 
proclaimed spiritual objects. This is as 
true now. 11s then! Why would 
Mohammed Gazni or Ghori not claini to 
be Great Islamic Crusaders. when such 
a claim enables them to collect mob
support and give a non-mercenary 
colour to their operations? 

Anyone who. wishes to steal, 
rob and kill finds it convenient to do 
so in the name of religion. In that 
sense, Romila is not wrong; the raid 
on Somanth had no religious aim. 
Islam was to gain nothing doctrinally 

Why is the bogus secularist in 
Romila Thapar attributing a motive to 
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I personally never think of 
myself as a Hindu. I am an atheist and 
as I have repeatedly maintained. no 
one asked for my prior permission. 
before being born in a Hindu family. I 
do not recollect anytime when I 1ras 
Hindu, though there must have been 
some years of childhood. when I must 
have accepted unconciously the family 
environment. But not since 1 came of 
age in 1942. when I was fift een years 
old, do I remember of ever ha ving 
thought like a Hindut 

Also. I do not think that all 
Muslims were forei gners. In fact. 1 
consider Afghan-Pathan Sultanate of 
Delhi the 12111 to 13th centuries to 
have been an entirely native feudal 
entity. Under tlieir rule and under the 
rule of Shcr Shah Suri and the 
Mughals and the Bahamani kingdoms 
and the Hyder - Tipu Karanataka 
dynasty and so on; there was no Drain 
of Wealth from· India as it happened 
under the British Rule from 1765 
onwards. All the monies and goods 
and forced labour looted from Indian 
people by the innumerable Muslim 
kingdoms of the 12th to the 18 th 
centuries. remained in India. All the 
luxuries of the feudal courts. all the 
public works sponsored by them. all 
the wars fought by their armies 
against each other. created 
employment within the country and 
therefore promoted economic 
development and employment within 
the country and did not result in an 
endless series of Famines of 
Purchasing Power within the country 
so as to promote the Industrial 
Revolution in Manchester. Liverpool. 



Birmingham and London! The First between 1765 to 19-l7! 
Industrial Rc,·olution in Great Britain Romila Thapar . has · never 
docs not justi~v the genocidal massacre understood the basic machanism ·of 
of 85 min . poor and dalit Indians 

material historical evolution. That is 
why she is floundering and making 
inane statements pertaining to our past 
history. • 

HAS GEORGE REALLY BECOME A BIHARI GOONDA? wielded state power. Several had left 
A bizarre story has been front- that at least in a sad retrospect. they him during his own lifetime. but the 

paged by 'l'lw Afternoon !Jespntch :lnd could ha,·c made a difference? Look at revolutionary tide was still rising. In 
Courier on 2-lth March. I 999. in which the spectrum of talent that Lohia had 19-l?. the socialists had rejected the 
the dismissed Navy Chief Admiral managed to collect around him! Of ridiculous farce of an imperialist-foisted 
Vishnu Bhagwat has appealed to course even at that time. there were a Constituent Assembly of 19-l6--l9 and 
President Narayanan for protection few bad eggs amongst the brilliant had proposed an entirely New 
from .. Terrorist Elements friendly with rc,·olutionarics that Lohia had collected Constitution! They had lost in the 
Defence Minister George Fernandes!.. around him! charade of the First Sham General 

Such H1ings arc known to That analogy itself leads us to Election of October 1951 to February 
happen in small nations under one the right track! As long as the 1952. but they had walked out of the 
party rule. but I bclicyc it is the first revolutionary tide is running high. one Congress in 1948 and Lohia had formed 
time that such goings on arc reported or two rotten eggs like Madhu Limayc his militant outfit. the Socialist Party. in 
in a large democracy like India. If true. and George Farnandcs do not matter. It Dec. I 955-Jan 1956 .. The Socialists had 
and the report has gone is when the times turn adverse. ''hich performed much better in 1962 
uncontradicted for a week. George has happened from the mid-se,·cnties. that elections and Lohia had become a 
indeed tmvclled a long way from the a whole generation flounders and is member of the Parliament from 1%3. 
days when he was a simple honest wiped out! In Russia. we had to perform Ram Sevak Yadav had moved the first 
trade unionist subordinate of P. the ~hntnshrnddlw ;~I most every day No Confidence Motion against Nehru 
D·Mcllo and a militant Lohiaitc friend as news of th1s and that leader. ha,·ing succe~sfully and fifty members of 
of mine . I have of course performed an confessed to impossible and absurd Parliament stood u11 to be counted. 
ideological ~hntnshrnddhn in the crimes swept through corridors of the J.,ohia had made his magnificent three 
,1/nnkind issue of June I July 199!! . Stalinist concentration and forced <llld a half hour oration amidst a rapt 
Ncvcrt he less it comes as a bit of •• labour camps made known to the world silence. in the Lok Sabha oullining the 
shock even to me that he should let by Solzhcnitsyn as the Gulag · dire poverty of the Indian people and 
loose Burmese or Tamil or other Archipelago. These forced confessions contras.ting it sharply with Jawahar·s 
miscellaneous terrorist goons upon his which Stalin and Vyshinsky had wasteful luxury. In 1967, Lohia's 
own former subordinate . the N;n·al extracted from broken. brow-beaten militant group had captured twenty 
Chief Vishnu Bhagwat. I know that he and brain-washed Old Bolsheviks. were. three parliamentary scats as against 
shifted from the Janata Party to his self-contradictory and contradicted thirteen of the PSP. nintccn of CPM. 
brand new Samata Party in I 997 under each other. But nc,·cr mind! Counter- twenty three of CPl. The break-up of 
the evil influence of the former revolutionary tide balks at no logic. no the Congress had begun in 1967. the 
bureaucrat Nit ish Kumar. the present shame. no indignity! y..:ar of Lohia ·s death. and S VD 
Railway Minister. but even this roller I became an old Bolshevik as I governments had come into power in 
should not have influenced him to such read the writings of the .. Old Man·. as several important states: West Bengal. 
an extent! lman·cl at the high esteem Leon Trotsky was fondly known Uttar Pradesh. Tamil Nadu (DMK was 
in which the winning of a amongst us old-timers. I was dismayed the equivalent in Tamil Nadu of the 
parliamentary scat is placed by former and brought to the verge of tears SVD of the North): Punjab. Orissa. 
Lohiaites. repeatedly. as one stalwart fell after Madhya Pradesh. Kerala (here the CPM 

We must remember that quite a another. 1 felt the Siberian chill winds became the equivalent of SVD); 
few Lohiaitcs have prospered at the blowing. as they ran through. and Haryana and Bihar. 
cost of their principles in recent times. rattled my bones, behind the pitiless The world context was also not 
George Farnandcs. Madhu Limayc. R<ti electrified barbed-wires of the unfayourablc. ln the sixties. several 
Narain. Laloo Prasad YadaY. Sharad concentration camps. Many times I African countries were to attain 
YadaY. Kalpanath Rai. Ram Vilas wondered how so many can be broken independence as in the cases of 
Paswan. Jancswar Mishra. Ram Dhan. in such quick time. so systematically! Algeria ( 1962). Mauritania (1960). 
J. H. Patel and several more who I used But times and tides of history arc Senegal (1960), Mali (1960). Burkina 
to meet. hanging around Lohia"s inexorable. Fasso(l960),SicrraLeone(l961),1vory 
Gurudwara Rikabganj residence in Look at the spectate that the Coast (1960). Ghana (1967), Togo 
Delhi in the sixties. Supposing they Lohia Socialists have made of (1960). Benin (1960). Gabon (1960), 
had remained together and they could themselves! After 19C> 7. Lohia was no Cameroon (1960). Nigeria (1960). Congo 
haYc rcnw i ned togct her only with more. How could so many fall so fast? (Braa.aville. 1960). Niger (1960), 
ideological bonds. do they not think So. he was no more but he had never («mid. on,. 161 
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WAH, KYA KAHEN! 
Mankind Research Bureau 

THE ARREST OF THE ARCH CRIMINAL, RAJAN 
TIWARI FROM A BJP MP'S RESIDENCE 

A history shcctcr of UP and 
Bihar with a· long trail of killings. 
stcalings. kidnappings and extortions. 
Rajan Tiwari was arrested on I:lth Feb. 
99 from the lawns of the offic ial 
residence ofGangaram Koli. a BJP MP. 

·Although Koli denied any 
connection with the criminal and took 
a legal position that Tiwari was not 
arrested from his house but only from 

the lawns in front of his house: the 
police confirmed that Tiwari was 
indeed staying at Koli 's house but had 
stepped out into the lawns in front of 
his house when the police could nab 
him. The police could not arrest him 
from inside the MP"s house since they 
had not the necessary warrant to 
enter the MP"s residence. The police. 
however. left an escape clause for 

Cases against Rajan Tiwari 

themselves. It is possible that Rajan 
Tiwari was in Koli's house without 
Koli being aware of his identity. Why 
the police should presume that Koli 
did not know the identity of his own 
house guest is a singular mystery. 

Rajan Tiwari case once again 
proves the contnuing connection or 
nexus between politicians and 
criminals. In comprador capitalist 
society, no means are taboo when the 
goal is personal aggrandisement. 

As can be seen from the box 
given alongside that businessman use 
criminals for eliminating their ri\"als. 
especially for grabbing big contracts. 
like railway and other government 
contracts. 

I. Murder of Vivck Singh. accomplice of former MLA Birndra Pratap. Motive: Grabbing of a railway tender. 
2. Attempt on the life of B. P. Shahi ncar Go I Ghar. Gorakhpur. Shahi"s Sccuriy officer and a head constable were shot 

dead. Moth·e: Tender grabbing. 
3. A Gorakhpur businessman was shot dead. Motive: Extortion. 
4. Dubey brothers of Hydcl Colony shot dead. Moth•e: Grabbing of railway contracts. 
5. Stealing Maruti Esteem aft.cr shooting its owner in the legs. 
G. Killing of B.P. Shahi and his associates. Motive: Tender grabbing. 
7. Gunning down of Yivck Shukla. 
8. Kidnapping of Kunal Rastogi. Motive: A ransom of Rs.60 lakh. 
9. Killing of RID MLA who was a former Energy Minister of Bihar. The victim was undergoing treatment in a liospital. 
10. Killing of Pramod Singh. a Samata party worker from Bihar. 
II . Killing of Pritam Singh. Inspector with tlu: Special Task Force. Ghaziabad. Moth•e: D.P. Yadav had given him . 
· supari " for the killing 

THREE COMMISSIONS OF · ENQUIRY REPORTS 

Recently several commisions of 
inquiry ha\"C reported on matters of 
public intc.rcst in Maharashra and 
each of the three reports has indicted 
the Shiv Sena - BJP government in 
power and its predecessors the 
Congress go\"crnment. for its grave 
misdeeds. 

One of the reasons why 
Mankind has maintained that 
democracy docs not prc,:ail in India. 
is precisely this oversight. neglect and 
sabotage of reports of inquiry 
commisions. In every embarrassing 
case. the government attaches an 
Action Taken Report by the very 
executive which committed the 
original crimes against the people of 
India and Maharashtra. The very 
existence of ATRs proves 

irresponsibilty. unaccountabilty and 
non-transparency of the bureaucratic 
set up that rules over us. 

A!ankinct'is placing before its 
readers a brief summary of 3 judicial 
commtston reports namely 
i)Shrikrishna Commission Report 
ii)Dani Commission Report and 
iii)Gundewar Commission Report and 
their Action Taken Reports prepared 
by the Sena - BJP Government in 
Maharashtra. 
1. The Srikrishna Commission 
Report: The report on communal riots 
in Mumbai in December 92- January 93 
has severely and in an unambiguous 
manner indicted Shiv Sena and Sena 
Chief Bal Thackeray and several other 
Shiv Sainiks for organi&'lng attacks on 
Muslims and their properties. It has 

Source. The U't C!'k, Fch.1R. 1999 

also indicted BJP and Sangh Parivar 
for intimidating Muslims by using 
provocative and intemperate language. 
The report was submitted to the 
Government on 16 February 1998. The 
Sena-BJP Government has rejected the 
main part of the report. In ATR that 
was placed before the House on the 
report sought to suggest that the 
report of the Commission was anti
Hindu and pro-Muslim. Shiv Sena 
supremo Bal Thackeray accused the 
sitting judge .of Bombay High Court 
of bias. 

The Commission observed that 
speeches and slogans of SSP rallies 
and their Sangh Parivar from or about 
Suly 1992 as a part of Ayodhya Temple 
campaign were "doWnright communal. 
warning the Muslims ma~· alllilie:.m.,41l,Jt, 
Ramjanmabhoomi -



dispute would be an act of trectchery 
for which the Muslims could be 
banished from the country. Slogans 
like ·mandir vahi banayenge· and · is 
deshme rehana hoga to vandc mataram 
kahcna hoga· rent the air:· The report 
also obscr•ed that .. clashes and minor 
cases of rioting·· took plctcc along I he 
route of the BJP leader L. K. Advani"s 
rath vntra were the distant 
thunde~claps portending the storm to 
come."' 

Nine hundred people died in 
December-January riots. The causes 
include. as reported by the 
commission. police firing. stabbing. 
arson. mob action and .. prinlle firing ... 
The injured numbered 2036. The 
Commission cxctmincd 502 witnesses 
and their depositions running into 
9655 pages were recorded . Twenty 
eight months after the commission was 
appointed by the Chief Minister 
Sudhakarrao Naik. the Senct-BJP 
Government. which came to power 
subsequently. added terms of 
reference pertaining to the serial bomb 
blasts in Mumbai on March 12. 1993 
which claimed 257 lives. injured 713 
people and damaged property worth 
Rs.27 crores. 

The Commission observed that 
the bomb blasts seem to be a reaction 
to '"the totality of events .. at Ayodhya 
and Mumbai in December 1992 and 
January 1993. The Commission has 
also blamed the Congress(!) 
Government headed by Sudhakarrao 
Naik and the police force for not 
handling the situation effectively. The 
then C.M. should have sought army 
help to control the riots. according to 
the observations made by the 
Commission. Sharad Pawar who was 
the Defence Minister at the time is 
supposed to have delayed the 
deployment of the army . . 

The Sena-BJP Government 
rejected. The Commission's 
conclusions on the · events and 
immediate causes of the riots and 
apportionments of blame for them. It 
also found the conclusions on bomb 
blast less than adequate. However. the 
governmenrs ATR proclaims the 
acceptance of the recommendations on 
administrative lapses on the part of 

police and the recommendations .were 
forwarded to the police commiSSIOner 
for approprite action to prevent the 
recurrence of riots and to secure 
communal harmony and to improve 
law and order mctchinary. 

2. Dani Cimm1ission Report: 
The death of 10~ members of 

the Gowari tribe in Nagpur in 1994 
during the winter session of 
Mnharnshtra legislature. when n 
morcha was brought by their lectders 
to press for their long-stctnding 
demctnd for ct scheduled 1 ribe status. 
As no minister went to recci,·e their 
memorandum . the crowd became 
restless nnd started surging cthead by 
breaking the police cordon . This 
provoked the police to resort to ct lathi 
chctrge. The scared simple vi lingers in 
the morchct started running helter 
skeltcr which resulted in a stampede. 
104 people lost their lives. 

The Scna-BJP legislcttors who 
were in opposition then. demnnded the 
resignntion of the then Chief Minister, 
Shnmd Pctwctr. The judicial inquiry was 
instituted under the chairmctnship of 
Justice Dnni. 

When 1 his report wns 
submitted the Senct-BJP Government 
was in power. And to their utter 
consternation the report did not indict 
Shctr~d Pawar or any other minister. 
Having lost the opportunity to settle 
scores with the Congress pctrty the 
Sena-BJP combine decided to use the 
Action Taken Report to embarrass the 
Congress in general and Shamd Pctwnr 
in pnrticulctr. Their frustations resulted 
in two published Action Tnken 
Reports. After publishing the first 
ATR. the Governmen! probably 
thought that there was not enough 
material to politicise the issue. 
Therfore. another ATR wets prepared 
adding 15 new ·paragraphs and 
deleting certain key points fixing 
responsibilty for the incident. 

This chicanery of the Sena-BJP 
combine was exposed by the 
opposition leader Chhagan Bhujbal by 
showing the two ATRs on . the 
commission's report in the legialature. 
The second one was hurriedly 
prepared and got printed from a 

private printer. wJth some additions 
and deletions to the first one whtch 
was printed in government press. 

3. Gundcwar Commission RCJIOrt: 
In July 1997. in Ramabni Nagnr 

of Mumbni. the statue of Dr. B. R. 
Ambcdkar wns desecrntcd by some 
mischief- mongers by garlanding it 
with footwear. This infuriated the 
dalits and · nots broke out. In the 
police firing II dalils lost their li ves. 

The Sena-BJP government ' s 
pro-dalit credentials were specially 
hyped while preparing the ATR on the 
Dani Commission Report. Therefore. 
to pacify dalits. the judicial inquiry 
was instituted under the chairmanship 

. of Justice Gundcwar. 
In his report. Justice Gundewar. 

severly indicted the police for 
handling the siltmtion in a manner 
which betrayed total 'disregard for 
legal provisions. 

The Commission also indicted 
the Police Sub Inspector M.Y. Kadmn 
·for his decision to open fire . The 
Report records that .. there was no 
provocation for firing and that it was 
not in self-defence. that it was not for 
saving damage by the alleged 

. apprehension of the blast of gas 
tanker. that it wns neither justified nor 
warranted". 

The self-defence theory of he 
police had the endorsement of the 
then Chcif Minister Manohar Joshi. 
But the Gundewar Commission 
completely demolishes this theory. 

The Scna 's other claim was that 
the riots were engineered by the 
opposition leader Chhagan Bhujbal 
who had asked Rajendnt Gupta 
Agarwal to do the act of desecration. 
It was also not acceptable to the 
Commission. There were serious 
discrepancies in dates cited by 
Agarwal. Moreover. the antecedants 
of Agarwal were of dubious nature. It 
took ten days for him to share what 
Bhujbal supposedly told him with 
anyone. Thus, this game- plan of Shiv 
Sena with its obvious political motives 
was also exposed. 

The Sena-BJP Government did 
not take Gundcwar Commission Report 
seriously. except for suspending the 



Sub Inspector. This shows the 
indifTcrnt altitude of Scna-BJP allicncc . 
towards Judical Commission Reports. 
If this mockery of Judicial Commission 
Reports is not checked and if the 
politic ians arc allowed to think 
themselves above law. the criminals-

turned-politicians arc bond to subvert 
the democratic institutions of our 
country one after another with 
impurity. 

We can sec from the fate of 
these three reports that the 

POVERTY IN INDIA AS REFLECTED BY CALORIE 
INTAKES OF FOOD IN THE STATES OF INDIA: 

1972-73 TO 1993-94 

This is a summary of data on 
nuiritional intake in India . given in 
NSS Data 50th round (Jnly I 993-Junc 
199~) published in Servekshana, the 
journal of the NSS Organisation 
(vol. XX I. no.2. 7:\rd issue. Oct-Dec. 
1997). 

In rural India. :n·cragc caloric 
intake fell from 2266 Kcals to 215:1 

Kcals. The average caloric intake rose 
only in four states: Orissa . Kcrala . 
West Bengal and Maharashtra . The 
largest increase was in Kcra la 
followed by West Bengal. Orissa and 
Maharashtra. 

In urban India. average caloric 
intake fell by a very narrow margin 
(:lOKcals ). Caloric intake rose in : 

indifferent and arrogant attitude of the 
government underlines the futility of 
the judicidal commissions. which 
leads to the devaluation of the 
judicidary and ultimatly it will lead to 
the abridgement of democracy. • 

Kerala. Karnataka. West Bcngai.Tamil 
Nadu and Maharashtra. However. a 
sharp reduction in consumption is 
noted in the case of Punjab. Haryana 
and Himachal Pradesh. 

Data on Kcrala is apparently 
anamolous. In respect of education 
and hcalthcarc it stands at the top of 
the table. Then why should its per 
capita I per day caloric intake for 1972. 
73 and 1993-94 be merely 1600 Kcal? 

Is it a case of the usual hazard 
in statistics posed by Indian official 
data'' 

CALORIE INTAKE OF FOOD IN STATES OF INDIA 
1972-73 TO 1993-94 

Rural Areas ChanJ!C Urban Areas Change 
State 1972-73 1993-94 1972-73 1993-94 
Andhra Pradesh 2.100 2.000 -100 2.150 2.000 -150 
Assam 2.050 2.0(X) -50 2.050 2.025 -25 
Bihar 2.2<Xl 2.HXl -100 2.050 2, HXl +50 
Gt\iarat 2. HXl 2.0<Xl -100 2.HKJ 2.000 -100 
Hal)'ana 3.2CXJ 2.5tXJ -700 2A1Xl 2.150 -250 

Himachal Pradesh 2.950 2JtXJ -<>50 3.51Xl 2.450 -1.050 
Jammu & Kashmir 2.'JlK) 2.51Xl -41Xl 2.5<Xl 2.450 -50 
Karnataka 2.200 2.050 -150 1.900 2.000 +llXl 
Kent Ia 1.61Xl 1.950 +350 J.(,(K) 2.0tXl +400 
Madh~·a Pradesh 2AOO 2.HXl -J50 2.11Xl 2.020 -80 

M1tharashtra l.'JIXJ J.\)50 +50 1.950 2.000 ' +50 
Orissa 1.900 2.HXl +21Xl 2.200 2.150 -50 
Punjab 3.51Xl 2A50 -1.050 2.800 2.050 -750 
Rajasthan 2.6lXl 2.5tXl -51Xl 2.31Xl 2.150 -ISO 
Tamil Nadu 1.950 l.I){Xl -50 1.91Kl Ul70 +70 

Uttar Pradesh 2.510 2.4lXl -I 10 2.100 2.050 -50 
West Bengal 1.900 2,HKJ +21Xl 2.010 2.020 +10 

All India 2,107 2,071 -36 2,050 2,020 -30 

( l'c \mput.,;o~ lhlm lh._• fnur Gf 01ph1 t l ;~ hh;~ {;1\'Cn In f."rmrt/111(.', 1,2 J Q\) , rr (l f?.JJ ) 

MINORITY STATUS SOUGHT FOR HINDUS IN SIX STATES 
Several organisations like Panun Kashmir arc demanding Minority Status for Hindus in six states i.e. Punjab. Jammu 
and Kashmir and the four North-Eastern states: Arunachal Pradesh. Nagaland. Mcghalaya and Mizoram. 

The demand has been made to the National Commission on M inorilies and whose Chairman Tahir Hussain bas 
conveyed it to Home Minister L.K. Advani. The Home Ministry had never expected this kind of response from the 
NCM and as such is sitting tight on the subject. 

.. 



THE BATTLE OF WADGAON-MAVAL ON 16th 
JAN.1779 BETWEEN MARATHAS AND EAST INDIA 
COMPANY COULD HAVE BEEN A TURNING POINT 

IN WORLD HISTORY 
Recently. the 220th anniversary places and adopting a scorched earth 

of the Battle of Wadgaon was policy that denied them the 
celebrated at. Wadgaon-Maval under availability of grain. a drop. of water 
the auspices of the Shrimant Mahadaji or even a blade of grass locally. 
Shinde Pratishthan and Maval Talnka The Maratha cavalry. rode 
Shikshak Griharachana Sanstha. menacingly. nanking the sides of the 

Col. (Rctd.) Ani! Athale. military supply - starved · English Army 
historian explained the brilliant throughout the night. even denying 
strategy of Mahadaji that led to the the luxury of snatching forty winks. 
total rout of invading English Army As the English morale collapsed 
on Jan.l4.and total surrender on totally and they began retreating to 
Jan.l6. 1779. Talegaon-Dabhade. the Marathas 

The Marathas allowed the pounced upon them at Wadgaon-
English Army to climb the ghats and Maval and brought them to their 
then trapped them. inland snapping of knees. The English were made to sign 
theirsupplylinkwithMumbaiattwo a treaty that signified their 

tcontd from p. :') 

Opening Statement 
Chad (1960), Zaire ( 1960). Zambia 
(1964). Tanzania (1%4). Kenya (1963). 
Somalia ( 1960). Burundi ( 1962). 
Gambia (1965 ). Equatorial Guinea 
(1968). Malawi (1964). Rwanda (1961). 
Uganda (1962). 

In fact. the 1960s was tile 
decade of National Liberation in 
Africa when twenty nine African 
countries attained freedom. 

Cuba had become socialist in 
1959. 

The student movement had 
exploded in France in 1968. 

The anti-Vietnam war had 
gathered steam in US and so had the 
Equal Rights Movement of the Blacks. 

Though Lohia could not have 
known it. Bangladesh was to be 
liberated in 1971. 

Though Goa had been liberated 
in 196I. during Lohia's lifetime. all the 
Portuguese colonies in Africa became 
free only in I975. as did East Timor 
to merge with Indonesia in the same 
fateful year 1975. 

The dates of two important 
revolutionary studies may also be 
noted: Frantz Fanon wrote 'The 
Wretched of the Earth • in 1961 and 
Regis Debray. 'The Strategy for 
Revolution • in I965. 

The conclusion is inescapable. 
THE REVOLlmONARY TIDE WAS 

humiliating surrender. 

RUNNING HIGH TILL AROUND 
1975. TILL IT INVERTED ITSELF. 
FROM THAT TIME AND THE EBB 
TIDE IS RUNNING STRONG TILL 
TODAY. THE LATE NINETIES. 

I am not saying thl)t we should 
forgive the Lohiaitc Socialists of yore. 
who treacherous!~· became turncoats 
and betrayed the socialist movement. 
THEIR COLLECTIVE FAILURE CAN 
NEVER BE OVERLOOKED. 

At the same time. the 
explanation reaches beyond their 
indivisual wills and foibles. Thus we 
can clearly sec that the revolutionary 
tide was running high till the mid-70s 
wherefrom it took a sudden plunge. 
China proclaimed 'Market Socialism' 
in 1978 and Russia followed suit a 
decade later. The State Capitalist 
Empire in Eastern Europe collapsed in 
1989-91. and the USSR itself 
disintegrated a·t about the same time. 

The new and altered Lohaitcs 
were the offspring of the receding 
wave of nationalism and socialism 
that has swept over the world. over 
the last quarter century. THEY ARE 
VILLAINS AS WELL AS VICTIMS 
OF THE TIMES AND TIDES OF 
HISTORY. They have forgotten the 
first lesson that Lohia imparted to 
them: HOW TO SWIM AGAINST 
TIIE CURRENT I FOR TIIE NEXT 

The military success. however. 
was not put to political advantage. 
Even a great statesman like Nana 
Phadnavis was not aware of the British 
in international scenario. with most of 
their armies and naval necl confined to 
the American continent. In fact. one 
tenth of the English soldiers in India 
were captured by the Marathas at 
Wadgaon. A new twist to the history 
of the sub-continent could have been 
given , if there had been a proper 
political vision and solidarity which 
was lacking amongst the Marathas at 
that time. 

.. A memorial in memory of the 
bailie is to be erected by erecting five 
bronze statues according to Dr. S. B. 
Majumdar. Founder Director of 
Symbiosis Society, who is the project 
director. • 

WAVE. THAT WILL LIFT THEM UP 
IS COMlNG, IS BOUND TO COME 
! INDIA WILL NOT REMAIN 
PERPETUALLY PRONE AND POOR 
! AFTER ALL, WE ARE ONE 
HUNDRED CRORES, NEARLY ONE 
FIFTH OF HUMANITY ! 

LIBERATION WILL COME ! 
WE SHALL OVERCOME ! 
WE ARE TOO MANY ! 
WE ARE HUMANITY ! 
THIS IS BRAHMAI\.,.lL ! 
THE RED DAWN IS JUST 

BELOW THE HORIZON 
STRUGGLING TO BE BORN ! 

WE MUST SHARPEN OUR 
WEAPONS AND KEEP OUR 
NERVES COOL AND REMAIN 
READY TO GREET THE 
REVOLUTION ! 

WE ARE NOT AFRAID ! WE 
ARE NOT COWARDS ! 

WE SHALL KEEP THE 
POWDER DRY ! WE SHALL NOT 
FALTER IDEOLOGICALLY ! 

WE ARE TOO MANY ! 
WE ARE HUMANITY ! 
WE ARE THE DALI7:S AND 

P!DITS OF THE WORLD ! WE ARE 
THE WRETCHED OF THE EARTH! 

WE SHALL OVERCOME ! 
TOMORROW BELONGS TO 

us!. 



CHALO, DUNIYA 
DEKHEN! 

Exe. Edr. 

NEO-COLONIAL SUPPORT TO CHRISTIANITY 
One of the most censorious 

aspects of the current supposedly · 
anti-Christian missionary stand of the 
VajpCJycc go\'crnment is the spate of 
protests being received from the 
Diplomatic Missions in India and the 
Foreign Ministers of U.S .A .. U.K .. 
Germany. France. Portugal. 
Netherlands. Australia. New Zealand 
and other Christian countries in the 
world. 

Let us make it absolutely clear 
to all the missions and their masters 
that Christianit~· in India docs not 
cn,joy extra - territorial status. 
Christian citizens of India are not 
entitled to receive any protection from 
any Christian power of any part of the 
world. 

In the 17th. 18th and 19th 
centuries, Czarist Russia had been 
given powers under se\'eral Russo
Turkish treaties to con'sider the entire 
Christian ..:ommunity living in the 
Ottoman Empire to be under the Czar's 
protection. On behalf of any Christian 
living under Otto1uan rule. Czarist 
Russia was given the right to interfere 
and intercede. Later. the same extra
territorial Christian privilege was 
extended to other Christian colonial 
powers of Europe. like Great Britain 
and France. In fact. during the war of 

Greek lndepcndanee around 1830, 
Lord Byron supposedly. a Greek 
liberationist. claimed such privileges 
for British intervention in Greek 
affairs. Greece being then a part of the 
Ottoman Empire. 

In an .~ide-Memoire to all 
foreign missions in India and through 
our embassies in all Christian 
countries. we should make it 
absolutely dear that any defence of 
Christian persons and property in 
India is the sole concern of the 
government of India. We shall decide 
from time to time. what is in the best 
interest of our citizens. whether the 
citizens belong to 2.-J% of the 
Christian minority in the country or to 
any bigger communal entity. We shall 
be the sole judge of the welfare of the 
citizens of India and of any section 
thereof. 

Western nco-colonial powers 
organised in various overlapping 
groups called G-7/8. EU. NATO and 
OECD powers have no business to 
send any communication to the 
Government of India concerning the 
~ivcs and properties of any group of 
Indian citizens. 

Tomorrow, the Muslims of India 
will seck Pakistani protection. Hindus 
will seck Nepalese protection and 

BANANA WAR BETWEEN EUROPE AND USA 
Since the last few weeks. a 

(iercc verbal duel has been going on 
between Europe and U.S.A. on the 
issue of bananas from the Third 
World. 

USA is a paranoid power. It 

produces no bananas of exportable 
quality and quantity on its soil. Under 
certain trade agreements signed with 
sub-Saharan ·African countries, USA 
has objecied to preferential entry to 
their Banana exports to Europe under 

Buddhists will seck Thai, Sinhalese or 
Japanese protection. We must nip this 
tendency in the bud. 

We must return formally to their 
writers. all the protest notes so far 
received by our External Affairs 
Ministry. To USA. UK. Australia. New 
Zealand: in particular we should add 
a factual statement of genocidal 
massacres carried out by their citizens 
upon Red Indians and Australasian 
aborigines. We may especially point 
out to these White racialists that they 
have not expressed any regret for 
their long-standing crimes against 
humanity: that they have shown as yet 
no remorse or awareness of guilt for 
their heinous crimes carried out 
against Red Indians. Australian 
aborigines. Maoris, Zulus. Congolese, 
Angolons, Madagascarians. Ethio
pcans, Somalis, Sudanese. etc. 

We must not mince words. 
\vhere neo-colonial powers are 
concerned. 

Christians of India must find 
their own safety-net 'within our 
democratic polity. We are allowing 
Christian missions in India to receive 
fin;mcial support from foreigners. 
This facility will itself be cut off, if a 
strict hands off policy is not followed 
by Christian countries of the world. 

We are not concerned with the 
details of alleged persecutions of 
Christians in India. This is not a 
subject of discussion with any foreign 
embassy or consulate. No foreign 
visitor can express whilst in India any 
opinion in the subject. 

We are a sovereign nation and 
we resent all encroachments on 
our sovereignty, however. well
intentioned and well-disguised these 
encroachments may be. • 

an imperialist discriminatory law caUed 
Super-301. 

The USA considers itself to be 
above and beyond maritime law and it 
seems to think, it is entitled to impose 
unilateral sanctions upon Eurppean 



exports of a hundred other commo
dities and products sent to USA. 

A few months ago. our readers 
will recall. ·that the U.S.A. had kicked 
up a big row about innanunabilty of 
our ghagrn.~ and the lire hazard that 
they supposedly posed to the wearers 
of Indian cotton skirts. which were 
driving out all competitors from the 
field. Before that. particular U.S. 
interest had detected a Hepatitis Beta 
virus in strawberry imports from 
Mexico and imposed sanctions against 
Mexico that proved to be based upon 
a false alarm. 

This is a normal practice in U.S. 
business circles. To kick up a row 
about the fire hazard posed by Indian 
undergarments for women or in 
respect of some virulent disease 
entering USA when actually USA 
poses the greatest threat to world 
health and well-being. 

Once. some U.S . company 
makes a baseless allegation. USA 
,proceeds immediately to threaten and 
impose unilateral sanctions without 
having recourse to any im·estigative 
or arbitration procedure. 

It is enough for an American 
company to make a stupid. allegation 
against any foreign firm and American 
chau\'inism is immediately aroused. 

In the new Tri-Polar World that 

import transactions will inevitably lead 
to limited wars with conventional 
weapons and soon thereafter to 
limited wars with tactical nuclear 
weapons. 

We have repeatedly stated that 
USA is a paranoid power. II has a 

relatively small economic base. That r---------------, is whv. it is forever frightened of 
STOP PRESS comm.crcial and military challenge 

has come into being since 1975. all 
American wntrums arc not going .to be 
triumphant. Even if comprador India 
succumbs to US pressures repeatedly. 
the other parts of the world . like 
Europe and the Pacific Rim of Asia 
(Japan. South Korea. China. Hungm)·. 

The WTO has upheld American from any and every quarter. The 
objections. It is now upto Europe to USA is apt to discover the devil in 
ca~'C in or escalate. Since Banana War the shadow of every rock. The 
concerns grant of preferential entry to 1 d f USA 1 'd CtlOtrglllo ea crs o arc s upr Third World bananas. it is most likely 

believe in their own lies and think 
that Europe will cave in and the Third 

that USA is the greatest power on World will lose its preferential treaty 
rights in the European markets. · earth . 

Recently. U.S. Secretary of 

Taiwan and A SEAN) arc not going to 
bootlick and kow-tow to endless US 
bullying. America will be cut to si ze 
and either the WTO will break up into 
three major trading blocs in line with 
the tri-polar division of the world or 
America will have to give in . 

That is why. we have been 
urging in and through \lankind that 
lndiltn acquioscencc in US bullying 
and . the Structural Adjustment 
Programme of the West is not going 
to spare the world of the looming 
spectre of trade and commtmal wars. 

These innocent looking export-

State. Mcdcline Albright visited 
China and promptly the US State Dept. 
circullltcd handouts which claimed 
that the meeting was 'he/ween lhe two 
grea/esl poll'ers on earl II·. Now that 
Russia is no more a super-power. 
China is being buill up to take its 
place as the lcilding immoral and eYi I 
force in the world. 

I wish our compradoriscd and 
empty-headed journalists and 
politicians wmild wake up from their 
habitual stupor and take notice of the 
happenings in the real world 
surrounding them. 

Once banana m1rs have started. 
can missile wars lag far behind? • 

08, ANOTHER EXERCISE IN FUTILITY consisting of America. Europe and the 
Pacific Rim of Asia. Whilst the Cold War lasted. 

from 1945 to 1985. the Non-ft:ligned 
Mo\'ement could make a lot of noise 
and pretend that the NAM was 
needed by the world. 

Actually the NAM was 
nothing but nonsense-arrogance
ma\'erickness. India. under Nehru 
provided cheap soldiers for UN
policing ofccasefires in Korea. Indo
China. Eg_vpt. Congo-Zaire etc. Nehru 
was like the dog walking beneath the 
loaded cart who thought that he was 
carrying the load of the full cart! Tito 
thought that he was fighting a mock 
battle with Stalin! What exactly 
Nasser. Nkrumah and Sukarno thought 
about NAM is not known but each of 
these 5 'Great Leaders' dreamt that he 
was a world statesman I 

The NAM collapsed when 
Dcng-Xiao-Peng and Gorbachcv came 
out with their theories of gaige and 
kaifeng in 1978 and ~/asnosl and 
pereslroika in 1985. 

After that. the raisori-d 'eire for 
NAM disappeared and private 
capitalism began to re-conquer the 
state capitalist societies of Russia and 
China. 

NAM at its height had 
embraced II~ countries. But no one 
had defined what exacllv NAM stood 
for and what the 114 me;nbers were to 
do in the absence of a Bi-Polar World. 

As a maller of fact. we have 
been urging in the columns of 
Mankind that a Tri-Polar World has 
come into existence since 1975, 

In the changed circumstances. 
the rudderless and clueless mcri1bcrs 
of the old NAM have been running 
hither and thither. searching for a 
mission and a goal that would help 
the thousands of bureaucrats 
employed in their foreign ministries to 
lind a way to justi(y their expensive 
life-styles. 

We may therefore formulate a 
new Parkinsonian Law for the Non
aligned: Futile groupings must take the 
place of former futilities and when 
futilities arc collectively sanciified 
they cease to be such ! 

In our last issue. we dealt with 
the G 15/17 Group of Non-entities. In 
this issue we shall deal with a further 



lot of eight zeroes who call 
themselves the '" Dc,·cloping 8''. We 
allach a small table showing the 
current ineffectual international sllltus 
of these eight Islamic countries of the 
Third World . Since the entire Third 
World is being cruelly exploited by 
the nco-colonial powers organised in 

Name Area 
(in thousands 

of sq. km.) 

EGYPT 995.0 
TURKEY 770.0 
IRAN ICH.8 
PAKISTAN 771.0 
NIGERIA 911.0 
BANGLADESH 130.0 
MALYESIA 329.0 
INDONESIA 1812.0 

OECD (Sec .1/ankinc/, Dec 97. p.47. 
wherein we have shown that the OECD 
powers prc\'cnt the Third World from 
earning annually $550 billion). 

Within this O\'er-a rching 
context. it is not possible to \'isualisc 
any technological or industrial 
progress for any member of G 15 or D8 

or any other grouping of members of 
the Third World! 

Only a nationalist and socialist 
revolutionary breakaway can help 
them. · 

Unfortunately such a point of 
departure is not on the Agenda of G-
15 or D-8 or any other X' r• 

Percent of Population Percent of GDP/PPP Percent of 
World Area (in billion) World (in billion World 

population US dollars) GDPIPPP 

0.76 60.00 1.03 177.30 0.47 
0.59 (>-l.OO 1.10 409.70 1.11 
1.26 71.50 1.23 352.63 0.95 
0.59 137.00 2.35 218.20 0.59 
0.70 118.00 2.02 103.50 0.28 
0.10 12-l.OO 2.13 129.60 0.35 
0.25 2l.ll0 0.36 229.30 0.62 
1.39 2tXl.llO 3.-l3 690.70 1.87 
5.CH IJ.65 6.44 



HAWA KA EK JHONKA 
MEDIA SHARKS MUST BE FED 

EXCLUSIVELY BY US, SAYS INC 
• Congress in Andhra Pradesh is 
extremely perturbed. APCC President. 
Rajsekara Reddy is agitatedly 
complaining to the President, K. R. 
Narayanan that Chief Minister, 
Chandrababu Naidu has spent Rs. 350 
crore on publicity, whereas the budgetary 
outlay was estimated at only Rs.26.58 
crores for the year 1998-99. Congress 
palronage of the press died with the end 
of Congress rule in Andhra in 1983 
(Excluding lhe mini-revival in 1989-94). 
Obviously the Congress is worried that 
after Chandrababu ·s largesses. the AP 
madia barons will develop an insatiable 
appetite. • 

TEA EXPORTS PERTURB 
THE WEST 

• There is bad news for the nco
colonial powers. Indian tea exports 
reached a record level Rs. 2.156.~2 
crores in calender 1998, Rs.375.44 
crores more than the previous year·s 
figure of Rs. 1780.78 crorcs. What is 
most alanning for Euro-America is that 
in quantity tenns. it was merely 206.09 
min. kgs against 203 min. kgs in 1997. 
Thus the price of tea/kg has improved 
to Rs.J04.62 in 1998 against Rs. 87.72 
in 1997. This despite a serious fall in 
the exchange value of the rupee from 
Rs.37.16 per dollar in 97-98 to Rs.41.99 
per dollar in 98-99, or a fall of 11.9 per 
cent (Economic Survey, 98-99. p.2). So. 
the price improvement was 19.26 per 
cent. netwithstanding a devaluation of 
11.9 percent An overall improvement 
in our terms of trade for tea in one 
year of almost one-third (19.26+11.50 
= 30.76 per cent). • 

INTEREST RATES REFUSE TO 
GO DOWN 

• The world over, interest rates are 
being slashed. Recently, in the United 
Kingdom, the interest on prime bonds 
came down by 1/2 per cent to S.S to 
draw them nearer to the European 
st~ndard of about 3 per cent, an<f 

away from the American level of 
approximately 6.5 per cent. 

The small savings rate offered 
by Indian post offices is being 
brought down by 1/2 per cent. The 
Kisan Vikas· Patras and the Indira Vikas 
Patras will now double in six years and 
not five and a half as hitherto. 

The Japanese rate is a mere half 
to one per cent. Arc we approaching 
that? • 

CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES 
MAKE MERRY WITH 

FOREIGN FUNDS 
• ·In the last quarter of 1998. Christian 
mis~ionary bodies received Rs . 14 . 
crorc foreign 'contributions. out of a 
total of Rs . l9.80 crore foreign 
donations of all sorts received during 
the last quarter of 1998. • 

CLINTON CONTINUES 
BANANA WAR 

• The Clinton administratio.n has 
revived the notorious Super 301 law. 
a trade weapon aimed at imposing 
unilateral American sanctions on 
competitors anywhere in the world 
who discriminate against American 
trading companies. As we know from 
the current Banana War between 
Europe and America. the Americans 
even if they do not cultivate bananas, 
have a right to export bananas that 
they buy in the Caribbean with 
appropriate mark-up for their own 
super-proli Is. 

Thus. the world must buy 
anything that an American export 
company wishes to sell, even if the 
international buyer can gel his goods 
atlowet prices from somewhere. This 
is unfair: because American traders 
cannot quote lower prices ! Thus, if 
Europeans make special deals with 
banana producers in Sub-Saharan 
Africa or the Caribbean . the Central 
American US subsidiaries must be 
allowed to undersell the European 
importers. Otherwise, it is 
Discrimination and Anti-American 1 • 

RURAL INDIA MUST PAY FOR 
FOREIGN CALLS 

• In the entire fracas. between the 
Communication Ministry and the 
Telecommunication Regulatory 
Authority of India (TRAI). with price
hikes being ordered by the latter. 
stayed by the former. re-imposed by 
the latter; and finally compromised by 
the former: so that no telephone 
owner in the entire co.untry knows 
exactly at what rate he will be billed 
and from which date he will be 
mulcted. It has escaped the notice of 
the media that the principle is that 
OVERSEAS CALLS MUST BE 
SUBSIDISED BY LOCAL USERS 
AND VILLAGERS MUST PAY FOR 
GLOBALlSATlON. The overseas calls 
arc few. but they earn foreign 
exchange at least one way (incoming). 
whilst the Indian users number millions 
and each can pay a small amount for 
the globalisation effort of the rich 
elite. It is the Udipi principle: Take a 
small amount from each poor customer 
and you will become rich enough to 
own chains of restaurants and 

hotels!• 

TOP MNCs ARE YET AMERICAN 
• Microsoft has overtaken General 
Electric as the world 's richest 
company according to the Financial 
'[imes annual ranking of FT 500. The 
market capitalisation of Microsoft was 
placed at $272 billion while GE was 
worth only $259 billion. Next come 
Exxon, Royal Dutch I Shell. Merck. 
Pfizer, Intel. Coca-Cola, Wal-Mart 
Stores and IBM. Overall, 244 of the top 
500 finns were American. • 

ISABEL ALLENDE 
• Isabel Allende. who the Executive 
Editor of Mankind met three decades 
and more ago. when he interviewed 
her uncle, Salvador Allende, is in the 
news. General Augusto Pinochct 
whose goons killed Salvador and 3.000 
Chileans ad other nationals who 
disappeared during the general's rule 
over Chile from 197 3 to 1990, is 
fighting a second court-room battle in 
England to avoid extradition to Spain 
to face trial for his crimes. 

(contd. on p. 2S) 



BUDGET :1999-2000 

1: INDIAN NAUKARSHAHI NOT BOUND BY 
BUDGETING ESTIMATES 

We do not know why the 
variations ranged from +8.82% to 
-2.80% in particular years. except that 
our bureaucrats feel that they are the 
real rulers of the country, who are not 
answerable to the elected 
representatives that pass the 

In our analysis of the budget 
for 1998-99 (Mankind, Jun-Jul 98. pp. 
18-20). we had made the observation 
that Actuals of Revenues and 
Expend itures given in successive 

budgets differed from Budget-

budgets: that they arc the permanent 
service in power whilst the ministers 
are mere ,cmporary occupants of scats 
of power and arc transients who come 
and go: and finally that they are 
entitled to vary the actual income and 
outgo for corrupt reasons as and when 
they like (sec further below). 

Estimates by wide margins. 
We tabulate below the 

variations since 1991-92. 

Table I 
BUDGET ESTIMATES AND ACTUALS (in '000 cror<s) 

REVENUE EXPENDITURE 

YFAR B. E. ACTU~LS %CHANGE B. E. ACTUALS %CHANGE 
OVER B. E 

1991-92 1.05.703 1,04.559 -1.09 1.13.422 
1992-93 1.13.698 1.10.306 -2.80 1.19.087 
1993-94 1.27.009 1.30.893 +2.97 1.31.323 
1994-95 IA5.699 1.59.778 +8.82 1.5 I.Ci99 
1995-96 1.67.151 1.68.468 +0.78 1.72.151 
19%-97 1.98.082 1.87,823 4.54 2.04.660 
1997-98 2,32.176 2.32.068 -0.95 2.32.176 
1998-99 2.67.927 2.81.912 +4.97 2.67,927 

(Sourc'-·: E'ccmomic Sun•ey. I Sl9~'l.99 ) 

2: ACTUALS VARY FROM TIME TO TIME AND 
PLACE TO PLACE ACCORDING TO NETWORKS OF 

CORRUPT CONNECTIONS 
Consider the Bihar Fodder 

Scam. Laloo Prasad Yadav who became 
Chief Minister of Bihar. started life as 
a Iowely peon in the State Animal · 
Husbandry Department. He knew all 
the ropes and was intimate with all the 
big bosses and their business 
connections . Whenever he needed 
fonds, for his election campaigns as 
MLA or MP, he would approach the 
departmental hierachy of 
naukarshahs with requests for 
urgently needed finance. He would 
overlook the 'goings on' and regularly 
approach the coniractors and 
tenderers for 'his immediate needs'. 
Particular treasuries located at 
Hazaribaug, Ranchi, Chaibassa or 
anywhere else would be favoured, as 
the Accounts Officers concerned were 

known to be 'soft targets' . 
Budget Estimates passed by 

the Assembly were mere bench-marks. 
Actual withdrawals from sub
treasuries need not tally with estimates 
passed by the Assembly. Secondly, 
central aid was to be tapped whenever 
necessary and was generally 
'unlimited' . The minute particulars of 
each head of expenditure was to be 
totalled only at the end of the year or 
could be carried fonvard for several 
years! Who · was guilty of 
transgressing authorised allocations, 
and to what extent. W')uld be 
determined only after a lot of 
procedural wrangles. In the meantime, 
many babus would be transferred to 
new postings, many times over. After 
a lapse of time. no~y knew who was 

OVER B. E. 

l.ll.414 -1.80 
1.22,618 +2.88 
1,41.853 +7.43 
1,60,739 +5.43 
1.78.275 +3.44 
2,01,007 -1.81 
2,32,068 -0.04 
2.81,912 +3.27 

responsible and the extent of the 
culprits' responsibility could always . 
be fudged. 

Provided Laloo got his lion's. 
share, the departmental bosses could 
pocket whatever stuck to their fingers. 
After all, when so many fishes are 
swimming about in the muddied 
waters, who could say which fish was 
drinking what quantity of the liquid 
H 20? 

The big-shots of Animal 
Husbandry Department were full of 
admiration for the peon who know 
everyone, who was full of tricks and 
was extremely clever, who was always 
ready with witty jokes and good 
humour. who defied central directives 
regarding family planning by fathering 
eleven children upon the enduring 
toughie Rabri Devi and who was 
always willing to help out with his 
inJimate knowledge of the netwolk and 



business contacts of the department. 
Ultinullely. the Actuals spent 

bv the Animal Husbandr\' Department 
became the model for' adjustments' of 
allocations to all other departments. In 
effect. the Animal Husb1111dry 
Department dictmed the allocations to 
the entire Government of Bihar. All the 

sub-treasuries in Bihar awaited the 
signal from the Patna headquarters of 
the Animal Husbandry Department 
whose peon had been Laloo Prasad 
Yadm·! It did not maHer two hoots 
who headed the Department. The 
Departmental head might run away to 
Australia. or may have decided to hide 

3: THE FLIP-FLOP REGARDING ADMINISTERED 
PRICES 

In our mixed economy. there is 2.Proposa_l : Government to contribute 
a segment of the market that is known Rs . IOO crore to the Rajiv Gandhi 
as the section of· Administered Prices ·. Foundation over five years. 

This is a large and important Change:· The official grant had to be 
slice of the India Market. It deals with rescinded since Sonia 's trust was a 
railway freight rates and passenger private one. (sec our earlier .. I Pair of 
fares. petrol. diesel and LPG prices. Witches Erposed in HI-: . Nov. %. pp. 
telecom. telephone ad postal rates. 3--t and 'l1w Richest l.mullmcler in 
electricity and irrigation charges and India is .'i'onia ,\Iaino (imullti. JIIA' . 
subsidies on sugar. foodgrains. April 98. pp.25-7). 
fertilisers and other agricultural J .Proposal : Tax deduction 111 source 
products. on interest accruing to term deposits 

It is the usual practice of with banks in 'thc I<J<JI-92 budget. 
Finance Ministers to hike up all these Change: Taxpayers and members of 
Administered Prices just before the parliament opposed the move . 
budget and claim in their budgetary Directive was withdrawn in the I 992-
proposals non-imposition of 93 budget. 
inflationary measures. .J.Proposal : New expenditure tax on 

We give below an outline of this air-conditioned restaurants i1_1 the 
bureaucratic legerdemain carried out 1991-92 budget. 
since mid-1991 when the New Change: Levy withdrawn a year later 
Economic Policy of Libcralisalion. following public protest. 
Privatisation and Globalisation was 
adopted by the minority Congress 
government of Narasimha Rao and 
Manmohan Singh. 

P. CHIDAMBARAM (19%-98): 
!.Proposal: Non-voting shares by 
firms up to 25% of the issued capital. 
Change: This raised a furore· and in 
December I 996 the relevant 
amendment to Companies Act was 
withdrdwn. 

in one of the twelve nats bought · b~ · 

him in the heart of Patna . Nothing 
mattered so long as vouchers cold be 
procured from fodder-suppl icrs 
co\'ering the expenditure incurred. and 
pay orders could be cashed through 

some sub-treasury ! • 

YASHWANT SINHA (1998- ): 
!.Proposal : Hike in excise duty on 
petrol from 20 to 35 per eclll which 
was passed on to the consumers. 
Change: Government announced roll
back of prices to the pre-budget lc\'el 
except for the Rs. one increase on 
account of petrol cess for the 
development of highways. Therefore. 
excise duty on petrol was slashed from 
35% to 32%. a reduction of 3%. 
2.Proposal: Hike in urea prices by Rc. 
I per kg. which would increase the 
price of urea for the farmer to Rs. !1.260 
per tonne. 
Change: Hike in urea prices cut b~· 
50% to 50 paise per kg. instead of Rs. 
I announced earlier. The CUI would 
still mean tha_tthe farmer would have 
to pay Rs. 4.130 per tonne of urea as 
compared to the previous sale price of 
Rs. 3.630 per tonne. 
3.Proposal: !!% excise duty on various 
branded items. including sweetmeats 
and namkeen. 
Change: The duty put on hold till 
the decision on the finance bill is 
taken. 
4.Proposal : A levy of 2% witholding 
tax on external commercial 
borrowings and exemption given to 
capital goods imports desigi1ed for 
exports. 

The roll-back measures adopted 
by Yashwant Sinha after the furore in 
the Parliament O\·er the hike in petrol 
and urea prices had bureaucratic 
precedents. His predecessors, 
Manmohan Singh and P. Chidmubaram 
also made many changes in lflCir 
budget proposals after they were 
announced. Below. we have 
enumerated the proposals and roll
backs made by Manmohan Singh. P. 
Chidambaram and Yashwant Sinha. 

!.Proposal : Minimum Alternate Tax 
(MAT) on zero.tax paying companies. 
Change: Scheme was amended a year 
later in the 1997-91! budget. Export 
profits were exempted and firms could 
claii)l credit for MAT which could be 
carried forward for the next five 
assessment years. In the year in which 
tax was actually payable .. this credit 
could be adjusted. 

· Change: The levy wns withdrawn. 

MANMOHAN SJNGH (1991-96): 
!.Proposal: Increase in the price of 
urea by 40 per cent in the 1991-92 
budget to reduce subsidy. 
Change; Political opposition forced a 
cut in the price hike to 30% within · 
three weeks. 
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3.Proposal : In 1997-98. Budget levied 
a service 111 . ..: on transportation of 
goods by road. 
Change:.The tax was withd~\\11 when 
transporters went on strike. 

5. LPG cylinder prices to go up in 
Delhi by Rs. l6, in Bombay by 16.05. in 
Chennai by 16.65 . in ·ca-lcutta bv 
Rs. l8.40. The price increases were t~ 
be effecti\'e from I st Feb. 99. 
6. At the same time Nitish Kumar. the 
Railway Mini-ster and former 
bureaucrlll. just like Yash\vant Sinha 
himself. increased 'frcigl\t rates by .J% 
to yield an additional revenue of 
Rs. 700 crore. Second-class passangers 
were spared. bu first class fares were 
to go up to yield additional Rs.200 
crore. 



7. Steep hikes in prices of foodgrains 
supplied through the PDS (rice. wheat. 
sugar and urea). 
Change : Two days after the proposed 
incrcascc under pressure from its 
alllc~ . Sinha declared th~t the 
increa ses in the issue prices of 

foodgrains and sugar will not apply to 
those card-holders who arc below the 
poverty-line. Since in any case. the 
distinction between different 
categories of cardholders is cxtcrmcly 
dubious and Yolatilc. and is enmeshed 
in deep corruption: actually no one 

4: BHAGWAT AND GURUSWAMY AFFAIRS 
In the meantime. serious 

allegations haYc been lc,·cllcd by the 
former NaYal Chief Vishnu Bhagwat 
an.d the former AdYisor to the Finance 
Mi nistl)'. Mohan Guruswamy. 

Bhngwat's allcgntions arc more 
weight~· and carry gnl\·c implications 
for the security of the country. It 
appears from Bhagwat's charges that 
our Defence Minister. George 
Fernandes. is facilitating arms 
deliveries to Aung San Sun Kyi. who 
is An•crica·s chief agent in Myanmar 
(see in particular. his cowardly 
rcspo•nsc to some of Bhagwat·s 
allegations in 7/mes o(lncltn of 2~ . 2 . 9'> . 

hcadli ned .. /Je.feu c:e :\l111ister re.fitses 
to join issue u·itlt /Jhagwnt .. ). 

It is difficult to make out why 
an old socialist should became so pro- . 
American. bill usually there is n logic 
in dcgcncrat ion . Those who once 
shed principled behaviour. find it cnsy 
to descend to the logical cxtcrcmc of 
immoral alliances. Once the Samata 
Partv had embraced the communalism 
of BJP. it is quite on the cards that 
George would sec merits in a pro
American stance. especially if the pro
American tilt can also be made to 
appear to be pro-Russian at the same 
time. Formal Admiral Nanda has 
floated a commercial Ycnturc which is 
being patronised by the new breed of 
capitalist Russi:llls. Harindcr Singh. 

the Vice-chief of Naval staff accepted 
la,·ish hospitality from the Crown 
Corporation of Nanda in London. 
Moscow and Pctrograd and extended 
cqtwlly laYish hospitality to Vajpaycc 
and the PM 's adopted family in 
Anadamans during the PM·s new-year 
eve holiday this year. lnciqcntally. 
1-larindcr Singh was in charge of the 
Andaman base which was instructed 
to overlook the arms dcliYcrics to 
Aung San Snu Kyi . 

In the meantime. Mohan 
Guruswamy. an AdYisor to the 
MinistrY of Finance. has come out 
with ~· cry strange rcYclations . 
Accordin~ to him, Va.i11:1~·ee was 
advoc:;tin~ the cause of Hindu.ias and 
the Home Minister L.K. Advani was 
lohhying for Essar and 18 Minister 
Pramod MahaJ:m was 111·omotin~ ls1mt 
of Mittals. 

The cognoscenti in Delhi will 
recollect that the first BJP 
government of 1996 which lasted for 
thirteen daYs. had Pramod Mahajan as 
Industries ·Minister. During his short 
tenure of less than a fortnight. 
Mahajan had found the time to fa,·our 
!spat to the tunc of crorcs if not 
hundreds of crorcs ! 

Laxmi Mittal of !spat is 
supposed to be the richest NRI alive. 
He and his wife haYc built up a fortune 
worth several thousand crorcs. Their 

5: THE BASIC RATIOS 
From the forgoing. it will 

become apparent to the intelligent 
reader of tllankincl that the annual 
budget exercise is actually ll practice 
session for the players belonging ~o 
Yarious business and bureaucratiC 
lobbies in Delhi. It is a dress rcharsal 
for crooks to try out t hci r fm·ouri tc 

tricks: for after the budget. further 
operations arc carried out. The playing 
field is ycrv small. 

The. basic ratios arc extremely 
restrictive. The bulk of the Revenue 
flows from indirect taxes (Excise and 
Customs). Total Revenue is about 9% 
of GOP. The bulk of the 

knows accurately the true impact that 
this roll-back will have. 

We have bricny examined 
above the shcnaniguns that go on in 
the name of budget-hikes and roll-
backs .• 

presence in India. has become 
substantial during the last few years. 

Guruswamy did not allude to 
his own Essar connections but these 
have come out in the open as a result 
of his feud with the MOF officialdom. 

The Indian Express has 
published a series of investigative 
reports on the matter. Fourteen steel 
companies including the Tatas and 
also newcomers like Mittal !spat. 
Jindals. Vijaynagar Steel and Essar of 
the Ruia group have been literally 
milking and mulcting the public sector 
financial institutions for cost 
overruns. unpaid interest charges on 
previous loans: diverting funds to 
group companies: obtaining support 
prices in an illcgul manner and so on. 
According to the series ·published on 
the front page of the Indian Hxpress 
in the last week of March. the total 
finagling by just fourteen steel 
companies have reached the figure of 
Rs. 70tH) crorcs. 

Since we arc one hundred 
crores. this means that each Indian 
has been cheated and robbed ·IO the 
tunc of onlv Rs. 70! This is how it 
goes on in· our country. Crorcs arc 
defalcated. but the per capita burden 
is so insignificant that our comprador
naukarshnhi regime just docs not 
care.• 

cxpenditurc(about 15% or'GDP) is on 
Defence 3%. interest payments are 
~%. and establishment expenses. S I 
6% This is usuallv uncovered and 
pas~cs from year to year as fiscal 
deficit. 

A picture of the basic ratios is 
given on next page. 



Table II 
TAX REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE (11s% of GDP) 

1995-96 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 
1990-91 199~-95 

A~tuals A~ tunis Actunls Rc,•iscd Budgt'l 
A~tuals 

Estimates Estimutcs 

~.9 4.7 s.s 5.1 7. 7 5.6 
2 . 7 1. Fiscal Dtfi~ll 

2 .3 2 .11 3.2 3.0 2 . ~ z. Rtvtnu• Dtfiell 
11 .8 0 .5 1.3 0 .9 

DtO~II ~ . 0 1.3 
9.1 8.9 3. Primary 

9.9 8.9 9.1 9.1 
4. Gross Tax Re'\'rnur 

2 .8 2.8 3 . 3 2 .8 
(a) Dir~ct Tax 1.9 2 .6 

1.2 1.2 1.3 1. 3 (i)lncome Tax 0 . 9 1.2 
1.4 1.5 1.4 1.3 (ii)Corporotion Tox 0 .9 1.3 
5.8 6 . I 6 . 3 6.4 6 .4 (b) lndircct Tax 7.8 
3. I 3 .3 3 .6 3 .3 3 .2 (i)Union F.xcisc Dutics 4 . 2 
2 .6 2 . 7 2.6 2 .9 3 . 0 (ii)Customs 3 .5 

IS .O 15. 1 15.5 ·~.6 14.3 s. Total F.xptndllure 18.1 
of which 

4.2 4 . I 4 .2 4. 2 4 . 2 (i) lntorest Payments 3 . 7 
I. I I. I 1.0 1.0 1. 2 (ii) Major Subsidies 1.6 

2. 3 2. 3 2 . 2 2 . 2 2 . I (iii) Defence 2. 6 
' 3. 2 3 .4 (iv) Other Non-Pian Expenditure 5.2 3 .3 3. 5 3 . 5 

(v) Budget Support For Pian 4 . 9 4 . 6 3 .8 3. 8 3 .9 4 . I 

N t • I Th ratios to GDI' arc bascd on new series of National Account Statistics with 1993-9 4 as hasc yenr rcl eas~d byf the !Central 
St:l~~lic~l o"rganisation (CSO) on F•bruary 3, 1999 . For the purpose of comp~rahilit y. GDI' at cu rrent . ~ta,'k c~ pr~ ccs. or .It~ Y~18 ' 
I990-9i , 1991·92 and 1992-93 have b.on interpolated hy using an average hn.k factor of 1.0 878 obt amcd Iron,' tho o~crl a ~p 1 1•g 
years viz. 1993-94. 1994-95. 1995-96 and 1996-97 for which both the old s er~cs and new series for the GOP .II current market 

prices ar• available. · f 1 GO I' lh of 5 8 p •r 
2. The estimote of GI)P at current market pric~s for 1998-99 is based on CSO 's ad vance est1malcs o rca grow · ' 
Cent along with an a&Sumption of an average inll ation role of 7 per cent for the yea r. 

YEAR 

1950-51 
1980-RI 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 

1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 

1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 

1994·9' 
1995-96 
1996-91 

GNP AT 
FACTOR COS1 

(Ra.crorc) 
AI Current rices 

8,938 
. 1.22.772 

1, 43 ,2$6 
1.58.761 
1,85, 779 

2,07, 109 
2.32.370 
2.58.225 
2,92,232 
3,48.210 

4.02,931 
4,70,269 
5,42.691 

. 6,18,969 
7,19,548 

8,43,294 
9,67,763 

-

Sourc..:: h""conomic Su n ·cy. 1998-99, r . J2. 

Table 01 
CERTAIN VITAL RATIOS OF NATIONAL GDP 

INDEX 
OF GNP 
(1950-51 • 

100) 

100. 0 
1.290.9 
1,502 .2 
1.654 .7 
1.942.5 

2,157.9 
2,404.2 
2,663 .9 
3.019.5 
3,607.3 

4,167. 1 
4,875 . 1 
5,593.8 
6,368.4 
7.441.1 

8.731.7 
10,002.0 

. 

GROSS TAX 
REVF.Ni.IF. 

as % or GNP 

TOTAL DIRECT JNDIR~:CI TOTAL 

. . . . 
9 .4 . . 10 .0 
9 .8 . 9 . 9 

10 .2 . . 10 .9 
9. 9 . I 1.1 

10 .6 . . 12 . 1 
II. I . 11.3 
11.7 . . 14.3 
I i.S 14.3 
11.4 . . 14.2 

12.6 . 14 .2 
10 .8 2 . 1 8.7 19 .7 
10 .9 2 . 5 8.5 18.1 
10.6 2 .6 8.0 17 .4 
9.4 2 .5 6.8 17.5 

9.7 2.8 6.9 16.9 
10.0 3 .0 7.1 16.7 
10 .6 3.1 7.4 16.3 

TOTAL E MOL ll M to: N'I' S 
EXP ENDIT URE 0 F P U IJ L I C 

as % or GNP S E C T 0 R 
EMPLOY ERS 

INTE REST DEFENCE as % or GNP 
PAYI\·IEBTS 

-. . 
2 .0 2 .6 2. 13 
2 .0 2 . 6 2. I 8 
2 . 2 2 . 7 2. 29 
2 .3 2 . 7 2.40 

2 .6 2 .8. . 2.47 
2.9 2 . 9 2.39 
3 . 1 3 . 4 2. 46 
3 .4 3 .0 2. 46 
4 .0 2 . 4 2.41 

4 .0 2 . 4 2.41 
4 .0 2. 9 2. 32 
4 . 3 2 . 7 2. 26 
4 . 4 2 .5 2 .25 
4 .5 . 2.7 2.07 

4. 6 2 .4 2 .01 
4 . 7 2.4 2. 24 
4 .8 2 . 2 -

FISCAL 
DE FICIT 

or GNP 

8.3 
5.9 
5.7 
7.4 

6 . 1 
5. 8 RE 
5. 01JE 

Source•: (I) Bco110...: S•rwy, 1996-97, Table I, p.S.3 for ODP at Factor Coat Indo.•. (ii) Eronomc S•rvo,v. ]989-9o. Table 6.2, p. 77 fnr Tu Revenue, Total 
Bxponditure and Fiscal Deficit fiJlll"'. (iii) Br:onomc S•rw>: 1996-97, Table 1.6, p 10 for Ta>< Revenue, Total Expenditure and Fiscal Deficit fi1111res. (iv) Econoroc 
hiW)I 1997-91, Tlblo 3.4, p. S-$4. RE • Rcvtaed Esttmato, BE • Bud&et l!stimate 

• We do not know, who and how many Public Sector Emrlnyees are covered by their Emoluments fi1111rc siven in table 3.4, upon which our calculation of percent 
ot GNP are baed. The nUlllbcr of Public Sector Emipoyees shown in Tabie3.4 does not tally with any catesory of employees in the Puibiic Sector enumerated 
iD Table 3.1 However, Table 3.4 covers aomo 20.51 lakh employcca ia the Public Sector whoao averase emoluments tataiiod Rs.21,716 crorcs, Mankind 
JUDoJul 91.__11.20. 



6 : CONCLUSION 
The share market reaction to this year 's budget has 

been quite favourable. The main BSE index has moved up 
by several hundred points. Therefore Yashwant Sinha has 
obviously prepared the BJP Government for an early mid-
term poll ! · 

As we can see from the table of Basic Ratios given 

(contd. from p. 2()} 

HAWA KA EK JHONKA 

·Isabel's statement which made news is to say the 
least. paradoxial. On the one hand. she says that she has 
forgiven Pinochct and on the other. she feels that he should 
be tried by Judge Guzman's court in Spain for the crimes 
he committed . Why docs she want to forgive a cold
blooded'? If Pinochct can be forgiven for killing her uncle. 
surely he can be forgiven for killing 3.000 others: unless 
of course, we invert Charlie Chaplin's dictum in Monsieur 
Verdoux that ·'numbers do not sanctify". In which case. 
Isabel should not forgive Pinochet for ordering the killing 
of her uncle ! · 

It is a funny stand that many White. Christian 
racialists take. The old Australian colonists were entitled 
to masscare the Australian aborigines. because they were 
"opening up an entire continent". But the killing of one 
Australian priest in Orissa was improper because he was 
engaged in "godly activities" ! 

I" will leave the subject for the time being. It is 
difficult for me to understand bourgeois logic about 
"opening up continents". and religious logic which justifies 
genocidal massacres. and condemns isolated personal 
murders: and believes that the latter need to be forgiven! • 

above that on the whole the Budget Revenue is about 10% 
and Expenditure is about 15% with the Fiscal Deficit 

· hoavering around 5%. This has been the situation for the 
last decade and apparently that will be so for several years 
to come. 

On the whole. the Indian Budget is a storm in a 

teacup! • 

A. K. BASU IS CHIEF CULPRIT 
• It has been elaborately explained in many news stories 
and magazine articles that Yashwant Stnha. the Finance 
Minister or Navcen Patnaik. the Steel Minister. had very 
little to do with the floor prices for steel imports. The 
average import price in October 1998 was $185 per tonne 
as per the users who were i!nporting from Russia and allied 
sources. As per some report called Vasudev Panel Report. 
it was $230 per tonne in the same month. October 1998. As 
per the Steel Minister. Patnaik, it was $308 per tonne on 
November 12. I 998. On November 20, it suddenly became 
$282 per tonne according to the Steel Secretary, A.K. Basu. 
Ultimately. Basu 's price became the floor price, which 
fetched at least Rs. 5.000 crores to the 14 steel firms who 
were making hot-rolled coils. • 



25 TURNING POINTS IN 
WORLD HISTORY : VIII 
TWO IMPERIALIST LISTS OF BOGUS 
BIG BATTLES OF WORLD HISTORY 
FOUGHT BY THE WEST 

Vinayak Purohit 

.1/ankiml:~ forte has been World 
Histol)'. 

It is our normal practice to 
examince,·cl)' issue and place it within a 
historical perspective. For us, all 
knowledge is histor~·· As Buddha said. 
'Evel)1hing that is. comes into being. is 
sustained momentarily. and passes 
away.· Evel)·thing is like the name of the 
candle: it nashcs into existence. is 
sustained by forces constantly renewed. 
and ceases to be ! It is a triadic fonn of 
the Eternal Chain of Dependent 
Origination. Nothing can come into 
being which has not been preceded 
and caused by a prc-conditionarv 
situation. Nothing will last. if it is n~t 
sustained by some nourishment. 
Evcl)·thing will eventually dissolve and 
become or cease to be! However. 
nothingness or slumyata is an illusion 
or maya. Out of this state of non-being. 
already a process of Dependent 
Origination has commenced. and 
another crystalliastion has already been 
triggered. This new congealatio~ will 
again proceed towards apparent 
dissolution and nothingness. Evel)1hing 
proceeds from lava to l'ilava. which is 
merely a charge ~f form or ~upa-hheda. 

We had begun our enquiry in 
world history by examining the 
arrogantly racialist and idiotic lists of 
great battles propagandised by Euro
ccntric academics who presume that they 
know \\Orld history. 11tcse Christians and 
White pseudo-scholars believe that 
world history was centered upon 
i)Europe. ii)Christians. iii)Doings of 
White men (called 'Nordics' by some and 
'Aryans' by otlters). 

As a matter of fact. for almost 
the entire span of world history. Europe 
had been totally marginal. Its climate was 

hostile and cold. It was generally misty, 
foggy and damp. with the sun shining 
only for short spells. both during the 
day and during the year. Europe was 
merely a peninsula projecting from the 
Asiatic landmass. Its physiogrnphic and 
meteorological conligurntions were such 
that it could not sustain much bio
di\·crsity. EuroJlc was, in fact, a hlinll 
aile)·. Etymologically. Europe meant ·an 
area of darkness and sunset· just as Asia 
meant ·an area of light and sunrise.· 

It was within the tropics lhatmosl 
prolific bio-diversity could be found. and 
the richest nora-faunal developments 
could take place. That is why. first the 
hunters found the most lucn;tive forest 
grounds between the tropics within the 
rain forests. Later. they were able lo make 
the earliest transition from hunting to 
pastoralism. 

India was particularlv rich in 
natural resources. The largest ;mmbcr of 
cultigcns useful lo mankind were 
conccntrntcd within its borders. Historic 
India was the only region where the 
Himalayan orogeny prevented polar cold 
winds from penetrating. The Himalayan 
scimitar lay between 36" North latit~dc 
and 30° North latitude. from 
Afghanistan-Kashmir to Bengal and 
Assam. India was also the largest land 
mass that permitted the circulation of the 
warm tropical monsoon currents into 
tcmpcmlc latitudes as far North as the 
'Hindu Kush' -Karakorum-Pamir junCtion 
in Central Asi:1. This tremendous 
richness of biodiversity was made 
possible by accidental coincidence of 
geological. geographical and 
climatological factors and provided the 
basis for Indian primacy in histon•.(see 
'Uniqueness of Geography. Climaic and 
Cultigcns Creates Indian Primacy in 

History. i\lankincl. Dec. 98. pp.8-20) 
We reiterate that Europe was 

marginal to world histol)' and a blind alley 
for humankind. That is why. in all 
probabilty. the abortive and sterile 
hybridisation of 1/omo neanderthalensis 
and 1/omo sapiens occurred mainly in 
sub-continental Europe (sec map 
produced alongside which shows the 
location and age of Neanderthal fossils. 
from Richard S. Leakey. 'OriS!in 4 
Humankind'. 1994. p.91):sccalso ' /liwlrl 
Atlas c!f Archeology ·. I 985. pp.20-21. 
where it has been sho" n that 
''Disappearance ofNcandenhalians and 
the transition to modern man .... ........ . 
continued at least upto 30.000 B.C ... ... .. . 
so that the two populations of 
Neanrlerthalensis and 1/omo sapiens 
must have been contemporaneous before 
Neanderthal man disaapcarcd without 
descendents. for reasons that remain 
mysterious."(lhid., p.26) · 

Emopc was sidelined by world 
hislOI)' for more than nine thousand 
years from c.7000 I 6000 Br· When the 
Pastoralist Revolution occurred in North
West India. as evidenced by Rig vedic and 
Saraswati River Civilisation. lo 1765-
1860 whcnlndianloot became m·ailable 
to British Imperialism to cany through the 
First Industrial Revolution (1765-1860 in 
Great Britain). 

We have carried out our 
investigations in world histol)· through 
certain thrust areas which we have 
summarised in Mankind, Nov. 98. 
pp.4-5 and this issue. pp. 8-12. 

In addition. we have examined 
within the historical perspective certain 
topics like Healthcarc in India. sec 
Mankind, Nov. 97. pp. 20-24 and 45. 

Our viewpoint is holistic as well 
as monistic. We accept the methodology 
of dialectical and historical materialism.' 

We look at the world through a 
zoom lens. so to speak. There arc certain 
stops to the lens. These 'slops' arc like 
· Frames of Reference·. W c believe 1 hal 
the sum of parts is greater than their 
simple additiqn. The inter-connections 
between the parts arc equally important 
and together with the parts. these 
interconnections add up to a much 
greater total than simple summation. 

We also believe that truth is 
singular and unique. There are not 



multiple answers to a single problem. The 
answer is not merely possible and logical. 
but also has to be necessary. sufficient 
and inevitable. 

Finally. we believe that dynamism 
is imparted to a system by its internal 
contradict ions . The system evolves. 
grows and dies out as its internal 

contradictions dictate . Nothing is 
permanent. but the system would not be 
in motion unless impelled in a particula'r 
direction by antithetical forces 
struggling within it. The contradictions 
within the system are not static. as is 
visualised by the forces of good and evil 
atta ining a ncar balance within 

Zoroastrianism. Our model is more 
Buddhistic and triadic: to be, to sustain 
oneself momentarily and to cease to be. 
is the triadic reality that is eternal. 

For us all syste.ms and historical 
processes are open-ended. There is no 

·teleological pre-determination or pre
destination as posited by Ajivikaists. For 
us. niyati does not exist . 

DECISIVE BATTLES: I- List by Henry Hallam (1777-1859) in 
Longman's Illustrated Encyclopedia of World History, 1976, 

revised edition, 1985, pp.85-7 

Name 
1. Marathon 

Significance in World History 

Date 
490 DC. 

Place Description 
-lO kms N. E. of Athens. First Persian invasion of 
Greece Europe turned back. 

No consequence whatsoever. Athens was successfully sacked by the same Darius the Great (ruled 521-486 
s.c. ) in 480 B.<' . barely 10 years later. Greek cities, the size of Indian villages, with majorities consisting of slave 
populations. were constanlty united and broken up in numerous Leagues, of which the Delian. formed against the 
Persian invasion. was led by Athens. "With Persian money (and agents). Sparta built ships which cventually(405 or .) 
inflicted the decisive defeat on the Athenian navy to end the Peloponnasian war (431-404 a c .)'' Marathon was of no 
significance except that Persia. after the battle. changed its strategy and tactics. Instead of a frontal invasion. Darius 
the Great henceforth relied on internal subversion and supported different Greek ''cities" (villages) against each other, 
especially Sparta. 

2. Arbela 
or Arbil 
or lrbil· 

Significance in World History 

331 D.C. Capital of Kurdish Province 
of the same name in North 
lntq which was a part of the 
Ottoman Empire till 1919. 

The Macedonian 
adventurer, Alexander III 
defeated Darius Ill of 
Persia. 

The incursion of Alex III the Macedonian (336 B.c.) into the Persian Empire was intended to avenge the murder 
of his father. Philip II, by a Persian agent. Alex III was a general servicing the League of Corinth. founded by his 
father. "The Greek contribution of soldiers to Alexander 's Asian campaign was neither significant nor dependable"(Ency 
Brit, 198j. Micro , vol.3 , p.I50). The so-called invasion of Asia by Alexander Ill , the Macedonian, lasted barely 13 
years(336-323 B.c .). He was badly beaten and injured during his campaign in India. where his troops refused to march 
beyond the Ravi-Beas Doab in Kashmir. Frightened by the Indian war elephants, and the monsoon. they retreated 
through the hostile Makran desert which destroyed both his army and navy. Alexander's army had been completely 
Persianised since 331 o.c .. "In the spring of 330 s.c .. Alexander marched forth into Media and occupied its capital 
Ecbatana. The Thessalians and the Greek allies were sent home. hencefonh he was waging a purely personal war. As 
Mozarus' appointment indicated. Alexander's views on the empire were changing. He had came to envisage a joint 
ruling people consisting of Macedonians and Persians" (Ency Brit, 1973. vol.l, p.393). (Mozarus was a Persian general 
who had been made satrap of Babylon). Thousands .of his officers and men were induced to accept Persian wives 
and many thousands were sent back to Macedonia and Greece (No country named Greece existed at the time. ~Greece" 
was a purely notional tribal/ ethnic territory) His treasurer and paymaster Harpalus ran away in 324 e.c. from Ecbatana. 
on hearing news of the Indian disater, with 5000 Gold Talents and 6000 troops ~o "Grecce".(l Talent then eq~led 
£ 243/443 of pre-WWI parity i.e. Harpalus bolted with 1,11 S min. pounds sterling). Part of Harpalus loot was shared 
out to bribe Athenian politicians, including Demosthenes, the horator", who received 32 Talents for which he was 

(t:OIItd. 011-n.J 



t;;:~e~::::t;;~~ and exile. Alex's successors. the Seleucids (dynasty founded by Seleucas 1 Nikato~ (358-280 
BC a Macedonian general of Alexander. Seleucas was defeated by Chandragupta Maurya (c.3~5-2?9 ~ .c .) a.nd 
~t}eated to the west of Persia, i.e. to Syria in r .321-317 e.r . There was no perma~ent effect ~f Alex III s bnef 1~trus1on 

h' h was not a Greek but a Macedonia-Persian affair. Bactria and Afghamstan remamed a part of Ind1a from 
~h~~dragupta Maurya 's time (4th Century Bc.) to I9I9 A.D. when the Brit ish w~re forced to acknowledge 
Afghanistan's "independancc" as an area of India that they were unable to conquer desp1te repeated attempts.( I860-

1919). 

Name 
3. Metaurus, also called 
Battle of the Metaurus river. 

Date 
207 B.C. 

Place 
A small rivulet in Italy 
about 65 miles long. falling 
into the Adriatic sea. 

Description 

Significance in World History . 
The first Punic war started in 264 B c. and was almost confined to Sicily. The second Pumc war (2I8-20 I o c. ) 

was waged by the Carthegian generals Hamilcar, Hasdrubal and Hannibal from their new base in Spain. Rome. was 
a small European power based in central Italy and its Northern and Eastern frontiers were formed by the nvers 
Rhine and Danube. Carthage was a Phonecian settlement in modern-day Tunisia . Rome was an economic blind 
alley, with a slave MOP. which somehow survived till 320 A.D. when it feudalised itself and shifted its centre to 
Byzantium under Constantine I and engaged in wars with Persia which was then under the Parthians (24 1B.c - 224 
AD.), and the Sassanians (224-633 A.D.). The Rome-Persia and the Byzantium-Persia wars went on for centuries (3rd 
century B.c. to 7th Century A D.) till the rise of Islam (7th Century A.D.) and the occupation of Byzantium (modern 
Anatolia) by the Seljuk Turks (I Ith Cetury A. D. ) who extinguished all Euro-Christian pretensions. Islam remained in 
power in Spain and Portugal from the 7th Century AD. to 1492 A.D., when the last Islamic Kingdom in Spain, Grenada. 
fell and Columbus reached the Caribbean. At its peak, Islam extended its power to Central France (Poitiers,see 
below), to Sardini!J, Sicily and Central Italy, the entire Balkan Peninsula upto Vienna (besieged by Turks twice in 
1529 and 1683) and the whole of Russia called Muscovy till Ivan Ill (1440-1505) proclaimed himself free from the 
rule of the Mongol Golden Horde. His son. Ivan the Terrible (1530-84), for the first time assumed the title of Tsar 
of all Russia. Thus it was a three-pronged Islamic attack on Europe: Arab-Berber (7th to 15th century A.D.); Turk 
(I Ith to 20th century A D.) and Mongol (13th to 16th centuries. AD), in Ukraine and Crimea till 19th century A.D. The 
Punic wars between Italy and Tunisia-Spain were indeed absolutely puny. 

4.Cbalons 451 A.D. 

Significance in World History 

North-East France Attila was defeated in his 
attempt to invade France in 
451 A.D. by the Roman 
General Aetius and the 
Visigoth, Theoderic. 

Victory of Roman over Visigothic forces by Attila, the king of the Huns. The Huns were known as Hsiung
Nu to the Chinese and as Kushans I Sakas, meaning one of 5 tribes of Yueh-chi, to the Indians in antiquity. The 
Huns invaded S.E. Europe in c. 370 AD., and built up an empire in central Europe and Italy that lasted until 455 A.D. 
They overthrew the Ostrogoths under Ermanaric and fell upon the Visigoths of Romania in 376 A.D. In 432 AD. The 
Huns unified ~mselves .under one Rua or Rugila. About 430_A.D., the Eastern Byzantium Emperor Theodosius agreed 
to pay them a tnbute of ~50 lbs of gold per annum. In 443 the Huns received a lumpsurn of 6,000 lbs of gold and 
forced Rome to pay an ~ncreased annual tribute of 21.00 l~s gold;- All the great Hun leaders became immensely 
wcal~y. In 45 I A.D . . Attlla was d~feated by Rom~n Vis1goth1c forces ~ed by Aetius. The Roman victory was truly 
pyrrhic~ Hun.s w~rc Incorporated ~nto Roman soc1ety by numerous alhances and treaties. They in fact guarded the 
Roman fro~t1ers 1n return for the Immense amounts of gold and other loot that tlley received from the Western and 
the Byzantine Emperors. 



Name 
5. LeiJJzig 

Significance in World History 

Date 
1813 A.D. 

Place 
Leipzig 

Description 
Napo1ean 's defeat by a 
combined force of Russians 
- Austrians- Prussians and 
Swedes. 

The French Revolution and Napoleanic wars ravaged Europe from 1789 to 1815. Napolean defeated himself 
by renouncing abolition of serfdom after the fall of Poland ( 1795). Poland had been partitioned by Russia. Austria 
and Prussia in three stages: 1772, 1793·and 1795. Upto 1795, Napolcan,had liberated serfs. as French armies marched 
across Europe. They were welcomed as liberators everywhere. but the Russian campaign (1812) exposed the 
react ionary side of Napolcan's Buanopartism and he had to beat a hastv retreat that turned into a total rout. The 
only lasting effect of the Napoleanic war were Liberation of Spanish Am.erican colonies due to Napolean's invasion 
of Spain and coming into being of the modern map of Europe at the Congress of Vienna (1830). (see Paul Kennedy. 
1'l1e Rise and Fall of lhe Greal Powers. 1988). 

DECISIVE BATTLES: II- Sir Edward Creasy's(1812-78) List as per 
Fifteen Decisive Battle of world, 1852, in Longman's Illustrated 

Encyclopedia of World History, 1976, revised edition, 1985, p. 87 
Name 

I. Marathon 
2. Syracan 

Significance in World History 

Date 
490 ll.C. 

413 B.C. 

Place 
A town in East Sicily 
destroyed by the Arabs in 
878 A.D. and rebuilt by the 
Nonnans in the lith century 
A D. 

Description 
Athenians defeated by 
Sparta in the Peloponnesian 
Wars (431-404 B.c.) 

The Peloponnesian Wars were instigated by Persia with the help of Sparta which eventually prevailed over 
Athens in c.540 s.c:. No special significance can be attached to any particular battle that took place in the course of 
the long war. Athens had a very short period of glory from c.479 B.c. to 431 B.c. and all the terribly exaggerated 
descriptions of the so-called Golden Age of Athens pertain to just 48 years:(479 to 431 B.c .). It is nonsensical to 
attribute so much to marginal ''Greece" in marginal Europe. at that early age. European history joins world history 
after 1492, the date of commenement of the genocidal campaign in Latin America. and 1498. the year of the first 
piratical attacks upon India (Calicut) by Vasco de Gama. 

3.Arbela 331 B.C. 

4.Metaurus 207 B.C. 

5. Teutoburg Forest 9 A.D. 

(For Place, Description and 
Significance. see Hallam's 
List 2) 
(For Place, Description and 
Significance, see Hallam's 
List 3) 

Rhine Danube Frontier of 
Roman Empire. The battle 
took pice in Teutoburg 
forest (W. Germany, South 
East of modern Bielefeld) 

German I Teutonic victory 
over Rome.German tribal 
leader in service with Rome 
revolted and inflicted a 
major defeat on three 
Roman regions led by 
P.Q.Varus during the regime 
of Emperor Augustus. 
Augustus was the first 
Roman Emperor and ruled 
from 27 s.c to 14 A.D. 

Significance in World History 
The Northern frontier of the slave MOP lay along the Rhine-Danube frontier of the Roman Empire. Teutoburg 

forest lay between the Rhine and the Elble rivers and may be considered as the birth place of the German nation. 
As we know, the HFFG MOP needed 20km z of territory for each person whilst the pastoralist MOP permitted higher 
densities of population, with 2 persons per km2 and the agricultural-feudal MOP made possible deJllographic densities 
of a few hundreds or even thousands per km 2• On the northern, Rhine Danube frontier of tlie Roman Empire of 
slav.e MOP. pastoralist tribes (Huns, Teutons, Angles, Saxons. Jutes. Alemanni, etc.) flourished. "The conception 
of Arrninius as a German national hero reached its clirna." in the late 19th century."(Ency Brit, 1983 edn., Mlcropedla, 
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vol.l. p.Sl?). This climax is reflected in Creasy's list of :1flccn DcciSIV~ Balllcs of the W~rld: pu IS 1c 111 . • 

Tbe Gcnnan tribal \'ictory over Rome was of no sigmficancc.bccausc 1) Slave. MOP was a bhnd alley fo.r mankm.d 
and was to be found only in marginal Europe and the ncar East. or last ccniUncs B.~. and early ccntun~s ~.D . • 11) 

Victories by pastoralist bands in North West India in the Rig Yed1c Age (6000 IJ.c. to ;,0~ B.c ) fon~tcd a Sl~mfic,l~t 
turning point in world history and iii) many other bat lies were. fought and won by .Gotluc-Teut~mc-~e~m,m .. lrlba ~ 
bands against slave Rome in the first five centuries ,\ D . of wh1ch we have de~ II wllh the Hu111~1c-Sc) thtan 'ICtOT) 
of Allila in Bailie no. 4 of Chalons in Hallam 's list discussed above. The victory of pastorahst MOP over slave 
Rome ultimatelv forced the transplantation to Byzantium (renamed Constantinople from 320 A D. and later called 
Istambul. Turk~y) and an acceptance of feudalism in the so-called Second Rome. 

Name 
6. Chalons 

7. Tours or Poiticrs 

Significance in World History 

Date 
451 A D. 

732 ,\D. 

Place Description 

(For Place. Description 
and Significance. see Hallam's List 4) 

Central France The farthest advance by 
Islamic armies into North
West Europe. carried them 
to Central France, where 
Charles Ma rtel stopped 
them. 

The event is of purely local European significance and has no place in world history, as either "Decisive Ballles" 
or as "Turning Point". As shown against (3) in Hallam 's list above. Persian armies, not yet Islamic. had invaded 
South East Europe in 490 B.C'. Islam marked a three-pronged allack on Europe in the period, 7th to 20th centuries. 

The FIRST was by Arab-Berber armies from North Africa (Morocco-Algeria-Tunisia littoral of the Mediterranean 
known then as the Maghreb) upon the Iberian Peninsula(Portugal-Spain) which they occupied wholly or parlly from 
7th centUT)' A.D. to 1492 A D. The Arab-Berber lsnlmic armies a lso occupied part of France, Italy. Sicily. Sardinia and 
Malta at various times. particularly between lith to I 3th centuries A.D II compelled Europe to launch eight crusades 
against Islam (I Jth to 13th) which were totally routed particularly by Saladin the Great ( 1138-93). The SECOND prong 
was by the Turks, led first by t.hc Seljuks. who occupied most of modern Turkey area (known in earlier times as 
Anatolia-Cappadocia. and Byzantium). The Scljuk Empire centred upon Iran, lasted from I 055 to 1243 A o. and included 
Iraq, Iran. Syria and the area West of Turkey. The Scljuk Turks were succeeded by the Oil oman Turks whose rule 
extended over the whole of Balkans upto Vienna (including Yugoslavia. Hungary. Romania. Bulgaria, Albania, Greece. · ·1 

Cyprus. Rhodes. Crete and other Islands in the Eastern Meditarranean) Olloman Turkey 's rule lasted from 1300 to 
1920. The THIRD prong was by the Mongols. who ruled over Russia from the 12th to the 16th centuries. (Mongol 
rule lasted in Ukraine. northern coast of the Black Sea. and Crimea till well into the 19th century A.D. ) The failure of 
the Crusades convinced Europe that it was not possible. to combat Asiatic Feudalism with pelly, divided and poverty
stricken feudalism of the European princes and Pope. Thus came into being the initial capitalist breakthrough in the 
shape of the Italian Communcs(lllh century to 12th century •\.n. ). the Rhinish and Danubian river ports development 
and above all, the Hanseatic Laague (12 th century tc 1669): as also various mining concentrations like the Fuggers. 
Ultimately. the bourgeois forces succeeded in 1492 and 1498(in Latin America and India respectively). This period of 
horrible racialist Christian crimes against the peoples of the world. has been called the Renaissance or the Age of 
Discovery or the Golden Age by European writers. who pretentiously call themselves, scholars, historians and 
academics. Tiley are nothing of the sort • they are merely imperialist propagandists. White racialist. bigoted Cbristians 
and Euro-centric idiots who know precious little about the main currents of world history. But the world today is an 
imperialist-capitalist world, where pro-Wcstem hype prevails. 

8.H;astinga 1066 AD. 

Significance in World History 

South Engla,nd near the 
modern town of Battle 

Norman victory over the 
English, William, the 
Conqueror. defeated Harold 
II of England. 

A purely symbolic event of hardly local interset. At that time in the II th century and upto the 15th. England 
was not even a compa~t. well-defined geograpbical entity. The possession of English kings, who were Norman Dukes 
under the French crown, extended from the Anglo-Scottish border to Aquitane in South of France and excluded 
Wales and Ireland. Scotland remained an independant kingdom till 1603, when tbe Scottish king James VI, occupied 

(contd. on n•.rt pg. ) 
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the English throne as James I. At the moment of this writing. two contradictory· processes arc going on. On the one 
hand. legislation has been passed by the House of Commons gmnting autonomies to Scotland and Wales. Northern 
Ireland already has separate parliament which Wales and Scotland will acquire now for the first t.ime. At the same 
time. the Euro ---the common currency of eleven countries of continental Europe. has came into being from lsi Jan. 
99 to which UK will be admitted fairly quickly. Thus Scollish and Welsh autonomies will be within a restructured 
Europe. Historically. England was a resource-poor island of Europe which for the first time became differeatiated 
from France under the Tudors ( 1~85-1603). Under Henry VIII ( 1509-1558). England repudiated the Roman Catholic 
papal tutelege and formed an autocephalous Anglican church. Due to the accidental location of the British Isles 
near the Great Circle shipping lanes used by Spanish treasure fleets returning from the Americas. a wonderful 
opportunity became available to English pirates. buccaneers. bandits. corsairs. and sea-rovers (Drake. Raleigh. 
Hawkins. Frobischcr. etc.). The plunder from Spanish and Portuguese trcasureships enabled the London merchants 
to participate in the most lucrative Indian and oriental trade and they formed the East India Company in 1601. Due 
to the Spanish occupation of Portugal ( 1580- 1640). and the French invasion of Spain and Holland during the 
Napoleanic wars and finally. the French pre-occupation with European wars. England suddenly found itself without 
competitors in its conquest of India . After the arrival of the Bengal Loot from 1765 onwards. England was able to 
cause (i) drain of wealth from India (ii) to usc Indian men. materials and money for the conquest of India. (iii)"institutc 
a regime of perpetual Famines of Purchasing Power in India killing 85 mlns . poor and low caste Indians. to de
industrialise. ruralisc and pauperise India, (iv) carry out the first Industrial Revolution in Great Britain (1765-1860) 
with this .. primitive accumulation." 

Name 
9. Orelcans 

Significance in World History 

Date 
1429 A D 

Place 
Joan of Arc ·s victory over , 
English. 

Description 

A baltic of purely momentary and local importance. It had no significance in world history. When gigantic 
upheavals were taking place in China. India. Persia, Turkey and the Mongol empire that extended from Continental 
Europe to the Pacific Sea. (see Table in 25 Turning Points in World History. Mankind, Feb-March 1997. pp.l9-31) 

As England differentiated itself from France under Tudors. France was separating itself from England. 

lO.English-French 
Channel, Calais, Plymouth 
and nearby 11orts 

1588 AD. Franco-English channel and 
adjacent seas and ports. 

Defeat of the Spanish 
Armada by Drake and other 
pirates and buccaneers who 
enjoyed the protection of 
Queen Elizabeth I. (Reigned 
1558-1603) 

Significance in World History 
England being absolutely marginal to world history. the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588 AD was a non

event. The depredations of the quartet of English pirates. who were actually the builders of British Navy. Waller 
Raleigh. Francis Drake. John Hawkins and Martin Frobischer. were bound to provoke an open conflagration with 
Spain. England and associated islands had become a nest of thieves and robbers who were partners with the British 
royalty in every crime.(see Encyclopedia Brilannica' 73 ed .. entries under Raleigh, Drake. Hawkins, Frobischer. 
Elizabeth I and Spanish Armada.) 

The Spanish Empire of the 16th century was the greatest that the world had known. since the end of the 
Mongol Empire of the 13th to 15th centuries. Cl~arles V (1519-1556). and Phillip_ll (1556-1598~ r_ulcd ove~ t.his em~ire. 
It consisted of Spain. Austria. Hungary. Bohemia. Germany. the Netherlands, M1lan. Naples, SICily, Sanhma. Me:uco. 
Central America. Venezuela. Peru. Bolivia. Chile. Argentine. Paraguay, Florida. parts of California. Philippines. and 

Spanish colonies of North Africa. . . . . 
The quarrels and fights between gangs of European robbers were of no s1gmficance Ill world lustory. Even 

after the greatly exaggarated and lauded defeat of the Spanish Empire. the largest since ~ongol Empire and ~rior 
to the British Empire on which 'the' sun never set' of th~ late 19th and early 2~th ccntuncs. d~e t~ th~ esse~t1ally 
feudal nature of Counter-Reformation ( 1545-17th centunes)and anamolous surviVal of pastoralJnsutuuons like the 
Mesta· Spain could not make the breakthrough to industrial capitalism ~vhich had to wait for the arrival of the Bengal 
Loot i~ England from r765 and the First Industrial Revolution based upon this Loot. which occurred between 1765 

and 1860. 



Name 
11. Blenheim 

Date 
1704 

Place 
Bavarian village of West 
Germany on the banks ·or 
Danube. 

Description 
Victory of Eng I ish. 
Austrian and Dutch armies 
against French and 
Bavarian troops. 

Significance in World History · · . 
Th w of Spanish Succession did not even end at Blenheim bu}· went on for another eight 7ears. 
It ,:as =~serablc little victory by the Duke of Marlborough leading the Allied (E~1~lish . . Austn~n. and Dutch) 

forces against the French and Bavarian armies. Duke of Marlborough later be~ame the Bntish Pmne Munster and ~he 
inclusion of this skirmish in the list of Decisive Battles was an attempt by Sir Edward Creasy to flatter the English 

Establishment. 
Innumerable little wars were fought by hundreds of tiny European kingdoms against each other from the 12th 

century onwards. The Crusades had been defeated by Asiatic Feudalism; that is why bourgeois development beg~n 
in Europe. Europe was not able to defeat Asfatic feudal kingdoms, which had occupied three quarters of Europe. m 
any other way. The Italian Communes. the Rhine-~anube riverine t~w1~s and the Hanseatic League led the movement 
towards capitalism by promoting feuds between little European pnnciings. . , 

Little skirmishes bet,~cen ever-changing alliances of European princlings were of no consequence m world 

history. 

Significance in World History 

1709 Ukraine on the Vorskla Russian victory over a 
River. minor European Kingdom 

called Sweden. 

This was a small victory by Peter the Great of Russia over Charles III the Great. of Sweden in the Great 
Northern War. ending Sweden's status as a major European Power and marking the beginning of Russian supremacy 
in Eastern Europe. 

Russian Orthodox Christians' triumph over Protestant Sweden actually strengthened reactiona!)' forces all 
over Europe and was a setback for capitalist forces. which were often allied with Protestant religious dissent. 

Ultimately. industrial capitalism could not triumph in Eastern Europe under normal bourgeois conditions and 
had to await the arrival of State Capitalism under Stalin. At the end of World War II. Stalinist armies occupied the 
Balpc Republics, Eastern Germany, Poland. Eastern Austria, Northern Greece, Bulgaria and Romania. Northern Greece 
was lost to Anglo-American forces in 1950-52: Yugoslavia under Tito revolted against Stalin ( 1943-48); Eastern 
Austria united with the rest of Austria (1961): Germany was reunified in 1989-91 and all the fifteen constituents of 
the old USSR became independant free market entities in 1991 . Today. all the nine European constituents of USSR 
and all the other satellites of the former U.S.S.R are seeking membership of NATO and the European Common Market. 

13. Saratoga 1777 

Significance in World History 

A town in New York state 
where one of the victories 
was won by the thirteen 
colonies against Britain. 

A small colonial victory 
over Britain during the War 
of Independance. 

American War of lndepcndance was won by the colonists with the help of France, Spain and Holland. Vital 
military help given by these European enemies of Great Britain is deliberatly lost sight of by U.S. chauvinists. 

The Statue of Liberty in New York harbour was a gifl of the French to USA to commemorate the vital assistance 
given by France during the American War of Independance. 

The decisive event of this little war was the 'surrender by Cornwallis in 1781. . 
We must always re~ember that these little ~kirmishes between the White people were being fought within 

the larger context of genoc1dal massacres of Amencans that were going on from 1492 onwards. 
T~e ~oss of America~ colonies was. of no signi~cance since about the same time India was being acquired by 

Great Bntaan a~d Cornwallis became a V 1ceroy of Ind1a ( 1786-93). The decisive year was 1765 when the East India 
~ompany ob!aan~ the dlwanl o.r Bengal, Bihar and Orissa so as to be able to use Indian land revenue tor 
mvestme~ts whach ~e~ unrequ1tted exports oflndian commodities to Great Britain. That is how 1765 triggered 

the Industnal Revolutaon m England. . 
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Name · 
14. Valmy 

Significance in World History 

Date 
1792 

Place 
Napolean 's victory in a 
French village, Valmy 55 
kms southwest of Rhine. 

Description 
An early victory by 
Revolutionary France over 
reactionary Europe in the 
course of French 
Revolutionary Wars (1789-
1815). 

The French won many victories over their European enemies right from 1789 --- the year of the French 
Revolution to 1812 when in his Russian campaign. the French leader Napolean refused to liberate the serfs . 

. Why Creasy should have singled out victory at Valmy over the Prussians, is a mystery. 
Anyway, it was purely a trivial event in world history. · 

15. Waterloo 

Significance in World History 

1815 Waterloo village nine miles 
southwest of Brussels in 
Belgium. 

Victory of British. Russia, 
Austria and Russian armies 
against Napolean. 

The victorius Allies fell out with each other immediately after Waterloo. The Prussians who led the German 
Confederation had to go to war with France again and again. in 1870-71. 1914-19 and 1939-45. The Austro-Hungarian 
Empire dissolved in 1919 at the dictates of France and Britain. British joined France in World War I and II . Russia 
became the principal enemy of Anglo-Americans during the Cold War (1954-85). 

Therefore, Waterloo had no significance, whatsoever. in any world history, eve.» if \"vritten from European 
standpoint. .... 

Actually. right now, Confederation of Europe is ta.king place. with Franco-Ger.-ifi Alliance leading the way. 

A SPECIAL NOTE ON HENRY HALLAM'S 'LIST OF FIVE GREAT BATTLES' 
AND EDWARD CREASY'S 'FIFTEEN DECISIVE BATTLES' 

Henry Hallam 's life span ( 1777 -1859) almost exactly coincided with East India Company's rule over India which 
e1\tended from 1765-1860. In 1765. East India Company acquired the Diwani or Revenue Collection Rights over Bengal, 
Bihar. Orissa and Northern Circars from the then Mughal emperors. This enabled the East India Company to use the 
surplus from Indian revenues to buy Indian goods. The utilisation of Indian men, money and materials for the further 
conquest of India.marks the commencement of Drain of Wealth from India. This drain caused momentous consequences: 
i) Deindustrialisation. rilralisation and pauperisation of India, so that the populous Indian towns where the feudal 
lords and ' king of kings ' resided. became progressively depopulated. and thousands and lakhs of craftsman Who had 
earlier met 'the needs of the palace, armies. transportation hubs. temples. piligrimage routes and irrigation complexes 
became landless labourers and paupers in villages. 
ii) Famines of Purchasing Power became endemic and killed off 85 min. poor and low-caste Indians in a series of 
famines that ravaged the land from 1770 (Great Bengal Famine) to 1943 (another Bengal Famine). 

Similarly, Edward Creasy 's list was made in 1872. in the heyday of imperaialism. in the latter half of the 19th 
century. \vhen the British hnperialist ideologues flourished splendidly and propagated the nonsensial motion that the 

. empire on which "the sun never set' was on a civilisng mission and 'will last for ever'. As a matter of fact , British 
imperialism was barbarising the world. Genocidal campaigns were carried out on Canadian or American Frontiers, in 
South Africa, India, Australia. New Zealand, to name only the major concentrations of British savagery. 

If a holistic view is taken of Britiah and European depradations all over the world. they would together comprise 
the most infamous and horrible record of unspeakable crimes. Ma~ 's biological name is homo-sapiens, i.e. 'thinking 
man •. British and European record is that of unthinking rapine, plunder and murder. The amazing thing is that this 
extraordinary and historically verifiable record of infamy is still continuing and the Third World is being robbed of 
the sinews of industrial and technological advancement year after year (see Mankind back cover, Sept. and Oct. 97, 
and WB reports from 1978 to 1998-99 and UNDP reports from 1990-1998). 

It may be that today. ours is a lonely voice. But the record speaks loud and clear. We are confident that the 
present inequitous system under the tutelege of the Western colonial powers of Euro-America (the so-called G-7 powers) 
will come to an end. sooner rather than later. at least in the first quarter of the next century! 

The White-Christian Euro-Americans have never expressed any remorse for their 'crimes against humanity'(see 
Back cover. Mankind, Jan-Feb 99). Nor have they ever contemplated payment of compensation for their crimes, to the 
peoples of the Third World. They have sought· to cover up their foul deeds. which took a total of 2SO min. human 
lives in the last five centuries (1492 I 18 to the present) by hypocritical ravings, falsifications and camouflage.•. 



THE ORIGIN 
HUMANKIND 

Richard Leakey 

CHAPTER 2 

OF 
after 4 million years we have far fewer 
fossils than we would like. 

The second challenge stems 
from the fact that the majority of fossil 
specimens discovered arc . small 
fragments ..• a piece of cranmm, a 
cheekbone. part of an arm bone. and 
many teeth. The identification ~f 
species from meagre evidence of tins 
nature is no easy task and is sometimes 
impossible. The resulting uncertainty 
allows for many differences of scientific 
opinion. both in identifying species and 
in discerning the interrelatedness of 

A CROWDED FAMILY species. This area of anthropology. 
8 my Count "ossil specimens devoted an entire chapter to the 

y · " known as taxonomy and systematics. is 
f an.·•·ng degrees of ··ncomplctcness frustrating gaps in the record. which 0 v ., · · one of the most contentious. l will avoid 

esentl·ng at least a thousand result from the capricious forces of 
repr ' the details of the many debates and 
individuals of various human species. fossilisation and later exposure of bones. concentrate instead on describing the 

have been recovered rf-ro_m __ so_u_t_h_a_n_d-----------------------, overall shape of 
East Africa from the the tree. 
earliest part of the THE LEAKEY FAMILY Knowledge 
reoord- that is. from Richard Leakey is a son of Louis and Mary Leakey, archealogists and 

of the human about 4 million anthropologists. settled in Kenya for many yaers. 
years ago up until Louis Leakey was born of missionary parents and spent his youth with fossil record in 
almost a million the Kikuyu people ·of Kenya. about whom he later wrote. He was educated at Africa developed 
years ago (many Cambridge and bagan his archeological research in East Africa in 1924. He was slowly. beginning 
more have been later aided by his archealogist wife. Mary and his sons. He held acndemic posts in 1924 when 
found in the later in major US and British universities and was curator of Coryndon Memorial Raymond Dart 
record). The oldest Museum in Nairobi from 1945 to 1961. announced the 
human fossils found In 193 I. Louis Leakey began his research at Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania. discovery of the 
in Eurasia may be which became the site of his most famous discoveries . In 1959. Mary Leakey famous Taun'g 
close to 2 miiUon uncovered a fossil that was name& Zinjanthropis, that is now regarded as a;1 child. Comprising 
years old. (The New austrlopithccine, and believed to be 1.750.000 years old. Leakey later theorised the incomplete 
WorldandAw.1ralia that Zinjanthropis was not a direct ancestor of modern man. claiming that skullofachild--
were populated distinction for another fossil discovery that he called Homo habilis. part of the 
much more recently, His son, Richard. is the autlior of Origins of Humankind and has made cranium. face. 
some 20,000 and several documentations for BBC World Television. Richard was afso for a while. lower jaw. and 
SS,OOO years ago, the Minister in charge of National Parks. His wife. Meave Epps. is also an brain case--- the 
respectively.) It is archaelogist and anthropologist. specimen was so 
fair to say. named because it 
therefore. that most of the action of 
human prehistory took place in Africa. 
The questions anthropologists must 
answer about this action arc twofold: 
First. what species populated the human 
family tree between 7 million years ago 
and 2 million years ago, and how did 
they live? Second how were the species 
related to each other evolutionarily? In 
other words. what was the shape of the 
family tree? 

My anthropological colleagues 
face two practical challenges in 
addressing these problems. The first is 
what Darwin called "the extreme 
imperfection or the geological reconl." 
In his Origin of Species, Darwin 

The conditions that favour the rapid 
burial and possible fossilisation of 
bones arc rare. And ancient sediments 
may become uncovered through erosion 
---when a stream cuts through them, for 
instance .--- but which pages of 
prehistory arc reopened in this way is 
purely a matter of chance, and many of 
the pages remain hidden from view. For 
instance. in East Africa, the most 
promising repository for early human 
fossils, there an: very few fossil -bearing 

•sediments from the period between 4 
million and 8 million years ago. This is a 
crucial period in human prehistory, 
because it includes the origin of the 
human family. Even for the time period 

was recovered 
from U1e Taung limestone quarry. in South . 
Africa. Although no precise dating of the 
quarry sediments was. possible, scientific 
estimates suggest that the child lived 
about 2 million years ago. 

While the Taung child's head 
had many apclike features. such as a 
small brain and a protruding jaw, Dart 
recognised human aspects too: the jaw 
protruded less than it does in apes, the 
cheek teeth were flat, and the canine 
teeth. were small. A key piece of 
evidence was the position of the 
foramen magnum- the opening at the 
base of the skull through which the 
spinal cord passes into the spinal 



column. In apes, the opening is.relati"ely far back in the 
b:L~e of the cranium, while in humans it is much closer to the 
centre; the difference reflects the biiJedaltJostureofhumans, 
in which the head is 

these were large. but one of the creatures was a more massive 
version of the other. The more gracile species was given the 
name Australopirhecus african us, which was the appellation 
Dart had given to the Taung child in 1924: the term means 

balanccdatoiJthesiJinc, in "southern ape from 
contra~t to ape 110~1urc, in '3.~g:.lt<il ~ ·?·~::;t ( m.;,ks) };,-, .-:·r<?;<t Africa . ., The more 
which the head leans robust species was 
forward. The Taung called, appropriately. 
child 's foramen magnum .·lu s tralopithecus 
was in the centre. robusrus (see figure 
indicating that the child 2.1). 
was a bipedal ape. From the structure 

Although Dart was of their teeth. it was 
convinced of the hominid <.:,'g<•m,;.ik; obvious that both 
status of the Taung child. L<·s;; ro:J ~J ;,t african us and 
almost a quarter of a <.ygtJ ;::H.ti-:.s rohusrus had lived 
ce ntury was to pass mostly on plant foods. 
before profess ional ·.: S t"'~?>."rfor;;tw.~d Their check teeth were 
anthropologists accepted ,--.::"" "··:·:;~:""" not those of apes ---
the fossil indi\'idual as a f \-,.~ which have pointed 
human ancestor and not r ·.:·z·-~ cusps. suited to a diet 

~~.:~~~:~:~·:: ~tr·i;_·~-~~:,;~_.~_t,::~.~-·.·~\.._~.' .... '.·,:.", ~~~:~:::~~~;:;::~~~~ 
lution and a genera l , · .· .. . :~ intogrindingsurfaccs. 
revulsion at the idea that If. as I suspect. the first 
a nything so a11elike human species had 
might be a 11art of human lived on ape like diets. 
ancestry \:Ombined to they would have had 
consign Dart and his apclike teeth. Clearly. 
disco,•ery to -~ by2millionto3million 
anthro11ological oblivion l(,<rif.'-;f..~,..J~'~ years ago the human 
for a long time. By the J· ·· •·· ·· ... · ··· · ·-,·~···'r diet had changed to 
time anthropologists ~ .. -~ . one of tougher foods. 
recognised their error --- (?: , ~) such as hard fruits and 

:~~h~~:~c j~~~~~ -~;.~~~~ ~~~l :·::.~ !7 ~~~-i~:~~~~c~~~~i~!~ 
Scotsman Robcrt 'Broom. , L<mger~mmlt australopithecincs 
a nd the two men had lived in a drier 
found scores of early Shorter ;;M:.;t environment than that 
human fossils from four 5 f. f·n of apes. The huge size 
cave sites in South Africa: '-···---1 of the robust species· 
Sterkfontcin. Swartkmns. .. molars suggests that 
Kromdraai. and FIGURE 2·1 the food it ate was 

Australopithecine cousins. The principol difl\:rencc between Arwraloprthec11.r robrr.rt11s 
Makapansgat. Following (ond hor.rer) and africamrs is in the ch~wing mcchanisms. which include the structuN especially tough and 
the anthropological of th~ jaws. checkbones, and associated sites for muscle attacluncnt •. The ruhrr.rtru needed extensh•e 
custom ofthe time. Dart spccics was adaptcd to • dict that conta incd tough pl ant foods. requiring heavy grinding: not for 

mostication. (Courtesy of A. \Valkor ond R. E. F. l.cakcyiScientific American. 1978. tl · tl and Broom appliedanew no ung arc 1cy 
all rights rcscrvcd.) 

species name to virtually L.-~-----------~-.-----~-------1 referred to as 
every fossil they discovered. so that very soon it appeared "millstone molars." 
that there had been a veritable zoo of human species living The first early human fossil in East Africa was found 
in South Africa between 3 million and I million years ago. by Mary Leakey. in August 1959. Afler almost three decades 

. By the 1950s, anthropologists decided to rationalise of searching the sediments of Olduvai Gorge. she was 
the plethora of proposed hominid species and recognised just rewarded with the sight of millstone molars. like those oft he 
two. Both were bipedal apell, of course, and both were apelike robust australopithecine species in South Africa. The Oldu\'ai 
in the way that the Taung child was. The principal difference individual was. however. even more robust than its South 
between the two species was in their jaws and teeth: in both. African cousin. Louis Leakey. who, with Mary. had taken part 



TREE CLIMBING VS LAKE-WADING 

We differ from Richard Leakev on two important questions: . . f 
Leakey rightlY considers BIPEDALISM as a fundamental departure in the e~olut•on an~ develof~~~~E~ 

h k. d Jc·•ding. to LANGUAGE. TECHNOLOGY and ART. We reproduce herembclow a d1gra~n o . 
Ulnan m . • . d d Tl , ·I .1 . 0 rrransti1011GIIndla · 

MOMENTS OF HISTORIC CATEGORY with which we had Illustrate our stu y, 1e r' s 'J • 

20th Cenlllrr (2 Vol.s) I 986-88. Vol. I. P.27 . We had considered this ligure to be of fundamental value. EDALISM 
11 ha~ been gcnarally assumed by archeologists and anthropologists .. that MAN ATTAINED BIP 

by way of three climbing or branchiation. We do not accept llus hypotheSIS. 

THREE MOMENTS OF HISTORIC CATEGORY 
FIRST MOMENT: 

COMMODITY FORM 

The "Commodity Form" reveals the history of the 
modes of production. of the evolution of class 
societies. of exploitation of man by man , of 
generalised labour congealed as exchange value. 

SECOND MOMENT: 
TECHNOWGICAL FORM: 

The "Technological Form" 
exposes the history of man ·s 
struggle with nature. of growth 
of scientific knowledge and 
technology. of changes in 
application of human labour to 
transfonn material reality. 

istorical Category or 
Entity which is a 
product of labour as 
evolved through 
social history. 

THIRD MOMENT: 
LANGUAGE OR ART FORM: 

The ·'Art or Language Form" projects 
the history or man ' s ideological 
evolution, of imprints of social life upon 
vehicles of communication and 
awareness, of labour as expressed social 
life. of spccilic forms of labour congealed 
as ideologiscd use values. 

We believe that it is much more likely that MAN ATTAINED BIPEDALISM through wading in water along 
lake shores. Other Primates. Chimpanzees. Gorillas. Orang-Utans and Gibbons have all taken to branchia lion or living 
in trees in forests . But none of them have ever achivcd true bipedalism. They walk on their two hind feel and on 
the knuckles of two fore-feet. as Gorillas and Chimpanzees do. but are incapable of true free standing bipedal 
movement. Wading iii shallow waters offers a reliable alternative route to gradual allainment of bipedalism. The 
body weight is made lighter and various degrees of erect posture arc possible in water. A man may lean forward. 
forming various angles of the upper torso, whilst using his fore-limbs to make his way through shallow shore
waters of lakes. 

That there had been an episode of unkno,yn length or duration in the cvoluation of humankind. when man 
Jived in water is generally accepted by those anthropologists who believe in the Hardy Theory. The Hardy Theory 
proves its case by reference to the following features: 
I. Homo sapiens possess a layer of sub-cutaneous fat. which is a chracteristic of water-immersion in animals. as a 
protection against cold. 
2. Human beings possess on thch' body hairlines (both an under-coat of down. and stouter guard hair) that follow 
certain patterens of hydro-dynamics. that facilitate walking or wading or swimming in water. 
3. The placenta is filled with an amniotic fluid. which has the chemical composition of sea-water. 
4. Human beings have sexual intercourse with the opposite sex facing each other, as in the case of sea-mammals. 
and quite contrary of the posture of land mammals. monkeys and p,rimatcs who have sexual intercourse in the breach 
position. i.e. the male mounting the female from behind or over the buttocks. 
S. All new-born human babies possess the swimming syndrome, for the first three or four weeks of their lives after 
birth. Tllis would neverbave remained as an evolutionary vestige. if Homo Sapiens had evolved entirely on land ... 

(contd. on nat pg. J 



There arc man)' more (JOints to be considered hut the above live arc decisive enough for our Jlrcscnt puJ1IOSC. 
The Great Rift Valley of Africa. strcchling from Mozambique. through Zambia. Malawi. Rwanda. Burundi. 

Tanzania. Uganda. Kenya and Ethiopia . including part of Sudan. Belgian .Congo (Zaire). Zimbabwe and Dgibouti 
(Afar and Isas). has now established itself as the Original Habitat of Homo ,'i'apiens. II is a remarkable coincidence. 
that this Rift Valley is the land of the greatest Lacustrine Chain On Earth. The great Rift Valley extends northwards 
to include the Red Sea and via the Gulf of Elal. the Jordan River and the Dead Sea . II also runs along the shores of 
Yemen and Oman to end up in the Persian Gulf and the Bahrain-Kuwait region. 

We believe that mankind evolved along this magnificant chain of the lakes in the Grl!at Rift Valley and allaincd 
true BIPEDALISM BY WADING I SWIMING ALONG LACUSTRINE BANKS, MAKING THE GENTLE 
TR~NSITION TO ERECT POSTURE BY ACQUIRING STANDING ABfLITY ON TWO HAND LIMBS BY 
LEANING INTO WAIST-DEEP (OR CHEST DEEP) WATERS AND WALKING I WADING THROUGH 
Til EM 

Another vital point to remember is that Man is a puny creature. There arc many more monstrous land animals 
(ca rnivores like lions. tigers. hyenas. leopards. cheetahs. etc. and herbivores like elephants. rhinoceros. girraiTcs. 
big antelopes as many species. etc.) who would have made life very hazardous for men. if they had not taken to 
some kind of h1ke-shorc existence. II was quite safe for man to inhabit lake-shores where (apart from the 
hippopotamus and crocodiles in the African rivers) very few predators were to be found . Man could live a protected 
life amongst the grasses a nd weeds of lake-shore. 

The nails on our fingers also point out to an existence where he could have scraped off snails. mussels. etc. 
as food from rocks. submerged in water. The huge middens found along many lake-shores provide evidence of the 
important role that such creatures played in 1 he diet of human in the remote past. Our nails. otherwise are of very 
little usc. except that modern-day females use them as a cosmetic device of sexual allure. 

To sum up. Mankind editor believes that humanity made the transition to BIPEDALISM via the lake wading 
route. rather than through the tree-climbing. branchiation rode. 

in the long search. named it Zil!ianthropus boisei: the Turkana. in 1969. 
generic name means "East African man'' and boisei referred to We know from the size of various bones of the 
Charles Boise. who supported my father and mother in their skeleton !hal the males oft lie australopithecine species were 
work at,...-------------------------------------, m u c h 
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determined FIGURE 2.2 ; 
Early flomo. This fossil. known hy its museum ae<tnisition number of 1~70, was lound i? Kenya i~ 1?72. It liv~d 

to have almost 2 million years ago and is the most complete early specnn<n ol lfomo hob11is: ol shows sogrulicant bram 
lived l. 75 expansion ond r<duotion in tooth size. compared 'with tho oustralopithccinos. (Courtesy of A. Walker and R. ~: F. 
m i II i 0 n !.eakey/Scientific Ameno·on, t978. all rights roscrved.) 

e males 
must have 
weighed 
almost 

years ago . 
Zinj 's name was eventually changed to Australopithecus boisei, 
on the assumption that it was an East African version. or geogra
phical variant. of Austra/-opithecusrob ustus. 

The names are not particularly important in them
selves. What is important is that we are seeing several human 
species with the same fundamental adaptation. that of 
bipedalism, a small brain, and relatively large cheek teeth. 
This was what 1 saw in the cranium I found resting on a dry 
streambed on my first expedition to the eastern shore of Lake 

twice as 
much as 

the females, a difference of the sort that we see today iri some 
species of savanna baboons. It is a fair guess. therefore. that 
the social organisation of australop-ithecines was similar to 
that of baboons. with dominant males competing for access to 
mature females. as noted in the previous chapter. 

The story of human prehistory became a little more 
complicated a year after the discovezy ofZinj. when my older 
brother. Jonathan. found a piece of the cranium of another type 



of hominid. again m Olduvni Gorge. The relative thinn_css of 
the cranium indicnted that this individual was of slighter 
build than nnv o( the known australopithecine species. It 
had smaller check teeth and. most significant of nil its brain 
was almost SO Jlercent larger. My father concluded that 
although the australopithccincs were part of human ancestry. 
this new specimen represented the lineage that cvcnt~ally 
gave rise to modern humans. Amid nn uproar of obJeCtions 
from his professional collca!,'Ues. he decided to name it Homn 
hahi/is, making it the first early member of the genus to be 
identified. (The nmnc !!nnw habi/is. which means "handy man:· 
was suggested to him by Raymond Dart. and it refers to the 
supposition that the species were toolmakers.) · 

The uproar was based on esoteric considerations in 
many wavs: it erupted in part becnuse in order to assign the 
app~llati~n 1/omo to the new fossil. Louis had to modi(v the 
accepted definition of the genus. Until that time. the standard 
definition. llroJIOScd by the British anthropologist Sil· Arthur 
Keith, stated that the brain capacity of the genus Homo 
should equal or exceed 750 cubic centimeters, n figure was 
that intermediate between that of modern humans and apes: 
it had become known as the cerebral Rubicon. Despite the fact 
that the newlv discovered fossil from Olduvai Gorge had a 
brain cnpacity.of only 650 cubic centimeters. Louis judged it to 
be Homo because of its more humanlike (that is. less robust) 
cranium. He therefore proposed shining the cerebral Rubicon 
to 600 cubic centimeters, thereby admitting the new Olduvai 
hominid to the genus 1/omo. This tactic surely raised the 
emotional level of the vigorous debate that ensued. 
Ultimately, however, the new definition wa~ accetltcd (It later 
developed that 650 cubic centimeters is rather small for the 
average adult brain si:~.c in 1/omo lmbilis: 800 cubic centimeters 
is a closer figure.) 

Scientific names asine. the important point here is 
that the pallcrn of evolution beginning to emerge from these 
findings was of two basic ty11cs of early human. One ty11c had 
a small brain and large check teeth (the various austrai
Oilithecinc species); the second ty11e had an enlarged brain and 
smaller cheek teeth (/lomo) (sec figure 2.2). Both types were 
bipedal apes. but something c.xtraordinmy had clearly happened 
in the evolution of 1/omo. We will explore this "something·· 
more fully in the next chapter. ln. any case. anthropologists" 
understanding of the shape of the family tree at this point in 
human history-that is. at around 2 million years ago--- was 
rather simple. 

The tree bore two main branches: the 
australopithecine species. all of which bl'Came extinct by 1 
million years ago, and Homo, which e\•entually led to IICOIIIe 
like us. 

Biologists who ha\·e studied the fossil record know 
that when a new species evolves with a novel adaptation. 
there is often a burgeoning of descendant species over the 
ne.xt few million years expressing various themes on that 
initial adaptation -a bwgeoning known as adaptive radiation. 
The Cambridge University anthropologist Robert Foley has 
calculated that if the evolutionary history of the bipedal 
apes followed the usual pattern of adaptive radiation. at least 
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sixteen s11ecies should have existed between the grou1~ 's 
origin 7 million years ago and today. Tl_te shape _of the fanuly 
tree begins with a single trunk (the foundmg species). sprca?s 
out as new branches evolve through time. and then redu~e~ m 
bushiness as species go extinct. leaving a single s~rvJvmg 
branch-Homo sapiens. How docs all this match up With what 
we know from the fossil record? 

For many years afler the· acceptance of Homo habilis, 
it was thought that 2 million years ago there were three 
australopithecine species and one species of Homo. _we \~·ou~d 
expect the family tree to be heavily popula_ted at tlu~ pm_nt Ill 

prehistory. so four coexisting species doesn ·t sound hkc much. 
And in fact it has recently become a11J1arcnt --through 
new discoveries and new thinking - that at least fou1· 
australo11ithecincs lived at that 11eriod, check by jowl with 
two or even three sJICcics of Homo. This picture is by no 
means settled." but if human species were like species of 
other large mammals (and there is no reason to think that they 
were not. at that point in our history). then such is what 
biologists would expect. The question is. What happened 
earlier tha·n 2 million years ago? How many branches were 
there on the f.1mily tree, and what were they like? 

As noted. the fossil record quickly becomes sparse 
beyond 2 million years' ago and blank further back much more 
than 4 million years ago. The earlicst-lmown human fossils 
arc all from East Africa. On the cast side of Lake Turkana. we 
have found an arm bone. a wrist bone. jaw fragments. and 
teeth from around 4 million years ago: the American 
anthropologist Donald Johanson and his colleagues have 
recovered a leg bone of similar age from the Awash l'cgion 
of Ethiopia. These are slim pickings indeed upon which to re
create a picture of early human prehistory. There is. however. 
one exception to the sparse period. and that is a rich collection 
of fossils from the Hadar region of Ethio11ia which arc between 
3 million and 3.9 million years old. 

In the mid -1970s, a joint French/American team. led 
by Maurice Taicb and Johanson, recovered hundreds offasci
nating fossil bones. including a partial skeleton of one 
diminutive individual. who became known as wcy. Lucy. who 
was a mature adult when she died. stood barely 3 feet tall and 
was extremely apclike in build, with long arms and short legs. 
Other fossils of individuals from the area indicated that not 
only were many of them bigger than Lucy, standing more 
than 5 feet tall. but also that they were more apelike in certain 
respects--- the size and shape of the teeth, the protrusion of 
the jaw --- than the hominids that lived in South and East 
Africa a million years or so later. This is just what we would 
ex11ect to find as we moved closer and closer to the time of . 
human origin. 

When I first saw the Hadar fossils, it seemed to me 
that they represented two species. perhaps even more. I 
considered it likely that the diversity of species we see at 2 
million ycnrs ago derived from a similar diversity a million 
years earlier. including species of Australopithecus and 
Homo. In their initial interpretation of the fossils. Taieb and 
Johanson supported this pattern of our evolution. However. 
Johanson and Tim White, of the University of California, 

... 



n 
species or 
more at the 
brink of 
resolution? 
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. . .lustrafonilllecus, the semicircular canals lo.ok li.ke those of 
Stonv Brook. offered a different interpretation. of Lu.cy s r 1 II 10 cd 

I (·tpcs . Docs this· mean that the austra o.pt tccmcs n v 
anat~my: "It possesses a combination of tratts cnllrc Y about as apes do ---that is. quadrupe?ally? _The struc_turc of 
appropriate for an animal that had tr~vcllcd ~\'ell down the the pelvis and lower limbs speaks agamst tlu_s concluston: So 
road toward full-time bipcdality. but whtch rctmncd stmct~tral docs a remarkable discovery my mother made m 197_6: a trml of 
~caturcs that enabled it to usc the trees efficiently for feed mg. f I I 
" very humanlike footprints made in a layer o vo came as 1 some 
sleeping or escape". ~ .. 7·_5 tnillion v. cars ago. Nevertheless. if the stmcturc of the 

One of the crucial pieces of c\'idcncc that Stern and ·' d f 
I 1•1111cr car is at all indicative of habitual posture ~nd mo c o Susman adduced in favor of their conclusion was t ~c 

structure of Lucy's feet: the bones arc somewhat curved. as IS locomotion. it suggests that the australopithccincs were not 
seen in apes but 'not in humans __ 1111 arrangcmct~tlh~t would just like you and me. as Lovejoy suggested and continues to 
facilitate tree climbing. Lm·cjoy discounts tlus vtcw and suggest. . 

I l. In promoting his interpretation. LoveJOY seems to suggests that the curved foot bones arc a mere cv_o u tonary . 
w11nt to make hominids fully human from the beginmng. a vestige of Lucy's apclikc past. These two opposm? .camps . . 

enthusiasticall'' maintained their differences of opuuon for tendency among anthropologists that I discussed carhcr Ill 
' · this chapter. But I 

more than a decade. sec no problem 
Then, early in 199-', TOOLrMAKING AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN SPECIES with imagining that 
new evidence. When our ancestors discovered the trick of consistently producing an ancestor of ours 
includingsomcfroma sharp stone Oakes. it constituted a major breakthrough ~n human prchi.story. exhibited apclikc 
most unexpected Suddenly. humans had access to foods that had prcv10~sly b_ecn demed.to b e h a v tbat r 
source. seemed to tip them. The modest nakc. as Toth has often demonstrated. ts a lughly ~ffecuvc 
the balance. implement for culling through all but the toughest of hides to expose the meal trees were 

F I• r s t , 1 1 d d im11ortant in their inside. Whether they were hunters or scavengers. the mmans w to ma c an 
Johans·on and Itt's I f lives. We arc used these simple stone Oakes thereby m·ailcd thcmsc vcs o a new energy d. 
Colleagues reported ld I b bl . 1 1 

d 11 . bipedal apes. an II source- animal11rotcin. Thus they wou mvc ccn a c noiJuS to ex en tetr 
tile dl.sco\•en· of two ~ r. 1 d · f should not be ., foraging range but also to increase the chances .or success.u pro ucllon. o 
3-nu'llion-)·car~ldrum . b . d 11 surprising to see 

-v offspring. The reproductive process is an expcnstvc usmess. an 1\'! expanston 
bones. an Ulna and a that fact reflected of the diet to include meal would have made it more secure. 
humerus. that they in the way our 
attribute to 1....---------------------------.....J ancestors lived . 
.4ustralapithecus afarensis. The individual had obviously At this point. I will switch from bones to stones. the 
been powerful. and its ann bones had some features similar to most tangible evidence of our ancestors' behavior. · 
those seen in chimpanzees while others were different. Chim11anzccs are adept tool users. and usc sticl<s to han•cst 
Commenting on the discovery. Leslie Aiello. an anthropologist termites, leaves as StJOnges, and stones to crack nuts. But-
at University College. London. wrote in the joumal Nature: so far. at any rate--- no chimtlaitzcc in the wild has ever hccn 
"The mosaic morphology of the .·I. afarensis ulna. together seen to manufacture a stone tool. Humans began 11roducing 
with the heavily muscled and robust humerus. would be ideally sharJl·Cdgtcd tools 2.5 million years ago by hitting two 
suikd to a creature which climbed in the trees but also walked stones together. thus beginning a trail of technological actjvity 
on two legs when on the ground." This description. which I that highlights human prchisiOf)'. 
support. clearly fits closely with the Susman camp and not the The earliest tools were small flakes, made by striking 
Lovejoy camp. one stone ---usually a lava cobble--- with another. The flakes 

Even stronger support for this view comes from the measured about an inch long and were surprisingly sharp. 
innovative use of computerised axial tomography (CAT Although simple in appearance. they were put to a variety of 
scanning) to discern the details of the inner car anatomy of uses. We know this because Lawrence Keeley. of the University 
these early humans. Part of the anatomy of the inner ear are of Illinois. and Nicholas Tot h. of Indiana University. 
three C-shaped tubes. the semicircular canals. Arranged microscopically analysed a dozen such flakes from a 1.5-
mutually perpendicular to each other. with two of the canals million-year-old campsite cast of Lake Turkana. looking for 
oriented vertically. the structure plays a key role in the signs of usc. They found different kinds of abrasions on the 
maintenance of body balance. At a meeting of anthro- flakes-marks indicating that some had been used to cut meat, 
pologists in April 1994, Fred Spoor. of the University of some to cut wood, and others to cut soft plant material, like 
Liverpool. described the semi-circular canals in humans and grass. When we find a scattering of stone flakes at such an 
lipes. The two vertical canals arc significantly enlarged in archeological site. we have to be inventive to imagine the 
humans compared with those in apes. a difference Spoor complcxi.ty of life that took place there, because the relics 
interprets as an adaptation to the extra demands of upright themselves arc sparse: gone is Ute meat, the wood, and the 
balance in a bipedal species. What of early human species? grass. We can imagine a simple riverbank campsite. where a 

Spoor's observations are truly startling. in all species human family group butchered meat in the shade of a 
ofthegenusHomv. theinnerearstructureisindistinguishablc structure made from saplings and thatched with reeds, even 
from that of modem humans. Similarly, in all species of though all we see today arc the stone flakes. 
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The earliest stone-tool assemblages that have been the appropriate amount of force in the right place. "It seems 
found arc 2.5 million years old; they include, besides flakes, clear that early tool-making proto-humans had a good intuitive 
larger imtJiemcnts, such as chOJIJiers, scnwcrs, and various sense of the fundamentals of working stone." Toth wrote in a 
polyhedrons. In most cases. these items. too. were produced paper in 1985. ··There·s no question that the earliest toolmakers 
by the removal of several flakes from a lava cobble. Marv possessed a mental capacity beyond that of apes." he recently 
Leakey spent many years at Olduvai Gorge studying thi~ told me. ··Toolmaking requires a coordination of significant 
earliest of technologies --- which is known as the Oldowan motor and cognitive skills." · 
industry, after Olduvai Gorge--- and in so doing established An experiment under way at the Language Research 
early African archeology. Centre. in Atlanta, Georgia. is pulling this question to the test. 

As a result of his experimental toolmaking, Nicholas For more than a decade. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh. a psycholo-
Toth suspects that the earliest toolmakers did not have the gist. has been working with a pygmy chimpanzee on 
specific shapes of the individual tools in mind --- a mental developing communication skills. Toth recently began a 
template. if you like--- when they were making them. More collaboration with her. to try to teach the chimp. named 
likely. the various shapes were determined by the original Kanzi. how to make stone flakes. Kanzi has undoubtedly 
shape of the raw material. The Oldowan industry-which was displayed innovative thinking to produce sharp flakes. but so 
the only form of technology Jlractised until about 1.4 million far he has not reproduced the systematic flaking technique 
years ago- was essentially opportunistic in nature. used by the earliest toolmakers. I suspect this means that 

An interesting question arises about the cognitive Wynn and McGrew are wrong and that the earliest toolmakers 
skills implied by the production of these artifacts. Were the were using cognitive skills beyond those present in apes. 
earliest toolmakers employing mental abilities comparable to That said. it remains true that the earliest tools. the 
those of apes. but in a different way? Or did it require them to Oldowan industry. were simple and opportunistic. About 1.4 
be of higher intelligence? The brain of the toolmakers was million years ago in Africa. a new form of assemblage 
some 50 Jlercent bigger, than that of a ties, so the IaUer apJICarcd, which archeologists call the Aehculean industry, 
conclusion seems intuitively obvious. Nevertheless, Thomas named after the site of St. Acheul. in northern France. where 
Wynn. an archeologist at the University of Colorado. and these tools. in later versions, were first discovered. For the 
William McGrew. a primatologist at the University of Stirling, first lime in human prehistory. there is evidence that the 
Scotland. disagree. They analysed certain manipulative skills toolmakers had a mental template of what they wanted to 
displayed by apes. and in a paper they published in 1989. called produce- that they were intentionally imposing a shape on 
.. An Ape·s View of the Oldowan." concluded: "All the spatial the raw material they used. The implement that suggests this is 
concepts for Oldowan tools can be found in the n1inds of the so-<:alled handaxe, a teardrop- shatJed tool that required 
apes. Indeed. the spatial competence described above is remarkable skill andtJaticnce to make (see figure 2.5). It 
probably true of all great apes and does not make Oldowan took Toth and other experimenters several months to acquire 
tool-makers unique.·· -----------------------------,the skill to 

· 1 find this produce handaxes 
statement surprising. of the quality that 
not least because I are found in the 
have seen people try archeological 
to make ·'Stone Age" record ofthe time. 
tools by bashing two T h 
rocks together. with appearance of the 
little success. That's handaxe in the 
not how it was done. archeological 
Nicholas Toth has record follows the 
spent many years 
perfecting· techniques 
for making stone tools. 
and he has a good 
appreciation of the 
mechanics of flaking FIGURE l.S 

Tool t.chnologi~s. The bottom two rows ar~ repr••~ntativc of the Oldowan tr<hnolocy, 
stone. To work which first appears in the archeological record at about 2.5 million years ago and is 
efficiently, the stone comprised of a hammerstone (th~ white cobble). slmplr <hoppcn and seraprn (in the same 
knapper has to choose row as the hammerstone), and small, sharp flakes (the row above). The top two rows arc 
a rock of the correct examples of items from the Ach~ulean industry. which first appeared in the record at about 

emergence of 
Homoerectus, the 
putative 
descendent or 
Homo habills and 
ancestor of Homo 
sapiens. As we 
will sec in the 
following chapter. 
it is a reasonable 
deduction that 
the makers of the 

1.4 million yean aco and is characterized by handaxes (tho two teardrop-shaped implc
shape, bearing t.he ments). cleavers, and picks, in addition to small tools similar to those found in Oldowan 
correct angle at whtch assemhlages. (Courtesy of N. Toth.) 

handa~es were 
Homo erectus individuals, with endowed as they were a 

to strike; and the 
stril<ing motion itself requires great practice in order to deliver 
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RIGVEDIC PASTORALISM . 

Richar~ Leakey"s anthropolog~c~:l !~si;!~:!•t~:~ ~~~:; ~~~~~~;:~~~~~ ~ftes~~~;=~~~~~~~!~~o~~~~~IIo~i~ltt~;~~vc .p~~sess 
regard~~~h~~c~~~~~~~cc~~ci;~I~Iy follo~ed Leakey"s rcasonin~. it will ~clear to him that the l'wman d~pcci~~ I~~~~:~ 
made the breakthrough via bipedalism. We have already clantied our diiTerei~ces. from Leake) regar m.g t us . 
transformation we have emphasised that brachiation or li\"ing in trees. swmg111g from bra~ch to br,mch. di.d not 
lead to bi~cdal.posturc and gait. We have urged that it would have been easier and more lo?Ical fo~ o~r species to 
have made the transition to bipedalism by wading and swimming on lake-shores and shallO\~ coa.stctl waters of 
relatively placid inland seas (like The Arbian Sea and similar salt water and fr.esh water collec!I.ons Ill North-West 
India in the region of internal drainage where the present borders of Iran, Pakistan and Afghamstan conv:rge and 
where the Helmand river is swallowed up). . . . . 

Leakey had correctly stressed the importance of a sudden increase in intake of ammal ?rotems wh1ch IS 
suggested b;, altered teeth structures and the adoption of stone tools for agro-past~ral opera~IOns . 

, As we have suggested. pastoralism is a natural transitional stage from huntmg to agn~ult~tre . A hunter 
observes the favourite feeding and breeding grounds of animals that are amenable to domes!Ica!I~n (antelops. 
cattle. goats. sheep. pigs. jungle fowl. horses and elephants. It is easy to attract such docile v~g~tamm .crcaturcs 
by tempting them with easy availability of green grasses. steppe pastures and small shrubs. Ongmally nver~anks 
and lake sources would provide the ideal habitats. Gradually the practice of transhumance would get established 
especially on the edges of rain forests . · . 

. Just as the Rift Valley in East Africa stretching from Mozambique to Ethiopia was the cradle for the evolution 
of humankind. similarly North-West India provided the ideal environment for the next higher stage in societal 
evolution. This was the centre of Rigvedic or Saraswati culture. 

This is where all the floral and faunal cultigcns came together. barely. wheat. rice. millets. pulses. oilseeds. 
tubes and roots . spices and herbs. grasses and bamboos came together with domesticable animals. Here was an 
immense variety of vegetations. The great riverine plains of Sapta-Sindhu and Ganga-Jamuna-Saraswati stretched 
out to and the mountainous terrain held innumentble lakes of the Himalayas to steppe grassland ofThar. Makran. 
Seistan and the oases of Rajasthan. Sindh, Baluchistan and Afghanistan. 

Rigvedic India was the only place where tropical and temperate flora and fa'una could intermingle. The 
enormously high wall of the Himalayas provided an immense variety of elevations and secluded valleys. Arctic 
conditions could be emulated within sites of tropical \"egetation in Jammu and Kashmir. Himachal Pradesh, 
Uttarakhand. Nepal. Sikkim. Bhutan and Amnachal Pradesh. Animals of the cold ·regions like the Yak, the Santoosh 
Goat. the Wild Sheep, the Bear and the Panda. almost intermingle with the Tiger. the Elephant, the Jungle Fowl. the 
Wild Pig and the Deer of the tropical forest ana swamps. 

It was an extraordinary co-existence and co-mingling of almost all the significant plants and animals that 
mankind has ever tamed or domesticated. 

There were rainforests stretching from Bengal and Assam to Sri Lanka and from thence upwards and 
Northwards to the Dangs in Gujarat and Bhilistan in Rajasthan. There was no ecological niche anywhere in the 
world which was not parallel in tropical and temperate India . · 

Hunting could continue to be practised on a substantial scale throughout the length and breadth of India. 
from J6" NoTth to 6" North. latitude and 60° East to I 00" East longitude. India was like the entire world in miniature. 
Cold winds from Siberia. Mongolia. Sinkiang and Tibet were blocked by the five mile high Himalayan wall. Warm 
tropical monsoonal currents could penetrate as far as the Hindu Kush and the Pamirs in Afghanistan and Central 
Asia. 

Leakey has assumed that suddenly the hunters of old become more proficient and were able to add plentiful 
animal proteins to their diets. Even if this were true, which I do not for a moment believe, the area of intensive 
hunting could never have been in Europe. It would be the tropical forest regions that would support the highest 
density of wild animals suitable for trapping and killing. But hunting itself is inefficient. it would need one square 
mile of territory to s~pport a single family of hunters. whilst pastoralism could easily bear the burden of twenty 
~~ons to a square mile (sec, Vinayak Purohit, Arts afTransilianallndia: 20th Century, vol.l. 1986, pp. 54, 56 and 

Let us now look at the obverse of the same coin. Why is Rigvedic literature the oldest record of Indo-Aryan 
culture? Whatever may be the date assigned to the Rigveda by the stupid racialist German Max Muellar (we have 
covered t~is argument in our ea~lier c~ntribution in Mankind, see box on page - issue no. MK), it is admitted by 
everyone m the world that there IS no literature older than the Rigveda. Even if it is assigned to 1500 sc by White 
Europeans it.is still oldest in the world I 

Why was this so? Why were the Indians the first to.projeet a great literature? 

(contd. on next pg.) 
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There must ha,·c been material reasons for the nourishing of the Sapta-Sindhu culture. As we have shown 
elsewhere. there \\ere two culti•rcs co-existing and overlapping with each other. in time and space. one called the 
Indus culture with only material remains and another called Vedic culture with only literary remains! They could 
not luwc overlapped "ith each other between :woo and 500 .,. .. 

Anyway. why were the Indians prcvilcgcd to project l<ign·da litcarturc so early in human history? Leakey 
must rethink the entire the evolutionary sequence from a non-White. non-European and non-Christian viewpoint. 
Only then can he understand true world historv I 

Why is Asia the most populous part of the world c,·cn todav'! Why is the Indian subcontinent the most 
populous part of Asia . if equal areas arc to be compared'! Whv is onJ~· one- fifth of China arable and why is almost 
two third of India cuhivablc'1 Why docs India even today ha,·~ such ,;n immense population of domcstic;llcd calllc. 
sheep. goats and buffaloes? The combination of pastoral wealth and agricultural richness is unique to India c\·cn 
within Asia . which itself is far ahead of Europe and Africa. 

In our opinion. JUSt as bipedalism was achieved by our species via a scmiaquatic existence. similarly a sudden 
accretion of animal proteins in human diets and expansion or cranial capacity was realised via pastoralism. The first 
event occurred in the Rift Valley of East Africa and the second event occurred in the Sapla-Sindhu region of Rigvcdic 
India. 

significantl~· larger brain than Homo H ahilis. 
When our ancestors discovered the trick of 

consistently producing sharp stone Oakes. it constituted a 
major breakthrough in human prehistory. Suddenly. humans 
had access to foods that had previously been denied to 
them. The modest flake. as Toth has often demonstrated. is a 
highly effective implement lor culling through all but the 
toughest of hides to expose the meat inside. Whether they 
were hunters or scm·cngcrs. the humans who made and used 
these simple stone Oakes thereby availed themselves of a 
new ener~· source- animal protein. Thus they would have 
been able nolJUSl to extend their foraging range but also to 
increase the chances for successful production of offspring. 
The rcproducti\·c process is an expensive business. and the 
expansion of the diet to include meal would have made it more 
secure. 

An age-old question for anthropologists has been. of 
course. Who made the tools'? When tools appear in the 
archeological record. sc,·cral australopithecine species existed. 
and probably scvcral//omo species. too. How can we decide 
who the toolmaker was? This is cxlfemcly difficult. If we 
found tools in association only with fossils of 1/omo and 
never with australopithccincs. that might be taken to imply 
that 1/omo was the only toolmaker. The prehistoric record is 
not as clear-cut ;is this. however. Randall Susman has argued 
from the ;matomv of what he believes arc . I. rohustus hand 
bones from a site in South Africa tlmt this species Imd 
sufficient manipulative ability to make tools. But there is no 
way of bci ng certain whet her it actually did so or not. 

My own JIOSition is that we should look for the simJIIcst 
ex Jllanation . We know from the prehistoric record that after I 
million years ago on!)· HomtJ SJICtcics existed, and we also 
know that thcv made stone tools. Until there is good reason to 
suppose othc~wise. it seems cautiously wise to conclude that 
onlY Homo made tools earlier in Jlrehistory. The 
ausiralopithccinc species and l/omo clearly h11d different 
specific adaptations. and it is likely that meat eating by Homo 
was an im110rtant 11art of that difference. Stone toolmaking 
would have been 110 imporl<lnt part of a meal - cater's 

abilities: 11lant caters could do without these tools. 
ln his studies of tools from archeological sites in 

Kenya. and in his experimental toolmaking exercises. Toth 
made a fascinating and important discovery. The earliest 
toohnal•crs were Jlretlominantly right-handed, just as 
modern humans arc. Although individual apes arc 
preferentially right- or left-handed. there is no JIOJIUiation 
Jll"Cfercncc; modern humans arc unitJUC in this I'Cl!Jil'!=t. Toth ·s 
discovc!)· gives us an important c\·olulionary insight: Nome 2 
million )'Cars ago, the brain of Homo was :tlrcady hccoming 
tnJI)· human. in the wa)· we lmow oursch·cs to he. 

CHAPTERJ 
A Dl.FFERENT KIND OF HUMAN 

Exciting and imaginative research performed onl) 
rcccntl~ has allowed us to usc fossils to gain insights into 
aspects of the biology of our extinct ancestors in a way that no 
one could have predicted a few years ago. It is now possible. 
for example. to make reasonable estimates of when individtmls 
of a particular human species were weaned, when they 
bcc:tmc sexually mature, what their life CXJICCtancy was, and 
so on. Armed with the means of uncovering information of this 
type. we have come to see that 1/omo was a different kind of 
human right from its first appearanc;:c. The discovc!)· of :1 
biological discontinuity bctWl'Cn Au.\tralopillll!c:u.~ and HtlmtJ 
has fundamentally changed our understanding of human 
Jlrehistor)·. 

Until the appearance of 1/omu. all bipedal apes had 
small brains. h~rgc check teeth. and protruding jaws and 
pursued :u1 apelike subsistence strategy. They ate mainly 
plant foods. and their social milieu probably resembled that of 
the modern sa,•anna baboon. These SJPCCies ••• the 
austmlopithccincs - were humanlike in the: way that they 
walked but in nothing more. At !Kime time 11rior to 2.5 million 
years ago--- we still ccm 't say exactly when --the first la~c
braincd human SJICcies evolved. The teeth changed. too
probably an adaptation produced by a shift in diet from one 
made UJI e1clusi\'cly of plant foods toone that included meat 
(sec box on Rigvcdic Pastoralism). 



These two a.~11ects of the earliest Homo-the chang~s in 
brain size and tooth structure- have been apparent smce 
the first fossils of Homo hahilis were uncovered. three decades 
ago. Perhaps because we modern humans ~re da7.zled by the 
importance of brain power. anthropol?g1sts have focussed 
strongly on t11cjump in the size of the bram --:from. some -'50 
cubic centimeters to more than 600 cub1c centimeters-
that occurred with the evolution of Homo habili.,· (sec box on 
Rigvcdic Pastoralism). No doubt this was an import~nt pa~ of 
the evolutionary adaptation that took human prclustory m a 
new direction. But it was only a part. The new research into the 
biology of our ancestors reveals that man~· other things 
changed. too. moving them away from being apclike to being 
more like hwnans. 

. ·········· .. ~ ... 

just of survival skills but of customs and so~ial n~~res: kinsl.•ip 
and social laws--- that is. culture. The socml nuheu 111 wh1ch 
helpless infants are cared for and older chi~d~en arc educated is 
much more characteristic of humans than 11 IS of apes. Culture 
can be said to be the human ada11tation, and it is made possible 
bv the unusual pallcrn of childhood and maturation. 
· The helplessness of newborn human infants is. how-

ever. less a cultural adaptation than a biological necessity. 
Human infants come into the world too early, a consequence 
of our lar~e brain and the enginerring constraints of the 
human JICI\'is (see box on Rigvedic Pastoralism). Biologists 
have recently come to understand that brain size innuences 
more than just intelligence. It correlates witl1 a number of what 

are known as life-history 

..· ················ ·>·· ... 
_,/ · -... ~- ,•' • ···:~, 

C~)~~-
factors, such as the age of 
weaning, the age at which 
sexual maturity is reached, 
gestation length , and 
longe,•ity. In species with big 
brains. these factors tend to 
be stretched out : infants arc 
weaned later than those in 
species with small brains. 
sexual maturity is reached later. 
gestation is longer, and 

· individuals live longer. A l:r(~·.~-~, .. ,,~5~:;~1::~;\ 
t · •' ··. ' ~-

~~~J 
FIOIIRE 3.1 

· ·~ :~ : ·:::· ·~~~ - ~,, 

~~~q~ simple calculation based on 
comparisons with other 
primates reveals that gestation 
length in Homa sapie11s, 
whose average brain ca11acity 
is 1350 cubic centimeters, 
should be twenty-ilnc months, 

One of the most 
significant aspects of 
human development is that 
infants are born ' 'irtually 
helpless and experience a 
prolonged childhood. 
Moreover. as eve!)' parent 
knows. children go through 
an adolescent growth spurt. 
during which they put on 
inches at an alarming rate. 
Humans arc unique in this 
respect : Most mammalian 
species. imcluding apes, 
11rogress nlmost directly 
from infan·c~· to adulthood. 
A human adolescent about 
to embark on his or her 
growth spurt is likely to 
increase in si:r.c about 25 
11ercent; b.Y contrast. the 
steady trajec:tory of gro\\1h 
in chim11anlr.ces means that 
theadoleSCI!!nt adds only 1-' 
percent to itL~ stature by the 
time it reaches maturity. 

1/omo erect us. (a). (b). nnd (o) show throe views of the skull KNMER 
3733. tbund eust of Lake Turkana in 1975. This individual. with a brain 
capacity of 850 cubk centimeters, lh•ed ubout 1.8 million yenrs 
u~o. For oompnrison. (d) shows n Homo erectu.• lrom China (Poking Man), 
which liwd a million years later than 3733 :md had a hrain onpacity of 
aln10sl 1000 cubic cenlhnelers. (Courtesy of W. E. Lc Gros Clark I 
(Chioago llni\•c r.<ity Pros., and .'\. Walker and R. E. f . l.eakoy/ Sctenlljic 
;lmertcun. i978. all rights res<rvod.) 

not the nine months it actually 
is. Human infants therefore 
have a year 's growth to catch 
up on when they arc born. 
hence their helplessness. 

Why has this happened? 
Why has nature exposed 

Barr:)' Bogin. a 
biologist at the University of Michigan. has an innovative 
interpretation of the difference in growth trdjcctories. The 
body's gro\\1.h rate in human children is low compared with 
tllat in apes. C\"en though the rate of brain growth is similar. As 
a result. human children, arc smaller than they would be if 
tl1ey followed the nonnal simian growth rate. The benefit. Bogin 
suggests. has to do with the high degree ofleaming that young 
humans must achie\'e if they arc to absorb the rules of culture. 
Growing children learn better from adults if there is a significant 
difference in body si1.c. because a student-teacher relationship 
can be established. If young children were the size they 
would be on an apclike growth trajectory. physical rivalry 
rather than a student-teacher relationship might develop. 
When the learning period is over. the body "catches up,"by 
means of tbc adolescent growth spurt. . 

Humans become human through intense learning not 
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human newborns to the. 
dangers of coming into the world too early? The answer is the 
brain. The brain of a newborn aJJe, on average abo~t 200 cubic 
centimeters, is ahout half that of adult size. The required 
doubling in size occurs rapidly and early in the ape ·s life. By 
contrast, the brains of human newborns arc one-third the 
adult size, and trit)IC in size in early, ra11id growth. Humans 
resemble apes in that their brains grow to adult size early in 
life: thus. if. like the apes. they were to double their brain si7.c. 
human newborns· brains would have to measure 675 cubic 
centimeters. As every woman knows, giving birth to babies 
with nonnal-sizc brains is difficult enough, and sometimes life 
threatening. Indeed. the pelvic opening increased in size during 
human evolution. to accommodate the increasing size of the 
brain. But there were limits to how far tltis expansion C'ould go 
-- limits imposed by the engineering demands of efficient 
bipcd.1llocomotion. The limit was reached when the newborn's 



brain si:t.c was as its Jlrcscnt valuc-385 cubic centimeters with erecws-si7.c neonate brains, tJ1cn thev, too, would need to 
(sec box on Rigvcdic Pastoralism). be born "too early," but not by a.~ much; they, too, would have 

. . From an cvolutional)' point of view. we can say that in been heltllcss at birth, but not for as long; and they, too, 
pnnc1plc hwnans departed from the ape! ike growth pattern when would have required a humanlike social milieu, but to a lesser 
the adult brain exceeded 770 cubic centimetres. Beyond this degree. It therefore seems that Homo moved in a human 
figure. brain size would have to more than double fr~m birth. direction from the very beginning. Similarly. the australo-
thus beginning the pattern of helplessness in infants who pithccinc species had ape-size brains. and so would have 
came into the world "' too early.'' Homo habilis, with an adult followed an apclike pattern of early development. 
brain size of about 800 cubic centimetres, aiiJlears to be on An extended period of helplessness in infancy--- a 
the cusp between the ape growth Jlattem and that of the human period during which intensive parental care was required---
being, while the brain of carl~· Honwerectus, somc900cuhic was already characteristic of early Nomo: this much we have 
centimeters, tmshes the species significantly in the human established. But what of the remainder of childhood? When 
direction (sec figure 3. 1 ). This. remember. is an argument "in did this become prolonged. enabling practical and cultural 
principle''; it assumes that the birth canal in Homo erect us was skills to be absorbed. followed b~· an adolescent growth spurt? 
the same size as it is in modern humans. In fact. we were able to The prolongation of childhood in modern humans is 
get a clearer idea of how human Homo erect us had become in achieved through a reduced rate of physical growth compared 
this respect from with that in 
measurements of ~------------------------------

PROLONGED CHILDHOOD OF HUMAN SPECIES apes. As a result. 
the pelvis of the humans reach 
11 I b I One of the most significant aspects of human development is that infants arc 
· u•· <ana o~·. t 1c various growth 

I II 
born virtually hcltlless and experience a prolonoed childhood. Moreover. as even• 

carY · ouw " · milestones. such 
k I 

parent knows. children go through an adolescent growth spurt. during which they put 
erect us s c eton as tooth 

II d 
on inches at an alarming rate. Humans arc unique in this respect: Most mammalian my co cagues an eruption. later 
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species. including aJlCS,Jlrogrcss almost directly from inf:mcy to adulthood. A human 
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about 25 Jlcrccnt; by contrast. the steady traiccton. ·of growth in chimtJan:t.ccs means 
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that the adolescent adds only 14JlCrccnt to its stature by the time it reaches maturitv. s1orc o a c J permanent 
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Humans become human through intense learning not just of survival skills but 
ur ana. molar aJIJlears 

of customs and social mores. kinship and social laws--- that is, culture. The social 
In humans. in human 

milieu in which helpless infants arc cared for and older children arc educated is much 
the pelvic opening children at about 
. . more characteristic of humans than it is of apes. Culture can be said to be the human 
1s similar m size in the age of six, 

adatJtation, and it is made possible by the unusual pall em of childhood and maturation. 
males and females. comtJarcd with 

The implications arc clear. Homo erectu.~ infants were born with brains one-
So. by measuring three in a11es; 

third the adult size, as modern humans are, and, as modern humans do, must have 
the size of \he the second come into the world in a heltJiess state (sec box on Rigvedic Pastoralism). We can 
Turkana boy's molar erutJts 

infer that the intense parental care of infants which is part of the modern human social 
pelvic opening, we between the milieu had a! ready begun to develop in early Homo erectus, some 1. 7 million years 
obtained a good ages of clc,•en 

ago. 
cstimatcofthcsizc L------------------------------.....1 and twelve in 
of his mother's humans and at 
birth canal. My friend and colleague Alan Walker. an anatomist age sc\•cn in aJlCS; and the third molar shows up at eighteen 
at Johns Hopkins University. reconstructed the boy's pelvis to twenty in humans and nine in apes. In order to answer the 
from bones that had been separate when we unearthed them. .question of when childhood became prolonged in human 
He measured the pelvic opening. found that it was smaller than prehistory. we needed a way of looking at fossil jaws and 
in Homo sapiens, and calculated that the newborns of Homo determining when the molars erupted. 
erectus had brains of about 275 cubic centimeters, which is For example. the Turkana boy died just as his second 
considerably smaller than the brain size of modern human molar was beginning to show through. If 1/omo erectus fol-
newboms. lowed the slower. human pallcrn of childhood developmenl 

The implications are clear. Homo erectus infants were this would mean that the boy died when he was about 
born with brains one-third the adult size, as modem humans eleven years old. If, however, the species had an apelike 
are, and, as modern humans do, must have come into the growth trajectory, he would have been seven. In the early 
world in a helpless state(secboxonRigvcdicPastoralism). 1970s. Alan Mann. of the University of Pennsylvania. 
We can infer that the intense parental care of infants which is performed an extensive analysis of fossil human teeth and 
part of the modern human social milieu had already begun to concluded that all species of Au.~tralopllhecu.v and Homo 
develop in early Homo erectus, some l. 7 million years ago. followed the human pattern of slowed childhood growth. His 

We cannot do similar calculations for Homo habilis, work was extremely influential. and bolstered the con-
the immediate ancestor of erectus, because we have yet to ventional wisdom that all hominid species, including the 
discover a habilis pelvis. But if habilis babies were born australopithecincs. followed the modern human pattern. 
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Indeed. when we found the Turkana boy·s jaw and 1 s;111 the Thev found that the individual had died at a little over three 
second molar empting. 1 assumed that he had been ele,·en yca;s of age. just as his first molar was erupting--- right on cue 
when he died. because that is what he would ha\'e been were for an a pel ike growth trajectory. 
he like 1/omosapiens. Likewise. the Taung child. a member of When Dean and Bromage surveyed a range of other 
the species . lu.wrnlopithecus a.fricanus. was thought to ha\'e fossil human teeth. they. like Smith. found three ~rades: 

· rnod••m hurnnn, a11e, and somethino intermediate. Once again. died at the age ofsc,·en. because his first mol:tr was empttng. • ,... 
In the late 1980s. these assumptions were shauered the australopithccincs were squarely in the ape grade. late 

bv the 11 ork of sc\·eml researchers. Holl~ Smith. an anthro- Homo ereuus and the Neanderthals wct·c in the modern 
~logist at the Uni\·ersity of Michigan. developed a way of human ~rade, European bias of Le11key is quite clear and early 
deducing life-histOI) pallerns in fossil humans by correlating 1/omo erecflls was intermediate. And once again the results 
bmin size and the age of emption of the first molar. As a stirred debate. particularly over whether llUStralopithecines grew 
baseline. Smith amassed data for humans and apes: she then like humans or apes. 
looked at a range of human fossils to determine how they That debate was effectively ended when the 
compared. Three lifc-histor~· patterns emerged: <I modern anthropologist Glenn Conroy 11nd the clinician Michael 
hum;m ~rade, in which first-molar eruption occurs at six Vannier. at Washington University in St. Louis. brought high 
wars of a~cand life s1um is sixt~·-sh~·cars; annpc~rndc, technology from the medical world into the anthropological 
;\'ith first-molar eru11tion at nlittle o,·cr three~·em'S and a life lnbonllol)·. Using computerised axial tompo~rnph~· ---the 
Sllan of about fort~· ~·e;~rs; ;~nd ;~n intermediate ~ntde. L;ttcr three-dimensional CAT scan --they peered into the interior of 
Ht1mt1 erect11s- that is, indh·iduals who lil'ed lifter about theTaung child's petriliedjllw and essential!~· con finned Dean 
8110,0011 ~·earsa~o- .--------------------------------,and Bromage ·s 
-- fit the human SHIFT TO MODERN HUMAN PATfERNS OF GROWTH conclusion . The 
~radc, as did The evolutiOII<II). shift by early 1/omo toward modern human pallerns of T;~ung child had 
N c 11 n de r thaI s. growth and dc,·elopment occurred in a social context. All 11riomtes ;~re soci<~l, hut died when it was 
EurOJlean bias of modern humans have dc\'ehlllCd sociability to the highest degree. The change in close to three years 
Leakey is allpllrcnt. biology we inferred from the e\·idcncc of teeth in early 1/onw tells us that social old. a youngster on 
All the austrotlo11i- intemction in this species had already begun to intcnsi(v. creating an cnYiroument otn apelil>c 
thccinc SIICcics. that fostered culture. It appears that the entire social organisation was significantly I rajccto ry of 
howcn:r,slottcd into modified. too. How can we know this? It is cddcnt from a comparison of the body growth. · 
the aJll' grude. Earl~ sit.c of males and fema lcs. and from what we know of such chffcrences in modern The ability 
1/omo erecllls. like primate species. such as baboons and chimpan;<.ces. to infer biology 
the Turkan;t bo~. from fossils 
was intermcdime: 
the boy·s first molar would have erupted when he was a little 
more than four and a half years old: had he not met au early 
death. he could ha\C expected to li\'e about fifty-two ycms. 

Smith"s work showed that the australopithecines· 
p!lltern of growth was not like that of modern humans: 
instead. il was apelikc. She further showed that early 1/omo 
ercc·t11.~ \\aS inlermcdiate bct\\cenmodcrn humait and ape in 
its growth: we no\\ conclude that the Turkana boy was about 
nine yeurs old\\ hen he died. und not ele\'en. as I had initially 
supposed. 

Becuuse these conclusions were contrary to a 
generulion of anthropologists· assumplions. I hey were highly 
contro\'ersiul. There mts :1 possibility. of course. that Smith 
hud made some kind of error. In these circumstances. corrobo
nllh'C work is ulways welcome. and in this c;tse it cume 
quickly. The <llllllomists Christopher Deun and Tim Bronmge. 
bolh lhen m Uni\'ersity College. London. de\'iscd a wuy of 
direelly determining the :tge of Ieeth. Just as tree rings ure 
used localcuhue how old ltlrcc is. microscotJic lines on a tooth 
indicate its age. This method ofculculalion is not as eas\· as 
il sounds-- not least lx:causc of some ·uncertuinl\' about 
how tHe lines arc fonned. Ne,·crthelcss. Dean and Bromage 
initially applied I heir leehnique 10 an auslrulopitheeine jaw 
idenlicallo lhc Taung child's in tenns oftoolh de\'elopmenl. 
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through research 
in lifc-histol)· factors and tooth development is enormously 
importnnt to nnthropology. because it allows u~ metaphoricall~· 
to put nesh on the bones. For instance. we can sny that the 
Turkana ho~· would have been weaned a little before his linu1h 
hil1hda~· and, had he lived, would ha,·c become scxuall~· mature 
at about fou•1t'Cil years old. His mother 11n1habl~· had her first 
bah~· when she was thil-tt'Cn, after a nine-month 11rcgmm9· ; 
and thcn:after would hare been lli"CJ.,'llant evCI)' three ot· fou•· 
~·cars. These pallcrns tell us that by the time of early lfomo 
erect us. human ancestors had already moved in the direction 
of modern human biolog~' :md away from ape biology. while 
the australopithecines remained in their ape grade. 

The evolutiomtl)' shin by early 1/omo toward modern 
human patterns of growth and de\'elopment occurred in a 
social context All lll"imates arc social, but modern humans · 
have dc,·clo[JCd socilthility to the highest degree. Tite change 
in biology we inferred from the evidence of teeth in curly 
1/omo tells us that social interaction in this species had 
ulread~ begun to intensify. creating an environment that 
fostered cullure. II appears that the entire social organisation 
was significantly modified. loo. How can we know this? II is 
c,·ident from a comparison of the body size of males and 
femalcs.mtd from what we know of such differences in modem 
primate species. such as baboons and chimpanzees. 



In savanna baboons, as noted earliet; males arc twice 
the size of females. _Primatologists now know that this size 
difference occurs when there is strong com11etition among 
mature males fo~ mating OIIIIOt1unitics. As in most primate 
species. male baboons. when they reach maturitv. leave the 
troop, into which they were born. They join another-troop. often 
one nearby. and arc from then on in competition with the males 
already established in the group. Because of this pallcrn of 
male migration. the males of most groups arc usually unrelated 
to each other. They therefore hm·c no Darwinian (that is. genetic) 
reason for cooperating with each other. 

Howcvct; in chimpanzees, for reasons that arc not fulh· 
understood, males remain in their natall!rOUII and fcmal~s 
transfct: As a consequence. the males in a chimpanzee group 
have a Darwinian reason for coopenlling with each other in 
acquiring females. because as brothers they haYc half their 
genes in common. They cooperate in defending against other 
chimp groups. and on occasional hunting forays. when they 
usually try to corner a hapless monkey in a tree. This relative 
lack of compel it ion and enhanced cooperation arc reflected in 
the size of males compared with females: the~· arc a mere 15 to 
20 11erccnt bii!J!Ct: 

With regard to size. australopithecine males follow thl' 
balloon 11attcrn. It is a reasonable assumption. therefore. that 
social life in australopithecine species was similar to what we 
sec in modern baboons. When we were able to make a 
comparison of male and female body size in early Hama, it 
immediately became ob\'ious that a significant shift had 
occurred : males were no more than 20 percent bigger than 
females, .iust as we sec in chimiHtnzccs. As the_ Cambridge 
ant hropologists Robert Foley and Phyllis Lee have argued. 
this change in body-size differential at the time of the origin 
of the genus 1/omo surely represents a change in social 
organisation. too. Very 11robabl)·,carl)· Homa males remained 
in their natal grou11s with their brothct'S and half brothers, 
while the females transferred to other grou11s. Relatedness, 
as I have indicated, enhances cooper:1tion among the males. 
(Vedic society considered all members of the tribe to be 

brothers). 
We can't be certain what prompted this shift in social 

organization: enhanced cooperation among males must haYc 
been strongly beneficial for some reason. Some 
anthropologists have argued that defense against neighboring 
troops of !fomo became extremely important. Just as likcl)·, 
and 11crhaps more so, is a change centered on economic 
needs. Several lines of e\·idcncc point to a shin in diet for 
Homo -one in which meat became an im110rtant energy and 
llrotcin source. The change in tooth structure in early 
Homo indicates meat eating, as docs the elaboration of a 
stone-tool technology. Morcbvcr. the increase in brain size 
that is part of the Homo package may even have demanded 
that the species supplement its diet with a rich energy 
source (Pastoral Protein Explosion). 

As everv biologist knows .. brains arc metabolically 
expensive org~ns. In modern humans. for example. the brain 
constitutes a mere 2 Jlcrcent body weight, yet consumes 

2011erccnt of the chcrgy budget. Primates arc the largest
brained group of all mammals. and humans have extended 
this property enormously: the human brain is three times the 
size of the ht·ain in an ape of equivalent body size. The 
anthropologist Robert Martin. of the lnstiiutc of 
Anthropology in Zurich. has pointed out that this increase 
in brain size could hayc occurred onl)· with an enhanced 
cnet'l!,\' supply: the early /lomo diet. he notes. must have 
been not only reliable but nutritionally rich. Meat 
t'Cilrcscnts a concentrated source of calorics,llrotcin,and 
faL Only h~- addin~ a si~nificant III'OIIOrtion of mcut to its 
diet could cart~- Hamo have "afforded" to build a hntin 
he~·ond :tustntiOIIithccinc size (sec box on Rigvcdic 
Pastoralism). 

For all these reasons. 1 suggest that the major 
ad:llli:Jtion in the cvolution:~r)' ll:lcl;.age of early Homo wus 
signific:~nt mc:1t eating. Whether' early /lomo hunted live prey 
or merely sca,·cngcd carcasses. or both. is a highly contro\'cr
siallssuc in anthropology. as we will sec in the next chapter. 
But I lm·c no doubt that meat Jlla~·cd an im11ortant part in 
our ancestors' dail)· li\'cs. Moreover. the new subsistence 
strategy of obtllining not just plant foods but meat as well 
11rohahly demanded significant social organisation and 
cooperation (sec box on Rigvcdic Pastomlism). 

EYcry biologist knows that when a basic change 
occurs in a species· pattern of subsistence. other changes 
usually follow. Most often. such secondary changes invoi\'C 
the species· anatomy. as it adapts to the new diet. We have 
sccntlmt the tooth and jaw structure of early llomo is different 
from that oft he austmlopithccincs. presumably as an adaptation 
to a diet that includes meat. · 

Very recently. anthropologists have come to believe 
that. in addition to dental differences. early llomo differed from 
the australopithccincs in being a much more physically active 
creature. Two independent lines of research converged on 
the conclusion that curly Homo was an efficient runner, the 
first human species to be so. 

A few years ago. the anthropologist Peter Schmid. a 
colleague of Robert Martin ·s in Zurich. had an opponunity 
to study the famous Lucy skeleton. Using fiberglass casts of 
the fossil bones. Schmid began assembling Lucy"s body. 
with the full expectation that it would be essentially human in 
shape. He was surprised with what he saw: Lucy's rib cage 
turned out to be conical in sha11c, like an IIJIC's, not barrel
shaped, as would be seen in humans. Lucy's shoulders. 
trunk. and waist also turned out to have a strong apelike 
aspect to them. 

At a nuuor international conference in Paris in 1989. 
Schmid described the implications of what he had found. 
and they arc highly significant. tlustrolopilhecus afarensls, 
he said. "would not have been able to lift its thorax for the 
kind of deep breathing that we do when we run. The 
abdomen was potbellied. and there was no waist. so that 
would have restricted the flexibility that is essential to 
human running ... Homo was a runner ; Australopilhecus 

was not. 



The second line of c,·idence that bore on this issue 
of agility flowed from Leslie Aiello's work on body wcig~u 
and stature. She obtained measures of these features Ill 

modem humans and aj,cs and compared them with similar 
data gleaned from human fossils. Present --- day apes arc 
heavily built for their stature, being twice the bulk of a 
human of the same height. The fossil data. too. fell into a 
clear pattern-one that by now was becoming familiar. The 
australopithccincs were apelikc in their body build. while all 
Homo species were humanlike. Both Aiello's findings and 
Schmid's work arc consistent with Fred Spoor's discovery 
of the difference in anatomical structure of the inner car in 
australopithccincs and 1/omo: a greater commitment to 
bipedality goes along with the new body stature. 

I hinted in the previous chapter that major changes 
other than that of brain size occurred with the evolution of 
the genus 1/omo. We can sec now what it was: 
australopithccincs had been bipeds. bnt were restricted in 
their agility: species of Homo were athletes. 

I argued earlier that biJledalism evol\"ed initially as a 
more efficient mode of locomotion in 11 changed 11h~·sical 
environment, enabling 11 biJlednl aJle to sun•h·e in a habitat 
unsuited to com·entionalllJlCS. BiJlCdal ape.~ were able to roam 
more terrain as the~· foraged for wides11read sources of 
food in open woodland. With the evolution of H(lmo, a new 
form of locomotion emerged, ~1ill built on biJlednlism hut with 
greater agility and activit~·. The lithe stature of modern 
humans permit~ sustained ~1riding locomotion and Jlromotcs 
effccth·e heat loss, which is imJlOrtant for an animal that is 
aetil'e in 011en, warm em•ironments, as early Ho11w was (see 
box on Rigvcdic Pastoralism). ·The efficient. striding biped 
represented a central change in hominid adaptation. And that 
change surely involved some degree of active hunting. as we 
shall see in the next chapter. 

The ability of an active animal to dissir1ate heat is 
especially im)JOrtant for the Jlhysiology of the brain, a JlOint 
emJihasised by the anthropologist Dean Falk. of the State 
University of New York. Albany. In her anatomical research 
in the 1980s. she demonstrated that the structure of the 

,·esscls that drain blood from the Homo brain is conducive 
to efficient cooling, while in australopithecines it is much 
Jess so. Falk ·s so-called radiator hypothesis is one more 
argument in support of the magnitude of the Homo adaptation. 

That the Homo adaptation was successful scarcely 
needs to be said: we are here today as evidence. But why do 
we not have other bipedal apes for company? 

Two million years ago, Homo coexisted with se\'eral 
SJiecies of Allsfrolapithecl/s in East ;md South Africa. But a 
million years later, Homo was in SJllendid isolation, the 
various australopithecine species having slipped into extinction. 
(We tend to think of extinction as a mark of failure --- as 
something that happens to a species that is somehow not up to 
the challenge that nature presents to it. In fact. extinction 
appears to be the ultimate fate of all species: more than 99.9 
percent of all the SJlecies that ever existed itre now extinct
probably as much a result of bad luck as of bad genes.) What 
do we know about the fate of the australopithecines? 

I'm oficn asked whether I think that Homo, having 
become a meat - eater. might have included their australo
pithecine cousins · in their diet. thus pushing them into 
extinction. I have no doubt that from time to time early Homo 
l'illed . vulnerable austmloJiithecines, just as they took 
antclo11e and other animal11rey when they could. But the 
cause of australopithecine extinction is likely to have been 
more prosaic. 

We know that Homo erectus was an extremely 
successful species. since it was the first human to ex11llnd 
its range beyond Mrica. It is therefore likely that early Homo 
grew rapidly in numbers. thus becoming a significant 
competitor for a resource essential to australo-pithecine 
survival : food . Moreover. between 1 million and 2 million 
years ago ground -living monkeys- the baboons--were 
also becoming highly successful and burgeoning in num
bers, and would also have comr1eted with australo11ithecines 
for food. The au~1raiOIIithccinc.~ might well have succumbed 
to a two-fold com11etitive 11ressure- from Homo O!J one 

side and baboons on the other. • 



INDIA'S PLACE 
IN THE SUN 

Vinayak Purohit . 

DRAIN OF WEALTH FROM 

Year Land Revenue as ·Investments or Year 
% of Gross Revenue Difference between 

Gross Expenditure 
& Gross Revenue 

1792-93 47.57 1.284.795 1817-18 
1793-94 48.90 1.683.641 1818-19 
1794-95 52.20 1,458.385 1819-20 
1795-96 52.42 977.097 1820-21 
17%-97 50.63 508,133 1821-22 

1797-98 48.00 44.553 1822-23 
1798-99 45.~ 4,87,330 1823-24 
1799-1800 42.39 -218.718 1824-25 
1800-1801 40.26 -983.126 1825-26 
1801-2 36.55 -246,456 1826-27 

1802-3 31.91 1,137:657 1827-28 
1803-4 33.75 -1.124,020 1828-29 
1804-5 30.79 -1 ,165,780 1829-30 
1805-6 31.68 -2.018,009 1830-31 
1806-7 31.98 -2,973,125 183-1-32 

1807-8 33.09 -180.387 1832-33 
1808-9 34.36 132,166 1833-34 
1809-10 33.76 121,247 1834-35 
1810-11 28.80 2.287.216 1835-36 

1811-12 28.78 3.384.649 1836-37 
1837-38 

1812-13 29.88 2,820.462 

IND lA : 1792-1838 

Land Revenue as lnve~tments or 
% of Gross Revenue Difference between 

Gross Expenditure 
& Gross Revenue 

67.28 329.626 
69.32 -937,570 
67.77 -458.645 
64.14 1,294.989 
62.% 1.946.619 

58.61 3.087.%0 
63.71 426.387 
62.91 -1 ,753.973 
65.05 -3,039.625 
62.09 -928.798 

60.16 -190.574 
59.68 1,022,131 
61.32 1.126.850 
60.57 1.785.420 
63.27 1.269,064 

61.25 %3,204 
62.64 1.343.036 
44.88 . 10.172.151 
62.23 4.153,321 
62.18 3.635,762 
60.49 3,305.297 

1813-14 26.72 3,610,986 Grand Total of of Net Investments 42,847,795 

1814-15 67.92 1,342.274 = Rs. 42.85 crorcs 

1815-16 67.54 177,851 in prices of 1792-1.838 

1816-17 67.48 TI3,416 

Source: R.C. Dull. Economic History of Indio : vol. I, Early Bnllsh Rul•. 1901 , pp. 399-40S. 



EMPLOYMENT IN THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE 

II em 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1983 198-l 1985 1986 

A. By Brnnrh of Public Sector 
I. Ceruml Go\·1. JOA7 30.82 30. <)(> .11.3-l .11.78 31.95 32.66 D . I I 33.2-l 33AC, 
2. Slale G0\'1. -ll!.97 50.20 51.60 5.1 .09 5-l.7ll 56.76 60.38 61.5-l 62.80 6-l . 7 .~ 
3. Quasi Govl. :nn 36.75 39.29 -ll.70 -lJA3 -l5.76 50.-lO 52.7-l 5-l .% 56.7-l 
-l. Local bodies 19.85 19.89 20. 15 20.(, .1 20.80 20.37 21. II 21 .30 21.64 21.90 
5. Total 133.22 137.66 1-l2.00 l-l6.76 150.78 15-l.S-l 16-l.56 168.69 172.69 176.83 . 
6. Tolal in 

Organised 
Pri\·ale Seeler 68.H 68.67 70.-l.l 72.08 

7. Total in Public· 
72.27 73 .95 75 .52 73 .-l5 73 .09 73 .77> 

& Prinlfc St•rtors 211.1.66 206.33 212A3 218.8-l 223.05 228.79 23fi, !J8 2-l2.1-l 2-l5.78 250.56 
8. No. of Public 

Seeler Emplo.,·ces 
(in lakhsl"' 15.0-l 15.75 16.31! 17.03 17.75 11! .. 19 20.2-l 20.72 21.07 2 1.5-l 9. Tolal Emolumenls of 
lhe ;rbo,·e no. Rs.Crores• U52 lAO!! 1.901! 2.21-l 2.619 3. 1.1:l 3.(i-l9 -lA65 5. 126 5.57(i Ill . Emolumenls per 

capila Rs.• 11.98.1 8.9-lO l().l)-l8 I 1.210 12.-l(il! 14.239 I 8.029 21.549 2-l . .128 25 .887 

Sources: l:"cmwmic Surl'c'y. 1989-90. Table 3 . I. 3. 2. J . .1. pp. S -4 7--l8--l9 (For dala for I 976 lo 1980). 

Employmenl in Non-Agricullural Eslablishmenls in lhe PriYale Seclor employing I 0 or more persons. 

• We do nol know how lhese workers have been counled or why ! Anyway for lhe group enumcnlled. lhe lolal 

. ·' 
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ORGANISED SECTORS IN INDIA 1976-97 
(IN LAKHS) 

.. 
19117 191111 19119 1990 19?1 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

11 .:'0 n 111 11.'.>5 J .'U5 .14. 10 J 4.2X .iJ .X1 :n.\12 13. ')5 :>:1.66 :l2 .95 I 
6(, ,(,(, C>7 .X I 6X.29 69.79 7 1. 12 71.90 72.9:1 H'J7 D. 55 74. 14 74.'85 2 
57.95 59.48 59.99 (J1 .7:l 62 .22 (> 'J. 93 64.90 65. 14 65.20 . 64.68 65.35 :l 
22. 14 22 . 11 22. 38 22 . 2:l l'J . 1:> 21 .9X 21.60 22.02 21 .97 21.92 22.44 4 
1110.25 1113.21 1114.44 187.72 190.57 192.111 193.26 194.45 194.(16 194.29 195.59 5 

7:1 .64 D. 9 I 74.70 75.!12 76. 7(, 7!1.46 7X.51 79 .. 10 80.59 85. 12 X6.X6 6 

253.89 257.111 2S9.14 263.53 267.33 27056 271.77 273.75 275.25 ' 279.41 2112.45 7 

22 . 11 22 . 14 22 .09 22 .36 22 . 11) 21 .79 21.52 20.70 20.4:1 20.52 19.78 ll 

(i ,,l 71 7.1 1J:\ X.liX:l 9.742 10.912 12.3 11 1.1 .984 14.913 17.015 21.931 22.352 I) 

28 .820 .12 .537 .19,415 43.665 49.179 5(;.508 64.<JX3 72.043 ID.284 105.880 II 3.003 Ill 

l·.'conomic .'iun·ey . 1998-99. Table 3 . 1. .1.2 . .'U. 'JA . pp. S -52.-3. --l (For data for 1981 to 1997). 

burden is gin: n in line 8 and per capita earnings in Line 9. 



ADDA AT NUKKAD 

COMMUNICATION FROM SHRJ T. 
PATTABHIRAMA REDDY AND 
REPLY 

272-t New Tippasnndm Main Rd .. 
Banglore- 5(i0 075. 

19.:1 .99 
Dcra Sarayu and Vinayak. 

Some one presented me a fat 
book. Normally I do not read them. 
This one is ''(luns, Germs and Steel" 
by Javed Diamond. II deals with the 
fates of human societies. II is of 425 
pages. 

The main reason he gives for 
the world as it is. is because the 
geogrnphy. Geography determines 
Food Production. Domestication of 
Animals. Concentration of Population. 
He allributcs agriculture and 
domestication of plants and animals 
to the Fertile Crescent consisting of 
Syria. Jordan and Iraq. He docs not 
give much imporlllncc to India . The 
only domestication done bv India. is 
Kala Alirclri (Black Pepper) and 
probably Citrus. Elsewhere in the 
book he mentions that the three 
independan\ centres that domesticated 
cattle. India could be one of them. 
This goes counter to ''hat has 
appeared in Mankind and ''hat you 
have been saying. 

Pattabhi. 

8.4.99 
Dear Pattabhi. 

It \'·as good to hear from you. 
Please keep reacting to whatever you 
read in l\lanklnd. I am sorely in need 
of sensitive and intelligent readers. 

You must not be taken in by 
Western pseudo-scholars "no as a 
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group arc reluctant to admit the 
criminal activities of White-Christian 
bourgeois imperialists. who have 
massacred at least 250 million poor 
p~oplc of the Third World. from H92 
when Columbus reached the 
Caribbean. and 1498 when Vasco de 
Gama entered Calicut harbour. (Please 
see the back cover of Mankind, 
Jan-Feb 1999). 

I have always maintained that it 
is impossible for . a htrge ,;umber of 
Western authorities to lie consistently. 
When they become authors of mult-i
volume encyclopedias. they invariably 
contradict themselves. but it needs 
very careful and painstaking reading 
to discover their contradictions and 
lind the truth. For instance. the myth 
of Alexander Ill's brief incursion into 
the Persian empire of Darius the Great 
and its real nature arc exposed not in 
the main entries relating to Alexander 
or Greece in the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. but are revealed by the 
entry on League of Co~inth 
(/! . .'ncyclopedia Britannica, Micro , 
1983 cdn .. p. 150): 
"Corinth, League of. offensive and 
defensive alliance of all the Greek 
states except Sparta. oganiscd in 337 
o.c. at Corinth under the leadership of 
Philip II of Macedon ...... (Alex Ill's 
father) . At its first meeting. the League 
decided to conduct a war against 
Persia and elected Philip commander of 
its armed forces. When he was 
murdered (by a Persian agent of 
Darius the Great) the following year 
(336 13 c.). his son. Alexander III 
succeeded him as head of the League: 
The Greek contribution of soldiers to 
Alexander's Asian camJJaign was 
neither significant nor detJendable, 
and the L.:ague's major action seems 

to have been the condemnation of the 
Thebans to shivery and the 
distribution of their territory among 
neighbouring states following the 
Theban revolts (336 and 335 o.c.). The 
League broke up after Alexander 's 
death (323) but was briefly restored by 
Demetrius I (303 )" . 

Thus , at one stroke . the 
specialist on League of Corinth has 
wiped out the White man's 
mythologis ing of Alexander ' s 
insignificant foray into th"c Persian 
Empire in the 4th Century 13.<" . It was 
not a Greek invasion of India . It was 
not even a Maccdonian invasion. Alex 
Ill Persianised himself before reaching 
India and a ll the Greek soldiers plus 
almost all the Macedonian soldiers 
had been sent back to Europe. prior to 
Alexander 's bogus 'invasion ofindia ·. 
(Please see the first issue of tllnnkind 
of Oct. 1995. You had not become a 
subscriber then. therefore I am 
sending this old and rare issue 
to you). 

I have not read the book by 
Javed Diamond. It is not necessary. It 

· is the standard practice of wesicrn 
pseudo - historians to imperialisticallv 
annex Egypt , Palestine. Assyria'. 
Sumeria and Babylon and consider 
them to be parts of.Europc. The Fertile 
Crescent of Egypt is a fabulous 
concept coined by Western writers to 
explain the origins of European history 
which of course. lie outside Europe.· 

Take the standard example of 
An Outline Histnry of the World, by 
A.H. Davics. l928.j and Outline of 
European History by J.H. Breasted 
and J.H. Robinson. 1914. where the 
frontispieces are of the Giza pyramids 
and Babylonian excavations . The 
Davies work on world history is a 
typical European fraud . In a· work 
purporting to be on world history. 
about 80 pages out of 600 are dcvot~d 
to non-European events. This is the 
kind of ·world history' that the 
European mind is capable of 
comprehending. 
· In fact. European history 
originated in India as proved by S. R .. 
Rao, S.G. Talageri. M. Winternitz and 
Jacobi and several other Vedic 
scholars. · 



M<lx-Mucllcr was not only a 
racialist scoundrel but also an 
imperialist hoax. He has m<1de 
numerous contradictory statements on 
the age of the l'edas. Innumerable 
Vedic scholars includng many from the 
West. ha\'C exposed Mueller 's illiterate 
Vedic chronology. 

· lnspitc of the fact that Mueller 
is now known to be a fraud . Western 
authorities go on repeating his lies. 

Needless to add. the .)'amhitas. 
!Jrahmanas. .·1 ranyakas and 
Upani,·hacls would not ha\'c been 
wri tten in the precise two hundred 
years · slots allotted to them by the 
Gennan racialist Mueller and his ilk. 

You must bear in mind that 
European and especially English 
writers on Indian history were 
particularly keen to deny Indian origin 
of culture . <1 rt. technology. 
domestic<ltion of flom and fauna . 
linguistics etc . The English were 
engaged in a conquest of India and 
they were loa th to <ldmit th<1t they 
themselves had dcri\'cd everything 
from India . They just could not believe 
it. but it is true ! 

Western alphabet is derived 
from Aramaic which is derived from 
lndi<l . Western l<lnguagcs arc daughter 
languages of Sanskrit. Western music. 
in so · far as it is related to modal 
church music and Greek modes. is 
entirely derived from Indian grama. 
murchhana. jati and related forms. The 
science of numbers itself originates il) 
India. 

The Huns were the Hsuing-nu 
of the Chinese annals and were known 
as the Yuch-chi. Kushanas and Sakas 
in Indian History. 

In mv article on Cultigcns 
(Mankind. D~c. 1998). I ha\'c indicated 
the numerous entries scattered in the 
Encyclopedia Britannica. 

There is no short cut. The 
Western White Christian imperalist 
writers will not admit that silk or tea 
or honey or a hundred other critical 
cultigcn~ originated in India. You will 
have to work it out yourself. of course. 
with the help of the encyclopedic 
authorities which I have quoted. 

For instance. let us take Silk. 
There are four moths in India which 

produce Mulberry. Tussar. Muga and 
Endi silks. Amongst the Mulberry silk 
worms alone. we have half a dozen 
species. You must know that I.Jomhyx 
Mnr1. is not the only Mulberry silk 
worm domesticated in India. There arc 
several more of its cousins. 

The same goes for honey bee. 
The same for wheat. rice. 

barle~·. millets and innumerable pulses 
and oil seeds. 

All fibre plants arc of Indian 
origin : cotton. jute and mesta. coir. 
cannabis. Oax etc. 

There is no other place in the 
world where so many cereals. spices. 
cattle. goats. sheep. pig. jungle fowl. 
elepha nt. donkey. camel. horse and 
countless fruits. seeds. vegetables and 
herbs could have come together. 

I wi II stop here. 
I have developed my ideas, 

without falling prey to Western 
racialist imperialist nations. I am a 
dialectical <1nd historical materialist 
<1nd also a Lohiaitc rationalist. 

I can quote hundreds and 
thousands of encyclopedic 
authorities. There is no short cut. you 
will have to sit down and 
painstakingly refer to scores of entries 
in the multi-volume as well as single 
volume encyclopedias. 

The notion of Western 
superiority and that of the antiquity of 
the Fertile Crescent is an exploded 
myth. Please clearl y follow the 
A!anorama Year Bonk references to 
the French archeological excavation of 
Mehrgarh (6000 o c and earlier). 

After Mchrgarh. the Fertile 
Crescent becomes a belated arrival. 
Jarrigc and Mcdows. two French 
archeologists who discovered 
Mchrgarh near the Bolan Pass have 
placed India firmly beyond the reach 
of Western falsifiers of history. The 
Hittites. the Mitanni. the Kassites. the 
Hurrians. the Hyksos cts. all fall into 
place. These were migmting pastomlist 
tribes that originated in North-West 
India. which at that time included the 
arch upto the Hindu Kush and 
especially included Scistan. HI the 
junction of Afghanistan. Iran and 
Baluchistan. The Sakas established 
two secondary centres in Semi- . 

Rechiyc in the East. between thc•Kun 
Lun and Tien Shan mountains. beyond 
the Syr Darya . overlapping with 
Sogdiana: and in the West. in the 
Kuban urn-fields in south Russia to 
the north of the Black Sea. These 
secondary centres were deliberately 
inOatcd by European writers. 

We have to break out ·of. the 
present nco-colonial mind-set. Not all 
Whites arc scoundrels, but a large 
proportion arc conscious of the fact 
that they arc racialists and Christian 
liars. 

To compare the Fertile Crescent 
which belongs to the vast desert and 
arid zones stretching from Morocco to 
Mongoli<1 is a bathetic effort by 
Western ideologues. In the richness 
of Oora and fauna. the India to Indo
China and India to Indonesia arcs can 
only be compared to the Congo-Zaire 
rainforest or the Brazilian - Amazonian 
cquatori~l rainforest. The Fertile 
Crescent stands nowhere. 

You must clearly grasp the 
longitudinal and latillidinal grid that 
covers India. (6° N and to 36" N and 
60" E to 100" E). 

The Fertile Crescent lies above 
the Tropic of Cancer on the eastern 
mediterranean littoral and is a part of 
the Egyptian. Syrian. Palestincan. 
Jordanian. North Anibian deserts. 
Except the crazy White European 
racialists. who have been m11ddcned 
by imperialist loot. who would think of 
pitting such a misrablc rock and sand 
region against the richness of India'! 

I am reminding you again and 
again that there is no ecological niche 
in the world which is not duplicated 
in India . The high latitudes arc 
matched by the high Himalayan 
altitudes. cold winds from the North 
arc blocked and though two-thirds of 
India lies above the Tropic of Cancer. 
warm monsoon currents penetrate 
upto the junction of the Himalaya• .. 
Hindu Kush. Kara-Korum and th• 
Pamirs at about 36'' N and THIS IS A 
UNIQUE GEOGRAPHICAL 
ACCIDENT. THERE IS NOTHING 
LIKE IT ANYWHERE IN THE 
WORLD. INDIA IS A TEMPERATE 
COUNTRY WITH TROPICAL 
WINDS: AND IT CAN ALSO BE 
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CALLED A TROPICAL LAND 
WITH ALTITUDINAL ELEVATIONS 
MATCHING THE POLAR 
CLIMATE. 

You cannot find it in Congo or 
in the Amazon regions. 

You wi II h;-n·e to nwke 1 he 
intellectual efTort to go step b~· step 
wading into \"Olume after \"Oiume of 
the encyclopedias to o,·ercome 
Western prejudices and falsifications . 

The B;tctrian camel from India 
(two-humped) is hardier. stronger and 
can carry more 11cight for longer 
periods of drought than the Arabian 
camel (single-humped) 11 hich is f.1ster 
with thinner legs and less stamina. 

The elephant 11 hich has a score 
of names in Snnskrit. was 
domesticated for warfare and forest~·. 

India was co\·cred with thick forest. 
almost throughout its length 11nd 
breadth. 

The Thar "desert · is populated 
by 7 million people. 

Sugar is from .mrkarn 
(Sanskrill. 

The only herds of wild nsscs in 
the world arc to be found in Iran-Iraq 
and Kutch-Gt!i<mll in India. 

Almost all possible \"arictics of 
Callie (t.cbu. gaur. gnyal. ynk etc.) 
originated in India. 

Sindh horses were identified in 
/at aka Kathn.v (7th century 111 ·)as the 
best in the world. 

All the leading varieties of wild 
sheep nnd goat arc to be found in 
India. 

The /liM• identifies Sopara just 
north of Bombay as the place from 
where tmdcrs brought incense. 
peacocks and monkeys :llld of course 
mangoes (which is dcrh·cd from the 
Tamil word mankay). The pig wns 
domesticmcd in eastern lndin: the 
jungle fowl. in the Deccan. 

Sea. wh~· would the extreme richness 
of flont and fauna not or·iJ!inatc in 
lndi:1? And j!il"en the fccundit~· of life 
fom1s in India, why would not the first 
civilisations arise in India? 

That is why the I i!clic Snmhttas 
placed at the ridiculously belntcd date 
of 1500 1"· by the European scoundrel 
Max Mueller arc ncYcrthless admitted 
by him to be the oldest Indo-Aryan 
litenllure and culture of the 11·orld. 

You will observe from the 
recent issues of Jllrmkitul that I ha ve 
l:lken the Indo-centric argument to its 
logical limits in SC\-cral directions: 
I) Geography. climate and cultigcns 
(Dec. \18). 
2) Origins of humnnkind nnd the 
pastornl rc,·olut ion 1 hat made possible 
the sudden spurt in protein intake bY 
l!t~mo Sapiens (Jan-Feb. March & 
April \1\1). 

3) The meaning of surplus ntlue. 
(Oct. \18) . 

4) The fallacy of the Asiatic mode of 
production. (Dec. 95). 
5) The second breath of cnpitalism 
and the emergence of the tri-polnr 
world since 1975 (Dec. '15). 

Please. Pattnbhi. believe me. 
gh·cn the geograph~·. meteorology 
nnd socictnl histo~·. it is not possible 
for mankind to have projected a 
succession of cultures from 6000 u ,. 
and earlier tO 2000 ,\ IJ in an~• Other 
place than India. · 

I happen to be an Indian . That 
is nn accident of histon·. But anv 
historical-materialist and ;lllv studet{l 
of economic historv of n{e world 
would have reacl;cd the snme 
conclusions about India. 

Congo-Zambczi and Amazon
Parann cannot rival Sapta-Sindhu. 
Ganga . Ynmuna. Brahmaputra. 
Godavari. Kavcri ! 

This is how histo~· runs. 
The Fertile Crescent is an 

infertile. hostile. poor. arid land from 
the Indian Rig Vedic point of view. 

You will have to sec the lists of 
spices. vegetables. herbs. seeds and 
fruits given in the encyclopedias to 
have a glimpse of the Indian richness. 

Let us put it the obverse wav. 
Given the grid of httitudes an·d 
longitudes and the conrigur:uion of 
the Himalayan mountain chain and the 
two arms of the Indian Ocean called 
the Bay of Bengnl and the Arabian 

That is why. inspire of the 
Drain of Wcnlth. Dcindustrilisalion. 
Ruralisation and Paupcrisat ion: ;tnd 
the Pcrpctu;ll Famines of Purchasing 
Power from 1765 to 1947. that carried 
away 85 million poor d;llit Indians. we 
arc still lllllll millions. With the 
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populntion of Bangladesh. Pakistan 
added. we will rival that of China. 

You must neYer forget that only 
one fifth of China is culti,·ablc land. 
whilst two-thirds of India is . In 
addition. the pastoral wealth of 
domesticated animals in India. explains 
the relative backwardness of China 
and its .historicaltimc lag rel atiYe to 
lndin. Europe is not in the picture till 
I.J<J2 to 1498. 

We must wait for a favourable 
turn in the historical and soci etal 
surroundings. 

Normnlly we would be inclined 
to think that it will lake a long time for 
Indian historinns to break out of the 
Western incubus . But rc1·olutions 
ha ve a peculiar lwbit of imparting 
~uick nnd thorough lessons. Let us 
hope that revolutionary events will 
overtake us in India within the next 
twenty years. 

With best wishes nnd n 
reminder that the Fertile Crescent is a 
bad Europennjokc. I look forward to 
further communications from you . 

Yours Sincerely. 
Vinayak. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
FROM NATION.AL CENTRE 
OF ADVOCACY STUDIES 

MYTHS ABOUT WORLD · 
HUNGER DISPELLED 

The world produces enough grain 
to provide every human being on the 
plnnct with 3.500 calories a day. nccording 
to the Institute for Food and 
Development Policy. Tliis estimate docs 
not lake into account manv other 
commonly eaten foods. s.uch ns 
ve~ctablcs. beans. nuts. root crops. 
fnuls. grass-fed meats and fish . When 
all foods arc considered together. there 
is enough to provide at least 43 pounds 
of food per person n dav. 

According to World Hunger: 
Twelve Myths. powerull misconc
eptions block our understanding oft he 
lmc causes of hunger and thus pre\"cnt 
usfrom taking hunger is not 
scarcitv but policy: not inevitabilitv 
but politics.· said Dr. Peter Rossci. 
Executive Director of Food First. 



The information revolution and 
explosion of new a nd ildnwccd 
technologies lwYc .not soh·cd world 
hunger. in large part bccmtsc national ilnd 
global food systems today ilrc 
increasingly controlled by a few powcrftil 
corporate interests. These corporations 
control the availability and cost of food 
while the world"s millions of poor arc 
increasingly barred from political 
decision-making on food production. 
access and distribution. 

Hunger persists despite the fact 
that increases in food production during 
the past 35 years hm·c outstripped the 
world"s populat ion growth by about 16%. 
World -wide. an estimated 786 million 
people hm·c inadequate access to food . 
In the US alone: an estimated 30 million 
people cannot afford a healthy diet. 

Many of the countries in which 
hunger is ramp;1nt. export more 
agricultutal goods than they import. 
India ranks ncar the top among Third 
World agricultural exporters. While at 
lcast200 million Indians went hung!)'. in 
1995. India exported US $o25 million 
worth of wheat and flour and US $ I.J 
billion worth of rice. the two staples of 
the Indian diet. In addition. the American 
Association for the Ad,·;mcemcnt of 
Science found in a 1997 study that 78% 
ofallmalnourishedchildrcnundcr live in 
the developing world live in countries 
with food surpluses. 

Nowhere docs population density 
explain hunger. Like hunger itself. rapid 
population growth results from 
underlyi ng inequities that dcpriYc 
people. especially poor women. of 
economic opportunity and security. 
Rapid population growth and hunger arc 
endemic to societies where land 
ownership. jobs. education. health care 
and old age security are beyond the 
reach of most pcoplc.Thosc ' Third 
World societies with dramatically 
successful reductions of population 
growth rates - China. Colombia. Cuba. 
Sri Lanka and the Indian state of 
Kerala -prove that the lives of the poor. 
especially poor women. must improve 
before they can choose to have fewer 
children. 

World Hunger: Twelve Myths 
brings together evidence to support 
the case that. with different policies in 

place. the world could feed itself. For 
example. the Japanese go,·crnmcnt 
carried out m;~jor land reform after World 
War !!.transforming tcnant-limncrs into 
owner-cult ivators. Todny Japanese 
cereal yield per acre is one of the highest 
in the world. and these small fitrmcrs 
hnvc achic\'cd middle-class standards 
of living. 

A study of 15 countries (primarily 
in Asia and Africa) found that per-acre 
output on small farms can be four to 
li\·c times higher than that on large 
cst<\tCs. Even limiting comparisons to 
output on actunlly culti\'atcd land. small 
farms arc still significantly more 
producti\·c. 

Another study carried out in 
India in I 993 compared ·ecological farms· 
with matched ·con\'cntionar orchcmical
intcnsi\·c farms . The study's author 
found that ecological fnrms were just as 
productive and profitable ns the chemical 
ones . If extrapolated nationally. 
ecological farming would have ·no 
negative impact on food security' in 
lndin and would reduce soil erosion 
and depletion of soil . fertility while 
greatly lessening dependence on 
external inputs. 

·Hunger is caused by decisions 
made by human beings and can be ended 
by making different decisions. "This 
will enable us to stop twisting our values 
so that economic dogma might remain 
intact while millions of fellow human 
beings stan·c amid c\'cr greater 
abundance. 

TRADING FOOD SECURITY 
Dc,·i ndcr Shanna 

The loss of momentum in food 
production growth rate. falling below 
that of the population. and the a Ianning 
decline in the ratio of the world cereal 
stocks to annual global consumption. 
reaching the lowest level in the past 
twenty years. is perhaps we most 
depressing economic trend in the world 
todav. Added to this agonising the 
seen~ rio is underlying objective of the 
free trade regime to remove the 
safeguards that developed countries 
have had for provfding food to the 
poor and the needy. The reliance on 
imports for basic food does not take 

into account the impact on people and 
their development. to the losses of jobs 
and food security. 

And yet. at the I 996 World Food 
Summit. the focus of the detailed Plan of 
Act ion is disproportionately weighted 
towards believing that international 
trade is a key clement in achieving food 
security. 

What is not being accepted is 
that free t radc in food products mtd 
agricultural commodities docs not help 
the survival of farming in Third World 
countries. where it forms the basis of 
the economy. Food security systems 
arc evolved as an integral of a 
development stratcg~ bringing about a 
striking technological change in food 
crops. pro,·iding effective price and 
market support to farmers and 
deploying a wide range of measures to 
generate employment and income for the 
rural poor with a view to improve their 
level of well-being . including better 
physical and economic access to 
foodgrains. · 

Zimbabwe shows how important 
price support and import controls arc in 
overcoming food dclicits. In the lirst half 
of the eighties. price support helped 
f.1cilitate a threefold iticrcasc in maize 
production most of it coming from small 
producers. By 1989. Zimbabwe had a 
maize surplus of around 1.5 million 
tonncs. part of which was exported to 
the neighbouring countries of Malawi 
and Mozambique to cover the food 
deficit. After this the situation 
worsened Maize prices in the region 
became depressed ns a result of heavily 
subsidised mait.c dumping and food aid. 
and Zimbabwe's sur.plus could be sold 
only only at a loss stored at great 
expense. Prices of maize were reduced 
and storage operations scaled down. 
while incentives for commercial export 
crops such as tobacco were stepped up. 
The effects of drought and this policy 
shifi led to a 75 per cent drop in mai:t.c 
production in 1992. leaving the country 
with a 1.4 million tonne' food deficit. 
Millions of lives have been put to risk 
and the country has been drained of the 
much-needed foreign exchange. 

Burkina Fasso in western Africa 
provides another glaring example of 
how cheap food imports undenninc local 



production and thereby threaten food 
security. In the mid-eighties EU wheat 
was being sold in urban centres at $ 60 
a tonne. supported by export subsidies 
of over$ 100 per tonne. Faced with this 
·oompctition ·.financed by EU treasuries. 
production of local staples such as 
sorghum and millet were unable to 
compete. and as a result lost their 
markets. Investments in local 
agriculture suffered. and in some cases. 
farmers were forced to leave their land 
and migrate to urban centres. The result 
- increased poverty. stagnating local 
food production and a growing 
dependence on imports. 

Brazil indicates how lilx:ralisation 
of agricultural trade is reinforcing the 
mechanisms of marginalisation of 
millions of farmers . An increasing 
number of small farmers arc now 
confronted with the impossibility of 
maintaining their activities. and many 
arc c\·cn losing their land. Estimates 
are that about 4.5 million families are in 
search of a portion of land to cultivate. 
living in misery and suffering from 
hunger and a total Jack of alternatives 
for survival. 

In addition. the Philippines. 
Argentina. Me.xico and Yemen arc some 
glaring examples how cheap food 
imports have rcsullc;d in further 
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marginalisation of small fanners and the 
Joss of supplcmentmy JiycJihoods and 
other poverty-coping mechanisms for 
millionsofagricultural labourers. Several 
European countries have destroyed the 
strong agricultural foundations that 
existed in pnrts of sub-Saharan Africa 
merely by dumping cheap foodgrains and 
beef. 
The food - insecure populations need 
income through employment generated 
in the production of. food. and not just 
physical availability offood. That is why 
even the Economic Commission ·ror 
Africa hns emphasised the need to 
restore food self-reliance in the region. 

Free tmdc and market domination 
of food and agriculture will quite clearly 
b9 inadequate to mnke food reach those 
who need it most. Market inter\'ention in 
the developing countries arc geared 
towards supporting more commercial 
farmers and export crops. In India. free 
trade in agriculture is being proposed at 
a time when there exists clear signs of 
slowing down in the growth rate of wheat 
and rice. And yet. WTO believes that 
the deficiency in India 's food needs can 
be met from imports. 

Ever since liberalisation became 
the buaword. the focus has shified to 
agri-business linked to foreign 
investment and exports. This approach 

ignores the critical connection between 
agricultur111 production and the access of 
poor households to employment 
opportunities. income and food. Millions 
of people arc. therefore. migrating to the 
urban centres. The rural-urban migartion 
by the year 20 lOin India will be equivalent 
to twice the combined population of UK. 
Germany and France. 

In India. which has over 70 per 
cent of its population directly or 
indirectly banking upon agriculture for 
survival. the growing reliance on trade 
as the saviour for food security is already 
beginning to cast its ugly shadow. Since 
the economic reforms were unleashed in 
1990-91. Considering that India is the 
second most populous country in the 
world the implications there is a steady 
erosion of the ability of the country to 
produce enough for its masasses and this 
is the leading the count I}' towards social 
tensions and chaos. The same holds tme 
for China. which has a fanning population•· 
exceeding 500 million. and faces an 
emerging foodgrain crisis in the coming 
years. 

The focus. therefore. has to be 
restored on achieving local and regional 
food security. Any tinkering with the 
food self-sufficiency paradigm in fa\'our 
of global food trade is sure to push the 
Third World into a begging bowl. 

(Source: ildl'ocacy Internet , Feb. 99) 



SOCIAL CHANGE IN NINETEENTH 
CENTURY MAHARASHTRA 

THE PERIOD OF 
·CLOSE COOPERATION-III 

1830s TO 1870s 

Sharayu Mhatre 

development which had been ac~elerated 
Education ..yas just one part of the by the British had to promote social 

much larger field of social reform. Social adjustment with the new relations of 
reform was a field in which both the d · 

Social Reform 

pro ucuon. The rising petty-bourgeois 
foreign and native elites could work had to come to terms with the new social 
together. The foreigner was flattered by order. But whether such reformist 
imitation and the native could display its compromises represented the panacea for 

Association, the Bombay Presidency 
Association and The Deccan Sabba
were loyal to the British in letter and in 
spirit; were generally formed to support 
and to echo proceedings and inquiries in 
the British House of Commons, and, to 
raise extremely minute, minor and 
marginal political demands. 

We may now take up for 
consideration the individual 
contributions of the leading personalities 
of this period, every one of whom was 
concerned with the educational and 
social reform movements. In fact, as a 
group, these leading personalities of the 
period symbolically project the process 
of social change that occurred. 

Among the individuals, we have 
already presented in ch. l , thumb-nail 
sketches of Dadoba Pandurang 
Tarkhadkar, Kutsondas Mulji , 
Lokahitawadi, Nana Shankarsheth, Bhau 
Daji, Dadabhai Naoroji, G.W. Joshi a~ .. i 
Jamshetji Tata. des ire to accept . the changed the evils afflicting Indian society as was 

circumstances. Social reform was To this illustrious rank 
the banner under which the British,------------------------, we may add V.N.Mandlik, N.G. 
could pretend that they were EXTREME MODERATION OF MANDLIK Chandavarkar, K.T.Telang,. 
engaged in a civilising mission, AND RADHAKANTA DEB Jotiba Phule and Vishnubuwa 
whilst for the Indians it was a Brahmachari. 
device to pick up bourgeois values Mandlik's position in the public life of Western The reason we have 
by a gradual compromise. How India bears resemblance to that of Radhakanta Deb in chosen to deal with the 
elitist the whole ·conception of Bengal. Just as the latter opposed Ramamohan Roy and individuals listed in the 
social reform was, can be seen Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar, similarly Mandlik criticised foregoing two paragraphs 
from the fact that, by and large, the social reformers of Bombay. Both Deb and Mandlik separately from those like 
the lower and the so-called belonged to the landed aristocracy which sought refuge Ranade, Ghokhale,etc. who will 
backward castes of India were in in British arms. Mandlik belonged to a khot family and be considered in the next 
an extremely reformed stage. in his Native Opinion bitterly attacked the revenue survey chapter, though quite a few 

Let us consider some of in South Konkan which according to him was members of both groups were 
the major planks of the platform unnecessarily meddling in the the time-honoured rights of contemporaries, is that as social 
of the social reformists. They the khots to receive rent from their tenants . type and carrier of particular 
advocated abolition of sati, which '--------------------__.~ ideological elements, the first 
the poor did not practise. They claimed by the social reformers or group seems to fit into the rather 
condemned polygamy which the non- whether the central problems confronting placid, extreme moderate style of the 
affluent even amongst the Muslims could India were the problems of national mid-century. Secondly, these 
not affo~d .They championed widow subjugation, deindustrialisation and individuals- Dadoba Pandurang; 
remarriage which the masses permitted. poverty of the people is a matter on Kursondas Mulji (who like Jambhekar 
They stood for abolition of child which differing judgments are possible. died very young), Lokahitawadi, Nana 
marriage which the tribals at least had Apart from the social reform Shankarsheth, Sarvajanik Kaka (he too 
not indulged in and where the lower caste organisations promoted by the new elite, died young), 
practices could be shown to have there were rudimentary and spasmodic J. N. Tata, Mandlik, Chandavarkar, 
resulted from imitation of the higher attempts at projection of extremely Telang and Bhau Daji -were already lost • 
castes. The social reformers were moderate political organisations.In voices in the last years of the 19th 
enthusiastic about education above all, conformity with the moderate and century. The only exception to this rule 
which in actuality was denied to the compromising nature of the nineteenth is Dadabhai Naoroji who not only 
downtrodden . century elite, these political formations- enjoyed a long life but also was one who 

This does not mean that social The Dekhan Association, The Bombay continued to grow with changing times 
reforms were not needed. On the Association, The Sarvajanik Sabha.. the and thereby managed· to keeP. himself 

contrary the process of bourgeois Bombay branch of the East India APRIL 99: MANKIND /57. 



abreast of events. rights of the klzots to receive rent from their tenants (Dobbin, 

l 'k op.cit.,p.96) · 
V.N. Mand I N.G. Chandavarkar 

. Rao Bahadur Vishwanath Narayan Mandlik (1833- Narayan Ganesh Chandavarkar ( 1855-1923) was a 
1889) was a typical member of the western !~dian elite. ~e typical member of the native elite of those days. He graduated 
was a conscious conservative and, as the editor o: Nattve from the socially pre-eminent centre o_f th~se days , ~he 
Opinion, Bombay's second important Anglo-Marathi ~veekly Elphinstone College, together with B .G .TIIa~ m 1876: Like 
founded in 1864, he entered into public controversy With less Ranade, Tel!lng and Tyabji, he too became a HI~h Court judge. 
conservative journals like lndu Prakash. Native ~pi~ ion took He succeeded Ranade as the editor of the English columns of 
a violent dislike to Kursondas Mulji who appeared m Its colums the Anglo-Marathi journal , lndu-Prakash. on th e 
as "shallow-paled individual" and "noisy and self-seeking" . recommendation of K.T.Telang in 1878. He was an ardeut 
Strangely enough, Native Opion was opposed to the n~wl~- Prarthana Samajist and jointly edited with N.M. Parmanand 
introduced system of government education for boys which, 11 its journal Subodh 

claimed, made all .------------- --------___: ___ __ 1 Patrika (18T
7
). He 

institutions of JOTIBA PHULE'S NAIVETE USED BY THE BRITISH became a President 
learning" anglicised, . TO DIVIDE THE INDIAN PEOPLE of the Congre ss 

classicalised and thus Jotiba Phule ( 1827-1890) represented the same extremist modera~e ( 1900) a nd was 
denationlised ... " 19h t th ahln kni' ghted by the stand that was dominant in the middle years of the t cen ury, . ou., . 
Therefore on the issue of b · II d t b ahmm Br.

1
' t

1
' sh ( 191 0). He Jotiba's case loyalty to the British arose out of a as1ca y soun an 1- r 

introducing such an · h · d · d p shwa rule \"as a supporter of feeling, since in the immediate pre-Bntis peno , I.e. un er e . • • 
educational system for · h h M h shtr1an Ranade 's Social brahmins had shared the spoils of exploitation Wit ot er a ara 
girls, it was vehementaly castes.Some of the leading sardars of Maharashtra were, of course, shudras.. Conference founded 
of the opinion that all Sh' .. h ' If h d to take 1'n 1887. In general , e.g., Gaikwad, Shinde and Holkar. In fact, IVaJI Im_se · a 
such schemes should " be k h (K T.,., 1 c h a n d a v a r k a r considerable trouble to establish his status as a s atnya . . ,e ang, 
retarded until society in R d R' ifM tl flowed wi' th the d f Gleanings from Maratha Chronicles, in M.G. ana e, . IS~ o ara Ia 
general was rea Y ·or hi d th aste currents of l11·s ti'mes. them." So class- Power, 1990, Appendix, p.285 ff) . Nevert ess, cons I enng_ e c. 
conscious was Mandlik discrimination generally practised by the dvijas in India's long history, m a What he had to say 
that he not only advised somewhat simplistic manner Jotiba was probably justified in his overall ~nti- was ne ither very 

brallm1'n outlook. Unfortunately, in his case simplicity often degenerated mto individual nor very Indians to buy things 
nal·vete. significant. When he from their own 

The British merely used Jotiba as a tool to exacerbate dissensions died he was already countymen even at a 

higher rate but also, as a within the Indian people, just as later on they enrolled B.R. Ambedkar in a long-forgotten man 
member of the Bombay the same nefarious game. (G.L. Chandavarkar, 

Fa~tory Commission of L---- - - - ------------------:----' A Wrestling Soul , 
1875, voted with the 1955). 
majority against any enactment in favour of labour and opposed 
the levy of income-tax on the rich by the I.T. Bill of 1886. 

An amusing incident occurred when on the morrow of 
the abolition·of the import duty on Manchester and Lancashire 
textile goods, Mandlik appeared in the Viceregal Council 
meeting dressed in ·home-spun country cloth to voice his 
protest. V.N. Mandlik had a most successful career as a 
government servant, joining the Governor's Council in 1874 
and the Governor-General's in 1884. (N.V. Mandlik, Writings 
and Speeches of the late Hon. VIShwanath Narayan Mandlik, 
1896, p. 661, Bipan Chandra, Rise and Growth of Economic 
Nationalism in India, 1969, pp. 123, 135, 330 and 522, 
Christine Dobbin, Urban Leadership in Westem India, 1972, 
pp. 76,43, ) 

Mandlik's position in the public life of Western India 
bears resemblance to that of Radhakanta Deb in Bengal. Just 
as the latter opposed Ramamohan Roy and lshwarchandra 
Vidyasagar, similarly Mandlik criticised the social reformers 
of Bombay. Both Deb and Mandlik belonged to the la'lded 
aristocracy which sought refuge in British arms. Mandlik 
belonged to a khot family and in his Native Opinion bitterly 
attackec:l the revenue survey in South Konkan which according. 

him was unnecessarily meddling in the the time-honoured 
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K.T.Tclang 

Kashinath Trimbak Telang (1850- 1893) was also a 
product of the Elphinstone College and belonged to the same 
group of successful lawyers that included Mandlik, 
Mehta,Chandavarkar and Tyabji. Like some of them, he too 
became a High Court judge, was active in the Bombay · 
Association, the Bombay Branch of the East India Association, 
the Bombay Presidency Association and the Indian National 
Congress. He wrote for both Mandlik's Native Opinion as well 
as Ranade and Chandavarkar's lndu Prakash. He was active 
in the Bombay Municipal Corporation and was nominated by 
the British to the Bombay Legislative Council. He seems to 
have had some scholarly interest and was a President of the 
Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. He prepared an 
outline of the ancient Indian history. He was aware of his 
constituency and in a representation to the government in 
relation to the Bombay Municipal Corporation Bill of 1872 
urged that since the representation was a demand from the 
whole educated native community of Bombay, the Government 
ought to pay deference to it (Dobbin, op.cit.,p.l45). His most 
imporant contriliutaion from the bourgeois nationalist position 
was an essay, "Free Thade and Protection from an "Indian point 
of View" ( 1877) He argued the case for tariff protection and 



. state cnco~ragcmc~tto Indian industries particularly pointing 
out that till the mrddlc of the 19th century British textile 
industry had itself been protected by heavy duties and outrioln 
prohibitions against Indian imports, ·and therefore what I~ad 
been· used as a sword against India should be turned into a 
shield for it (Bipan Chandra, op.cit., p. 729). It seems that he 
actually tried to test British "intentions" by joining Pherozeshah 
Mehta and others in starting a soap factory in Bombay (Ibid., 
p.85). We do know that his advice given free to the Britishers 
was not heeded, but do not know whether the soap factory 
survived or not. 

Jotiba Phule 

Dhondiba : From where did you imbibe these evil 
ideas? 

Jotiba: From three or four reformed and learned 
brahmins (Ibid., p. l35) 

What is one to make of this fantasy? The overwhelming 
evil was represented by British rule over India. Crores of 
artisans had been thrown back on land because of the flood 
tide of British manufactures, and the principal victims of this 
process of colonial dcindustrialisation and recurrent crippling 
famines were the lower castes. In what sense can Jotiba be said 
to be sympathetic towards the aspirations of the lower orders 
when he failed to identify the massive presence of British 

Jo tiba Phul e ( 1827 - 1890) represented the same oppression and exploitation? 
extremist moderate stand that was dominant in the middle years We believe that being essentially a naive individual. the 
of the 19th century, though in Jotiba's case loyalty to the British British merely used Jotiba as a tool to exacerbate dissensions 
arose out of a basically sound anti-brahmin feeling, since in within the Indian people, just as later on they enrolled B.R. 
the immediate pre- British ,----- ----------- ---- -----. Ambedkar in the same 
period, i.e. under Peshwa nefarious game. (For a wrong-

. THE LIBERTARIAN VIEWS OF 
rule, brahmms had shared headed, Am err· can-biased 

VISHNUBUWA BRAHMACHARI 
the spoil s of expl oi tation analysis of India's colonial 
with other Maharashtri an situation, see Gail Omvedt, 
castcs.Some of the leading The warmest and the most likeable personality of the "Jotirao Phule and the 
sard ars of Mah arashtra period was Vishnu Bhikaj i Ghokhale alias Vishubuwa Ideology of Social Revolution 
were, of course, shudras, Brahmachari (1825-1871). He was a Vedantist of an extremely in India", in Eco/lomic alld 
e.g., Gaikwad, Shinde and libertarian sort. He used to preach and enter into disputations Political Weekly, Sept. 
Holkar. In fac t , Shivaji withChristianmissionariesonChowpatisands. Hepublished ll,l 971 , pp . 1969_1979. 
him se lf had to take in 1859, a work entitled Vedokta Dharmaprakash. Later in Omvedt calls Phule a social 
cons iderable trouble to 1867-69, he separately published the 15th Chapter of this revolutionary. This is robbing 
establi sh hi s s tatus as a work. In his Rajniti, he projected a utopian egalitarian ideal. a simple word of all meaning, 
kshatriy a (K.T.Telang, According to Vishnubuwa, the caste system was not forJotiba desired no change in 
Gleanings from Maratlw Veda-based. Therefore it was totally irregular and Vishnubuwa the regime instituted by 
Chronicles, in M .G . himself refused to obeserve any caste prohibitions and imperialism which had its own 
Ranade, Rise of Maratha restrictions in his personal life. Naturally ·the journals of the necessary sociological 
Powe r, 1990, Appe ndi x, native elite, Prabhakar, lndct Prakash , Native Opi11ion, implications. Vishnushastri 's 
p.285 ff) . Neverthless . Vividhadnyanavistar launched bitter attacks upon his essay. diatribe against Phule in 
considering the caste That is why he remains one of the neglected figures in Nibcmdhmala thoughjustificd 
discrimination generally Maharashtra historiography. in attacking Phule's attachment 
practised by the dvijas in L._ ______ ______ _ ____ _ ____ _, to imperialism and in exposing 

India's long history, in a somewhat simplistic manner Jotiba his strange etymological theories, fails to take account of the 
was probably justified in his overall anti-brahmin outlook. fact of Brahmanical exploitation of the peasantry during 
Unfortunately, in his case simplicity often degenerated into Peshwa rule -Nibandhmala, pp.441-457.) 
naivete. For instance, he tried to propound fantastic etymologies Vishnubuwa Brahmachari 
for Marathi words, as in the case of "Har! Har!" which The warmest and the most likeable personality of the 
according to him derived from"Hurrah! Hurrah!" period was Vishnu Bhikaji Ghokhale alias Vishubuwa 

In the same innocent manner, Jotiba suggested that the Brahmachari ( 1825-1871). He was a Vedantist of an extremely 
British should station English or Scot observers in every village libertarian sort. He used to preach and enter into disputations 
to watch over Brahmin barratry and to prevent conspiracies with Christian missionaries on Chowpati sands. He published 
aimed at overthrowing British rule (Keer and Malshe, op.cit., in 1859, a work ·enti1led Vedokta Dharmaprakash. Later in 
pp. 127-28 ). But why was it necessary to have Englishmen 1867-69, he separately published the 15th Chapter of this work. 
and Scotsmen to carry out this task? The non-brahmins formed In his Rajniti, he projected a utopian egalitarian ideal. 
an overwhelming majority of the Indian people and they could "All the citizens belong to one family and all the land 
have easily and far more effectively kept a check over Brahmin is one garden from which all the produce should be shared 
misbehaviour. At another place, the following bizarre dialogue eually. A political system which ensures this would fulfil the 
appears : desires of the people ... All lands should be tilled and 

"Dhondiba : In your youth why were you training warehouses should be built in every village. The people should 
yourself in target shooting, etc? draw from these grain-stores according to their needs. 1bc state 
In order to overthrow our merciful should have all kinds of clothing made and deposited in village Jotiba: 
English government. APRIL 99: MANKIND /59 



treasuries. From these stocks whoever is in need of cloth may 
draw ... The marriage bureau of the state should arrange all the 
marriages. In case of a couple being ill-suited, the man may 
marry again and the woman have another husband. In other 
words marriage should be by mutual choice. At the age of five. 
all children should be handed over to the state. The state will 
educate all of them and find employment as per their ability. 
The king must be elected by the people. No position of power 
should be hereditary." (G.T. Madkholkar, op. cit., pp. 30-31) 

According to Vishnubuwa, the caste system was not 
Veda-based. Therefore it was totally irregular and Vishnubuwa 
himself refused to obeserve any caste prohibitions and 
restrictions in his personal life. Naturally the journals of the 
native elite, Prabhakar, lndu Prakash , Native Opinion, 
Vividhadnyanavistar launched bitter attacks upon his essay. 
That is why he remains one of the neglected figures in 
Maharashtra historiography. (See G.B. Sardar, Maharashtrache 
Upekshit Mankari, Marathi , 1941, which translated, means 
''The Neglected Honourables of Maharashtra. ") 

THE ARTS 
Architecture 

It was during this period that Bombay's skyline began 
to acquire its familiar landmarks. We have already noticed in 
the section on trade and communications in the preceding 
sections, that reclamation of swamps and marshes was 
proceeding apace and the land development companies were 
building cause ways linking 'up the various islands that 
composed Bombay. Architecturally, the notable events were the 
building of the new Mint ( 1829), the Town Hall ( 1833) and 
the Crawford Market (1865-71). The B.B. & C.l. Railway's 
office was also shifted fTOm Surat to Bombay about 1863 and 
was located at Lalbaug, Parcl. The Colaba Observatory building 
came up in 1826. By 1839, the Bombay Races had been 
organised and expanded into a five days meeting held at the 
B,yculla Club. Government House during this period was at 
Parel. The original house was enlarged and embellished by 
Mlountstuart Elphinstone (1819-27), and Bishop Heber found 
"fl fine staircase and two noble rooms one over the other of 
7!5 or 80 feet long very handsomely furnished ." This 
establishment, now converted into the Haffkine Institute, was 
used as permanent residence by Governors till 1883. Malabar 
Point, which was used as occasional retreat since the days of 
Evan Nepean (1812-19), developed with many additions in 
1868 and 1877 into a respectable bungalow. 

Prior to 1845, it seems that there was no hotel in 
Bombay worth the name. The first big h,otel to come up was 
in 1864 when one Watson built the Esplanade Hotel. The 
Bombay Mint was designed by Major John Hawkins of the 
Bombay Engineers and was safely located on reclaimed land 
close to the Town Hall and the Arsenal. By 1874, the 
Secretariat was shifted to the premises which were so utilised 
till very recently. It was designed by Colonel Wilkins in the 
bogus Venetian-Gothic style. 

It seems that in those days the Bombayite was very 
religious, for there were some 400 Hindu temples catering to 
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his needs, including three large groups, one of 40 shrines at 
Bhulcshwar, another of 33 at Walkeshwar and a third of 26 at 
Byculla. Far from being old, most of these temples seem to 
have been built in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

The ugliest building was probably the Town Hall. It was 
built with monies collected from three lotteries, was designed 
by anothor army man, Colonel T. Cowper, and was finally 
completed in 1833 at a cost of Rs. 6 lakh. It has a pscudfl
Doric colonnade in front whilst the interior is Corinthian 
(Durbar Hall) . The University Buildings of a flor id and 
decorative French-Gothic style were designed by Gilbert Scott 
and completed in 1874 at a cost of 91/2 lakhs. The Rajabai 
Tower and Library cost Rs. 5.8 lakhs partly defrayed by a 
donation of Rs.4 lakhs from Premchand Raichand. 

The Victoria Gardens were opened to the public in 
1862. Its eclectic frontage comprises a small building in mixed 
Graeco-Roman style, a clock-tower in Palladian style and a 
Victoria and Albert Museum in the Italian Renaissance style 
(Gazetteer of Bombay City and Island, Vol. III). 

Drama 
This phase ( 1830s-1870s) has been made memorable 

on account of the appearance of the first Marathi drama, Seeta 
Swayamvar by Vishnudas Bhave in 1843 and the first Marathi 
novel Yamuna Paryatan by Baba Padamnji in 1857. 

Vishnudas Bhave was a puppeteer who was asked by 
the Raja of Sangli to produce a Marathi play on the model 
provided by a Yakshagana visiting troupe. Bhavc brought his 
party to Bombay in 1853 to perform in Nana Shankarsheth's 
newly-built theatre (Kusumavati Deshpande, Marathi Sahitya. 
p.67). 

It was in 1842 that J agannath (Nan a) Shankarsheth 
offered a site on the north side of Grant Road, midway between 
Bhendi Bazar and Girgaum for the construction of a new 
theatre. By 1845, the structure had been partially erected and 
K.N. Kabraji, described it as "standing alone in 1850 like an 
oasis in the desert." According to the Bombay City Gazetteer, 
"some years later the building disappeared." (Vol. III, p. 365) 

"Native drama commenced to appear in Bombay about 
the middle of the 19th century. A new theatre was opened in 
October 1853 for a performance in Gujarathi by Parsi amateurs. 
In the same year a performance by Hindus was given in tn,. 
garden of one Vishwanath Atmaram at Girgaum, (Times of 
India, 16th February and 29th October 1853), the pioneer being 
a certain Rambhau, who borrowed the plots of his plays from 
the Sanskrii Purans. The language at first employed was Hindi, 
which subsequently yielded place to Urdu and Marathi. In 1865 
a Gujarat Hindu put a Gujarati play upon the boards, and 
between that date and 1875 a large number of plays in this 
language were performed ... Between 1875 to 1885 several new 
native dramatic companies were formed, the most popular of 
which were the Niti Darshak and the Hindustani, the former 
being under the management of a Gujarati and the latter of a 
Parsi. The closing years of the decade also witnessed the 
foundation by Dadabhai Ratanji Thudhi of the Parsi Natak 
Mandali. Dadabhai introduced a higher standard both of acting, 



scenic effect and music , substituting the Western harmonium 
for the Indian string instruments (sarangis) which had upto that 
date formed the only orchestra. In 1888 a permanent Gujarati 
company was formed ... .. Marathi dramas are performed only 
by travelling companies, the chief of which are the Kirloskar 
and the Shahu Nagarwasi companies ... There are six .theatres 
for native performances at the junction of Falkland Road and 
Grant Road, in addition to the rebuilt Gaity Theatre opposite 
Victoria Terminus, and two theatres in Kalbadevi Road." (Ibid., 
pp. 366-67) ' 

Vishnudas Bhave was followed by V.J. Kirtane whose 
Thorle Madhavrao Peshwe ( 1861) was the first original 
historical play, and which according to K.Narayan Kale was 
"also a romantic play." (Theatre in Maharashtra. 1967, p.2) 
This was followed by M.B. Chitale's Manorama (1871), the 
first Marathi social play. 

POETRY 
Major changes occurred in the literary scene. The old 

feudal literature experienced its dying gasps. 
"The poet who had been the parasite of the court and 

its environs withered away for lack of sustenance .. .. The stir 
of a new life particularly in and around Bombay, which created 
the new prose, was by its very nature incapable of creating 
poetTy. It did not even translate English poetry till late in the 
century. The abandon and intensity of true poetry were beyond 
that diffident set. Nor did the missionary and the official, who 
souoht to educate them and encourage literature, instil into new 
world was slow to take birth." (Maharashtra State Gazel/eers, 
Language and Literature, pp. 56-57) 

There were three mainstreams in the poetry of the 
preceding feudal age: the poetry of the pandits, that indulged· 
in the worst conceits and prosodic acrobatics; the poetry of the 
shahirs, that was largely heroic powadas which could not 
survive in an unheroic environment of capitalist money
counters; or that was erotic (lavni) and intended for the bargi 
away from home and where also the new British military bands 
allowed no scope; and, thirdly, devotional poetry (abhang~, 
which also, lacking state patronage, lost its elan. Ram Joshi, 
Anant Phandi, Honaji , Prabhakar, Saganbhau, Parshar~m 
survived into this period, but nothing could arrest the dec~me 
of this poetry and by the forties of this century i~ had exp1red 
(Ibid., p. 58). The exception was one B.D:Palande s Ratnamala 
( 1867), which achieved dubious populanty as a chant used for 

Prarthana Samaj services. 
In the place of the earlier feudal forms of prose, there 

appeared Baba Padmanji's pioneering novel Yamuna Parya.tan 
(1857) and R.K. Gunjikar's Mochangad (1871) the fl.rst 
historical novel. Lack of space forbids us from commenting 
on individual literary works. Hence we shall take up the overall 

survey made by M.G. Ranade. 
Ranade's Survey 

To continue with Ranade's summary, an earlier part of 
which we have already quoted in Chapter 3, we may no.te : 

"nie catalogue shows that thirty works were pubb~hed ... 
from 1837 to 1847 ... A more hopeful feature of the pubhshers 

began to bring out editions of the old Marathi poets .... The next 
ten years contributed 102 works ..... School books were brought 
out as before, but they bore a smaller proportion to works 
intended for adult readers ..... There were also original works 
on Railways by Krishna Shastri Bhatavadekar, on political 
economy by Krishna Shastri Chiplunkar .... on domestic reform 
i)y Rev. Saba Padmanji .. .. and a work on Mechanics by 
Govinda Gangadhar Fadake .... .. the eight years from 1857 to 
1864 (the works) number nearly five hundred and fifty. 

"A few general remarks on the state of Marathi literature 
for the whole of this period ( 1818-64) covered by the catalogue 
may fitly conclude this introduction .. . The total number of 
purely Marathi books published down to the end of 1864 was 
661." (There is mice again a minor arithmatical error involved 
in this grand total. The sub-totals given by Ranade add upto 
698. Miscellaneous Writings, pp. 13-17.) 

But to continue with Ranade's general remarks for the 
period 1818 to 1864 : 

"The only works with any pretensions to literary merit 
were, as stated above, translations ... of Fiction in the modern 
sense, only a small begining was made ... The poverty of this 
class of prose literature is easily accounted for by the fact that 
the ancient Puranas and stories, which satisfied the cravings 
of the national mind, and left no room thereon for modern 
fiction ... Under Travels there was if possible a still greater 
paucity of books. The spirit of adventure has never been 
characteristic of the people of this country, and this department 
of prose literature will always occupy a very secondary place 
in our publications"(lbid,p.l8) 

' On what basis Ranade reached the overall judgment tha1 
Indians were lacking in the spirit of adventure and that works 
that appeal to the sense of adventure will always occupy a very 
secondary place," we do not know. Probably as an Eng.lish
educated, well-paid government servant, he had entirely 
personal reasons for thinking as he did. However, his next few 
lines are written in a healthier, sceptical spirit : 

" Under Philosophy we have a large number of works, 
fifty-five in all, published during this period. The pr~vaili~g 
philosophy is that of the Vedanta with the Bhagvat G1ta as us 
foundation. Of religion proper there is no end of books, ·but 
they are chiefly devoted to superstitious observan~~s departure 
in this connection is Vishnubuwa Bramhaehan s Vedokta
Dharma-Prakash which atracted considerable notice at the 
time ... As regards verse literature it is not necessary to notice 
it in detail. The new contributions under this head ... are of no 
special importance ... This review of the labours of the first 50 
years (1818-64) is not very satisfactory in respect of actu~l 
results achieved; but it should be remembered that 50 ~ears IS 

but a short span in the life of a nation, which started tts first 
literary activity in the printing of books .in 1829, wh~n the 
Native Education Society was ftrst established. 

(Ibid., pp.l8-19) 
To bring the survey to the end of our period, Ranade: 

in the second part of his study, the Growth of Maratht 
Literature, finds that between 1865 to 1874, 1, 530 Marathi 
books were published, of which the proportion of prose to verse 
showed a very healthy trend in favour of prose. • 
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STORY - OF 
THE INA-2 

command barred Subhas Bose, twice
elected president, from holding any 
office in the organisation for three years. 
This was done to punish Subhas fo r 
advising Congressmen to protest against 
two resolutions of the AICC, defining the 
re la tion o f mini s ters vis-a- vis the 
Provincial Congress Committees, and 
ruling that permission should be ta~en 
from these committees fo r s tartin g 
passive res istance. 

S.A.AYER Exactly as Subhas had predicted 
at Thipuri, war broke out in Europe in 
September 1939.Thc Forward Bloc 

5: NATIONAL LEADER 
intens ifi ed its anti-British campaign, and left wings in the Congress now came 

out into the open. Supporters of Gandhi seriously menacing the British war effort 
When Subhas was still abroad in ·1n Ind"la. The authorities J·ailcd him in carried a resolution at the plenary session 

January 1938, he was elected r 1 July 1940. Subhas was now convinced asking Subhas to select members .or t 1e 
president of the Indian National that India must take full advantage of the · Congress high command , the top 
congress, the highest honour the nauon · h '"orld "'ar and enlist the aid of Bri tain 's executive body, in consultation wit n• n. 
could bestow on any Indian. He was only d enc1n1·cs to (1"beratc his motherland. In a Gandhi . Subhas fai led to persua e 
forty-one years old, and one of the . h. calculated gamble with his life, Subhas Gandhi to help him in choosmg 1s 
youngest presidents. went on a hunger-strike in 

The year of the r------------------;-------~ jai l in Nove mber 1940, 
Congress presidentship DIFFERENCES BETWEEN GANDHI AND SUBHAS demanding hi s release. 
of Subhas Chandm Bose The British did not want 

was noteworthy for the The year of the Congress prcsidentship of Subhas Chandra Bose his death on their hands, 
appointment of a was noteworthy for the appointment of a national planning and released him but kept 
national planning committee under the chairmanship of Jawaharlal Nehru. His a strict vig i l on his 
committee under the leadership of the Congress proved to be a turning point in the life of movements. 
chairmanship of Subhas and in India's history. feeling that a bare one year as president Subhas was bent on 
Jawaharlal Nehru. His was not enough to put through his manifold programmes, Subhas getting out of Indi a and 
leadership of the decided to stand for election in 1939 also. Gandhi did not approve of enlisting the support of the 
Congress proved to be a bl · 0 p bh" 

this wish of Subhas and, instead, gave his essmgs to r. alta 1 powers ranged aga in s t 
turning point in the life Sitaramayya. In a keen contest, Subhas won and Gandhi described Britain in the war, and 
of Subhas and in India's 

Sitaramayya's defeat as his own. This saddened Subhas. He was too organising an armed force history. Feeling that a M h 
ill to participate actively in the plenary session at Thipuri in ad ya to march against the alien 

bare one year as Pradesh. His suggestion to give a six-month ultimatum to the British rulers entrenched in India. 
president was not "f 

to grant independence was reJ· ected by the right wing. The n t One day in January 1941 enough to put through 
his manifold between the right and left wings in the Congress now came out into all of India was thrilled to 

programmes, Subhas the open. hear that Subhas had 
decided to stand for Exactly as Subhas had predicted at Thipuri, war broke out eluded the secret police 
election in 1939 "also. in Europe in September 1939.The Forward Bloc intensified its anti- and escaped from his 
Gandhi did not approve British campaign, seriously menacing the British war effort in India. Calcutta home on which 
of this wish of Subhas The authorities jailed him in July 194(). Subhas was now convinced the police had been 
and. instead, gave his that India must take full advantage of the World War and enlist the aid keeping a round-the-clock 
blessings to Dr. Pattabhi of Britain's enemies to liberate his motherland. watch. The next time the 

Sitaramayya. In a keen world heard of Subhas 
contest, Subhas won and Gandhi 'cabinet'colleagues. There could be no was when he himself began speaking 
described Sitaramayya's defeat as his rapprochement between the two. When to India on the radio from Germany 
own. This saddened Subhas. He was too. the All-India Congress Committee met nine months later. His slipping out of 
m to participate actively in the plenary later at Calcutta, Subhas resigned his his house at midnight in the guise of an 
session atTrlpuri in Madhya Pradesh. presidentship and later formed the upcountry Muslim gentleman , his 
His suggestion to give a six-month Foward Bloc within the Congress. The incognito train travel to Peshawar as an 
ultimatum to the British to grant new Bloc received widespread, insurance agent, and then by truck to 
iu~ependeuce was rejected by the enthusiastic support from leftist Kabu), hardships, privations, anxieties 
right wing. The rift between the right Congressmen. The conflict between the and risks in the Afghan capital as a 'deaf 

right wing and the Foward Bloc steadily and dumb pilgrim' before the Italian 
grew more acute, and the Congress high Embassy there got him out or Kabul, 



and to Berli.n via Mosc?';- this thrilling story is vividly 
narrated b~ h1s nephew, S1s1r Kumar, in his book The Great 
Escape, .~Is ~scort from Peshawar to Kabul, by Bhagat Ram 
Talwar m h1s paper, My Fifty-F!ve Days with Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose , by his Peshwar host, Abad Khan in his paper 
Netaji's Escape- 011 Unknown chapter and his Kabul host' 
Uttamchan Malhotra, in his bookl~t When Bose was Zauddin: 

6: QUEST FOR FOREIGN AID 
For some time after his arrival in war-time Berlin, Subhas 

went under the guise of 'Orlando Mazzola'- the Italian name 
on hi.s passport for travel from Afghanistan to Germany via 
Russ1a. He soon settled down to his important mission with 
the active help of a handful of sincere and sympathetic 
G~rmans in .the special India division of the German foreign 
mm1stry. TI11S small, devoted band of Geramn helpers was not 
of Nazi persuasion and was headed by Adam von Trott Zu Solz, 
a Rhodes scholar, who was hanged three y.ears later for a 
plot to a assassinate Hilter (1944). His assistant was Dr. 
Alexander Werth, who actively promoted friensship between 
West Germany and Free India, and who delivered the Netaji 
oration at the seventy-third netaji birthday celebration at 
Calcutta on January 23, 1977. This small group ofsympathisers 
in Hitler 's government made it a point to see that Subhas was 
able to pursue his important mission with maximum facilities 
and no interference from the Nazi Party cadre outside the 
government or the bureaucracy in the government. Subhas 
organised the Free India Centre in Berlin with a nucleus of 
some twenty Indians including former ambassador, 
A.C.N.Nambiar, Dr Girijia Mookerjee, and Dr. M.R.Vyas who 
looked after dailY. broadcasts from the National Congress 
Radio. Later, Subhas organised the Indian Legion recruited 
from among the Indian prisoners-of -war in Europe and north 
Africa whither they had been taken by the British to light their 
imperialist war against Germany and Iialy.The Free India 
Centre was the forerunner of the provisional government of 
Azad Hind proclaimed by Nataji Subhas Chandra Bose at 
Singapore two years later. The Indian Legion was the western 
vanguard of the Indian National Army which Subhas led across 
the Burma-India border three years later. 

The working team under Von Trott had the support of 
the political department of the German foreign office, specially 
of the division under Dr Melchers who later became German 
ambassador to independent India. The Free India Centre 
established by Subhas in Berlin enjoyed a 
semidiplomatic status and had delaings only with 
the German foreign office like all other missions of neutral 
countries accredited to the German government. Subhas could 
afford to dispense with any direct contacts with the Nazy Party. 

The clear understanding between Subhas and the German 
foreign ministry from the very beginning was that Indian 
coopera,tion with Germany being was a direct consequence of 
Germany being at war with England; Indians did not wish to 
be mixed up in Germany's quarrels with other countries or in 
her own internal quarrels. Neither Subhas nor the Azad Hind 
Radio at any time defended the Nazi Party's policy ·in 
Europe , or elsewhere. Indian activities in Germany were . 
based on the distinct understanding that Indians would advance 

the cause of their country's independence without being 
ideologically involved in the Nazi Party's doctrine. ·Though 
Subhas would have preferred Rome as the centre of his 
activities in Europe, as a practical politician he decided on 
Berlin in the light of a German-Italian agreement which 
could not be altered by Subhas or by the German sympathisers 
of the Indian cause. He might have even preferred Moscow, if 
Russia (now called Commonwealth of Independent States) had 
given him some hint while he was in Moscow on his way from 
Kabul to Berlin. It would not be rank opportunism for a 
pragmist like Subhas who was out to enlist the aid of every 
friend of India. But the political set-up in Eurqpe at that time 
more or less compelled him to make Germany his base of 
operations. 

This is the background against which Subhas organised 
the Free India Centre, the Indian legion, nationalist Indians in 
Europe, the secret Indian radio stations, and, eventually his own 
subbmarine odyssey to East Asia. From the day he set about 
organising the Indian Legion (Free India Army), members 
of the Legion addresses him as Netaji (respected leader). 

Summit conferences between the Indian leader and the 
political leaders of Germany began a few weeks after his 
arrival in Berlin . They started with a meeting with the foreign 
minister, von Ribbertrop, but he could not meet Chancellor 
Hitler till May 29 the following year ( 1942). As a result of these 
top-level meetings, Netaji was given absolute independence in 
financial and procedural matters. The German foreign minister 
conceded Netaji's rather exacting demands that no German 
authority shall interfere with his work, that all financial 
assistance shall be treated as loans to Free India returnable 
after the war, and that the foreign office and supreme military 
command shall extend all necessary personnel and technical 
assistance. Netaji received funds out of the foreign mini~ter's 
special fund for war expenses. He was promised more fund~ 
if the movement expanded and the number of followers 
increased. This promise was kept by the Germans later on 
without further negotiations. Two years later, Netaji made a 
token repayment of the loans in the name of Free India 
when the German ambassador in Tokyo was handed Yen 
5,00,000 out of the voluntary contributions of Indians in 
East Asia to Netaji's war-chest. The absolute freedom of 
netaji's activities in Germany was thus guaranteed in principle. 

On the German side, Secretary of State, Wilhelm 
Kepppler, functioned as a liaison officer with the German 
foreign minister, the ChanceHor, and the government 
organisations generally. And, by and large, Netaji, his Indian 
associates, and the German staff of the special India division 
got on well with Wilhelm Keppler and everything ran smoothly 
from the organisational point of view. The number of Indian 
co-workers now totalled thirty-five. The official inaugurtion 
of the Free India Centre took place on Novembers2, 1941. 
N.G.Ganpuley, a former member of the Indian National 
Congress in Bombay, had also joined the Free India Centre 
as an active worker and Nambiar's aide. The next year 
Netaji appointed Nambiar as his deputy and successor. 

The Free India Centre concentrated its attention on the 
broadcasting services, and the Azad Hind radio started 
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with its transmissions in October 1941. Some twenty Indians 
belonging to the Hindu, Muslim, Christian and Parsi 
communities, hailing from different parts o'Jindia manned these 
broadcasting services in seven languages, namely, English, 
Hindustani, Bengali, Persian, Tamil, Telugu and Pushtu. 

Netaji tried to establish contact with the German military 
authorities in Berlin, first through the special India division of 
the German foreign office and thereafter directly. In the course 
of these contacts, he met Dr. Seifriz with whom he developed 
a warm friendship. Dr. Seifriz looked after the interests of the 
Indian Legion in accordance with Netaji's wishes, and, after 
the war, he played a leading role in starting the German-Indian 
Society and expanding its activities. This Society today in a 
way continues the functions of the Indian National Congress 
at t.he initiative of Jawaharlal Nehru. 

The nucleus of the furthur Indian National Army was 
created by Netaji in Germany more or less about the same 
time as General Mohan Singh did in East Asia. Only, the 
Indian Legion could not be physically moved from Europe to 
the north-western frontier of India to synchronise its assault 
on the British citadel in India with the INA's attack from 
across the Burma-India border in February 1944. However, 
organising the India Legion as the fighting wing of the Free 
India Centre was for Netaji a dress rehearsal for the expansion 
of the INA in East Asia as the sword-arm of the provisional 
government of Azad Hind. Thus, the Free India Centre and the 
Indian Legion provided Netaji with invaluable practical 
experience in running a war-time revolutionary government and 
organising a liberation army to fight under the leadership of 
that duly constituted government. It was this far-sightedness 
oF Netaji that enabled Bhulabhai Desai, defence counsel at the 
INA Red Fort trial in 1945, to claim rights of immunity under 
international law. 

Originally, in Germany, there were only Indian 
commando troops formed by Indian volunteers numbering 
fewer than one hundred. These commandos had been trained 
by Captain Harbish assisted by two Indian civilians, Abid 
Hasan and N.G. Swami, both of whom later played important 
roles in east Asia also. German reverses in Stalingrad on the 
Russian front and in EI Alamein on the North African front 
ruled out all possibilities of the Indian commandos operatin 
on the north-west border of India. The ol!iginal plan was to 
airlift these troops to the northern frontier of India at a 
propitious moment, and to transport the larger body of 
Indian Legionaries consisting of four battalions in a more 
leisurely way. But, this was not to be. 

Recruitment for the Indian Legion began in 
September 1941 among the Indian army prisoners-of-war in 
Germany and nonh Africa, and Netaji visited Camp Annaburg 
for the first time in December. In the course of his discussions 
and ~hes, he categorically demanded a clear allegiance to 
Freo lnd1a and absolute readiness for sacrifices. Netaji made 
a tremendous impact on the officers and other ranks. 

The first offi~ial manoeuvres by the Indian Legion were 
three battalions of the Legion and witnesses by Netaji 

~,1111\0.,nul • mten:!l Colonel Yamamoto, nillitary attache to the 
5'.~Plii~!!l!e •811Dbassilld<Br in Germany, who later became the 
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chief of the Japanese organisation in East Asia doing Iiasie!1 
work for the INA with the government in Tokyo. 

The Indian soldiers under the command of Lieutenant 
Colonel Krappe swore their loyalty to their national flag which 
was the same as the Congress tricolour, except for the 
springing tiger in place of the spinning-wheel on the 
Congrcs Hag. The springing tiger was to symbolise India's 
struggle for freedom. Jai f!ind was the official greeting for 
soldiers and civilians, and Rabindranath Tagore's Jan Gana . 
Mana was the national anthem. 

Netaji had attained his primary goal in Germany by 
organising the Free India Centre and the Indian Legion. But 
he had not yet secured a joint declaration by Germany, Italy 
and Japan of their policy towards India and a gu_arantee of 
India's independence after the war. Mussolini gave his consent 
to such a guarantee but also asked for himself freedom of 
political action within Germany. When Hitter asked what sort 
of political concept Netaji had in mind, Netaji got impatient 
and said to von Trott, who was acting as interpreter. "Tell His 
Excellency, that I have been in politics all my life and that I 
don't need advice from any side." Hitler neither spoke nor 
understood English, and Von Trott translated this reply in more 
diplomatic language. The meeting was a failure. Netaji was now 
in a blind alley in Germany, and there was nothing more to 
be done there in furtherance of his mission. He was now 
convinced that his field of activity must shift from Europe to 
Asia. From the day the British surrendered to the Japanese 
in singapore in February 1942, Netaji began planing to 
proceed to Asia. He drew up tentative plans to organise and 
unify the three million Indians in east Asia and to prepare 
them for a fight from across the eastern borders of India. 

7: REVOLUTIONARIES IN EXILE 
When Subh11s was waiting in the west for destiny, Rash 

Behari Bose was waiting in the east for the pre-dawn· hour of 
India's freedom. the frail. ageing revolutionary in exile hr~ 
been waiting in Japan for the great hour to strike. It struck when 
Japan declared war on Britain on December 8,1941. India's 
British rulers became Japan's enemies overnight, thus suddenly 
releasing Rash Behari Bose from all restraints and clearing the 
decks for all -out action for the liberation of his motherland. 
Rash Behari had been patiently waiting for this golden hour 
~or. thir~y long years since he escaped from India to Japan 
md1sgu1se. There was a price on his head in India for a bomb 
attack on the viceroy, Lord Hardinge, in Delhi in I 911 . Britain 
and Japan were then great friends and the British embassy's 
men in Japan kept up a relentless man-hunt for Rash Behari 
from the moment they knew that he had taken refuge in Tokyo 
and g?ne underground. In eluding the British agents, Rash 
B.ehar•. went through untold suffering and privation, changing 
his ~~~ence very frequently to cover up his traces and to elude 
extradl!ton to India for trial on a charge of attempted murder 
of the viceroy. Ultimately the only way he could end his agony 
was to become a Japanese citizen which he did and settled 
down openly. In the meanwhile, he had married the 
daughter of his Japanese benefactor. A son and a daughter 
were born of this un.ion, but the son was killed in World Warll. 
A grand- daughter m the daughter's line visited India in 1969 



and witnessed with her own eyes the freedom of India which 
her grand father had dreamt of all his life and had toiled to 
win till he breathed his last. He died in Japan a bare twenty 
months before India became independent. His last and only 
wish was to see India free and to lay his tried bones in the soil 
of free India. India is free and his relics in Japan await their 
piligrimage to the independent India of his life-long dream and 
for which he lived, laboured and died. 

Rash Behari Bose was not the only Indian revolutionary 
who actively worked for his country's freedom, with East Asia 
as his base of operations. At the beginning of this century, 
others went to Japan, China, Thailand and Malaysia to start 
revolutionary activities amongst Indians there to prepare for 
the liberation of their motherland. They were convinced that 
an armed uprising within the country was impossible. They 
planned to take advantage of the rivalries among the world 
powers and enlist the aid of some foreign country to liberate 
India from the British yoke. Outstanding am·ong these 
revolutionaries, besides Rash Behari Bose, were the veterans 
Baba Amar Singh in Thailand and Baba Osman Khan in 

Indian Independence League was formed at Bangkok under 
the leadeship of Baba Amar Singh within the next twenty-four 
hours. ·swami Satyanand Puri promptly converted the Thai
Bharat Cultural Lodge into the Indian National Council and 
joined hands with the League. 

From then on, it was an all-out effort on the part of qll 
the patriotic elements among Indians from Burma in the west 
to Japan in the east. Branches of the Indian Independence 
League were established all over east Asia by the three million 
Indians residing there. The Japanese forces landed on the 
coast near the Malaysia· Thai border on the night of December 
7/8 and the break of dawn saw them advancing towards Kotah 
Baru in Malaysia. The land forces of the British put up a poor 
resistance to the Japanese who were pastmasters in jungle 
warfare and always managed to outmanoeuvre the British 
forces. The first battalion of the 14th Punjab Regiment stationed 
at Jitra in north Malaysia fought gallantly for three days but 
had to fall back before the advancing Japanese forces. 

8 : FIRST INA FORMED 
Shanghai. In the meanwhile, Giani Pritam Singh left Bangkok by 

Baba Amar Singh was arrested in India during World air on December 10 and, accompanied by Major Fujiwara and 
War I and sentenced to other Japanese army 
twenty-two years ' s ,------ - - --- - -- --------- --- - -----,officers , crossed the 

rigorous imprisonment. ARMED UPRISING AND INDIAN INDEPENDENCE Thai-Malaysia border 
After his release from jail Rash Behari Bose was not the only Indian revolutionary who and actively contacted 
in Burma, which was then actively worked for his country 's freedom , with East Asia as his base the Indian army officers. 
part oflndia, he escaped of operations. At the beginning of this century, others went to Japan, The fateful and historic 
to Thailand and started China, Thailand and Malaysia to start revolutionary activities amongst meeting between Giani 
revolutionary activities Indians there to prepare for the liberation of their motherland. They Pritam Singh and 
there. As he grew too old were convinced that an armed uprising within the country was Captain Mohan Singh 
for hard work, he groomed impossible. They planned to take advantage of the rivalries among the took place in the 
young Giani Pritam world powers and enlist the aid of some foreign country to liberate jungles near Jitra. It 
Singh, a Sikh missionary India from the British yoke. Outstanding among these revolutionaries, may be said without 
of Bangkok, to carry on besides Rash Behari Bose, were the veterans Baba Amar Singh in exaggeration that the 
his work. Under Baba Thailand and Baba Osman Khan in Shanghai. concept of the first 
Amar Singh 's guidance, Indian National Army 
Giani Pritam Singh carried was born on this fateful day. Captain Mohan Singh was the 
on considerable underground activities before the outbreak of the seniormost Indian officer of his regiment at Jitra. He 
the East Asia war in December 1941 . He addressed letters to had already been thinking of raising an Indian National Army 
the British Indian army in Malaysia and Burma and these letters to oust the alien rulers from India. He saw the Indian national 
were secretly circulated among the Indian armed forces. tricolour on the bonnet of one of the cars accompanying the 

Baba Osman Khan organised a revolutionary party in Japanese forces, and decided to approach the Japanese. When 
Shanghai and published a newspaper which was circulated in Captain Mohan Singh soon met Giani Pritam Singh, the latter 
all the principal towns of china, Japan, Java, Sumatra, Indonesia explained to Mohan Singh the aims and objects of the Indian 
and even in Malaysia, Bumia and India. When Shanghai fell Independence League and urged him to join the League and 
to the Japanese at the start of the east Asia war, Baba Osamn raise an Indian National Army. After prolonged discussions in 
Khan, with the help of the Japanese navy sent some of his men which Major Fujiwara also took part, Captain Mohan Singh 
to India via Thailand and some other young men to Malaysia agreed to join the Indian independence movement and fight 
to do anti-British propaganda among the British Indian forces against the British. He and fifty four of his men pledged their 
there. lives for the freedom of India. The Azad Hind Fauj (Indian 

. In the meanwhile, Thailand became a centre of Indian National Army) was symbolically formed at Jitra and Captain 
revolutionary activities largely through the Thai-Bharat Cultural Mohan singh was styled General Officer Commanding (G.O.C.) 
Lodge opened by Swami Satyanand Puri, a great Indian scholar of the liberation army. For the first time in the history of the 
and philosopher and disciple of Rabindranath Tagore. He had British Indian army, the sky reverberated with full-throated 
inti.mate contacts with some of the leading revolutionaries in shouts of 'Azad Hindustan Zindabad' and 'Azad Hind Fauj 
India. When the Japanese declared war on Britain and America Zindabad' from men of that army. From now on, an increasing 
on December 8, 1941 and landed in Thailand the same day, the 
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number of officers and men joined the INA under Mohan 
singh's leadership, as the Japanese forc.:s rolled the British back 
towards Singapore and the Indian army officers and men were 
left leaderless on the battle-fields and iaken prisoner by the 
Japanese. 

A branch of the Indian Independence League was formed 
at Kuala Lumpur, the capital of the Federated Malaysia States 
on January 16, 1942, at a large gathering of Indians from all 
over Selangor state. Giani Pritam Singh and Major Fujiwara 
addressed the gathering and assured the audience that the 
Japanese government would give Indians every possible 
assistance in their effort to win their country's freedom. 

Captain Mohan Singh later addressed five thousand 
Indian army prisoners-of -war at the main camp at Kuala 
Lumpur and told them that the object of the INA was to drive 
the British out of India and that the Japanese government had 
pledged its aid for the achievement of that aim. Mohan Singh's 
appeal met with a ready response and about four thousand out 
of the five thousand prisoners joined the INA. The end of 
January saw a network of the Indian Independence League 
formed throughout Malaysia. 

Singapore fell to the Japanese on February 15, 1942. The 
same night the Indian army was ordered together at Farrer Park 
(Singapore) on the following morning. The prisoners-of war 
assembled at the park at 2.00 pm on February 16 when 
Lieutenant - Colonel Hunt, a staff officer of the British military 
headquarters in Malaysia, Major Fujiwara, Captain Mohan 
Singh. prominent members of the Indian Indpendence League, 
and some Japanese and Indian officers appeared before the 
Indian army. Lieutenant - Colonel Hunt, addressing the 
prisoners-of -war, said : " I, on behalf of the British 
government, hand you over to the Japanese government whose 
orders you will obey, as you have done ours." 

Major Fujiwara then came to the microphone and said : 
l,on behalf of the Japanese government, take you under our 
command .a~d hand _YO~ over to GOC Captain Mohan Singh. 
As the Bnllsh emptre ts coming to an end, Indians have a 
unique opportunity to auain freedom . It is an ideal time for 
you to rise and st~ike _for your country's cause. Japan is 
p~~ared to_ help Indtans tn every way, even though Indians are 
Bnush nauon~ls and thus technically enemy nationals. We 
know that Indtans are not British subjects from choice. The 
Japanese army ~ould not treat you as enemies, but is prepared 
to treat you as fnends if you repudiate the British nationality." 

Captain ~?han Singh, speaking in Hindustani, said : " 
Th~ days of Bnttsh oppression in the cast are numbered and 
thetr hated ru_Ie must come to an end. The Japanese armed 
forces ha_ve dnven them from Malaysia and Singapore and they 
are beattng a hasty retreat in Burma. India stands on the 
th~shold of freedom and it is incumbent on every Indian to 
dnv~ away ~osc demons who have been for so many decades 
sucki~g the hfe-blood of Indians. The Japanese have promised 
us ~e1~ all-out help in the realisation of our coveted dreams 
and It IS upto us now to organise ourselves and fight for the 
freedom of f~ur hundred million of our countrymen and 
women. For this purpose we have organised an Indian National 
Army from amongst the Indian soldiers and civilians in the Par 
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East and I appeal to you all to join this army." 
The soldiers responded to Captain Mohan Singh 's 

speech with shouts of 'lnquilab Zindabad' and 'Azad 
Hindustan Zindabad', and raised their hands to show their 
readiness to join the INA. Close on the heels of the handing
over ceremony, Mohan Singh organised propaganda lectures 
among the prisoners-of-war, and more than thirty thousand of 
them volunteered to join the INA. But in tackling the practical 
task of organising the liberation ~rmy, Captain Mohan Singh 
had to face a number of difficulties. While the response from 
the rank and file was spontaneous, some of the senior officers 
vehemently opposed the formation of the INA and advised the 
soldiers under them to keep out of it. The treatment of the 
prisoners-of -war by the Japanese was not wholly satisfactory; 
the supply of rations, clothing and medicines was inadequate 
and Captain Mohan Singh and the Indian Independence 
League found it difficult to supply the prisoners ' needs. The 
Japanese also began to issue abitrary orders to the INA and to 
the prisoners-of-war. Some mischievous elements tried to create 
Hindu-Muslim dissensions; British fifth columnists tried to 
impede the progress of the INA. Some VCO 's (Viceroy's 
Commissioned Officers) had honest differences of opinion with 
Mohan Singh. They believed that the Japanese were .raising the 
INA for their own selfish ends. There were others who did not 
like to work under Mohan Singh as they were senior in the 

· British Indian army. Captain Mohan Singh, however, tried his 
best to overcome these difficulties and was able to convince 
his honest opponents about his sincerity of purpose. . 

He set up his headquarters in Singapore and was assisted 
by Lieutenant -Colonel N.S.Gill in charge of prisoners -of war 
headquarters, by Lieutenant-Colonel J.K. ~honsle as Adjutant 
and Quartermaster-General, and by Lieutenant-Colonel A.C. 
Chatterjee as director of medical services. 

9 : THE SINGAPORE; TOKYO AND BANGKOK 
CONFERENCES 

The spiritual training of the INA aimed at developing a 
high sense of honour and and responsibility in all ranks of the 
army. They were taught to think of themselves as Indians first, 
irrespective of caste or creed. Gradually, separate kitchens 
a~d other religious barriers were abolished. The Congress 
trtcolour was adopted as the national flag of the INA. 

On the civilian side, Giani Pritam Singh lost no time after 
reaching Singapore in helping Indians in Malaysia to form the 
Independence League of India for all of Malaysia with N. 
Rag~a.van as president. Before the war, Raghavan had been 
pracusmg law as a barrister in Penang, In independent India, 
Raghavan became India's ambassador to China and France 
successively. 

At a meeting of the representatives of the Indian 
!~dependence League of Thailand and Malaysia held at 
Smgapore on March 9, 1942, Swami Satyanand Puri revealed 
that he had cabled from Bangkok to Subhas Chandra Bose in 
Germany on February 2, 1942 inviting him to come and lead 
the ~ovement in East Asia and that Subhas had replied, 
agreemg to do so. 

The Singapore conference was preliminary to a larger 
conference of representatives from Shanghai, Malaysia, 
Hongkong and Thailand to be held at Tokyo to negotiate with 



the Japanese authorties the terms of cooperation with Japan 
for achieving India's independence. Besides Raghavan who 
presided, others who participated in the conference including 
Baba Amar Singh, Giani Pritam Singh, Swami Satyanand 
Puri, K.P.K. Menon, Captain Mohan Singh, Lieutenant
Colonel N.S.Gill and Major M.Z.Kiani who became a 
majo1·-General amd commanded the first division of the 
INA under the Supreme Commander, Netaji Subhas 
Chandra Bose. one of the decisions of the Singapore 
conference was to request Subhas to come to Tokyo and accept 
the leadership of the Indian independence movement in East 
Asia. 

A dark shadow fell on the Tokyo conference when 
distaster overlook the plane carrying four important delegates. 
Aboard the plane were Swami Satyanand Puri, Giani Pritam 
Singh, Captain Mohammed Akram, the right-hand man of 
Captain Mohan Singh, and Nilakanta Aiyer, a trusted colleague 
of Raghavan. They took off from Saigon on March 13, 1942 
and nothing more was heard of them. 

The Tokyo conference met on March 28, with Rash 
Behari Bose in the chair. In a message to the conference , the 
Japanese prime minister, General Tojo, said that the Japanese 
government expected that Indians would throw off the British 
yoke by themselves and create an independent India."The 
Japanese government is fully sympathetic towards your 
efforts and will not hesitate to render all possible help in this 
respect," the message added. 

Colonel Iwakuro, who later became head of the liasion 
organisation between the Japanese government and the Indian 
independence movement, attended the Tokyo conference as the 
representative of the Japanese government. 

The conference passed a number of resolutions. One of 
them stated that unity, faith and sacrifice would be the motto 
of the movement. Another requested the Japanese government, 
in clarification of Japan's attitude to India, to make a formal 
declaration to the effect that Japan was ready to give all 
possible help to India to attain complete independence; ·that 
Japan would then recognise India's full sovereignty and 
guarantee India's absolute independence; and that the framing 
of the future constitution of India would be left entirely to the 
representatives of the people of India. The conference also 

resolved to have an elected Council of Action and appointed 
Rash Behari Bose interim president of the Council of Action: 
These resolutions were to be ratified by a conference of League 
representatives from all over East Asia to be held in Bankok. 

As decided at Tokyo, a conference of delegates from the 
Indian Independence Leagues in Japan, Manchukuo, Honkong, 
Burma, Borneo, Java, Malaysia, Thailand, Shanghai, Manila 
and Indo-China was held at Bangkok for a week from June 
15. It ratified the Tokyo resolutions including the one calling 
upon the Japanese government to make a formal declaration 
guaranteeing India's absolute independence after the departure 
of the British. It also appointed Council of Action consisting 
of Rash Behari Bose as president and Raghavan, General 
Mohan Singh, K.P.K Menon and Colonel G.Q. Gilani as 
members. The Council was invested with powers of control 
over the Independence League in all the territories and over 
the Indian National Army. It also invited Subhas Chandra Bose 
to come to East Asia, and appealed to the Japanese government 
to use its good offices with the government of Germany to 
enable Subhas to reach East Asia. 

Immediately after the Bangkok conference, both the 
League organisation and the INA plunged into action, with 
aangkok as headquarters of the Council of Action, and 
Singapore as headquarters of the INA. The Council functioned 
through a number of departments in the League organisation. 
The INA was composed of the Field Force Group, Gandhi 
Brigade, Nehru Brigade, Azad Brigade,S.S.Group, 
Intelligence Branch, Military Hospital, Medical First Aid 
Corps, Engineering Company, Military Propaganda Unit 
and Reinforcement Group. 

The Japanese liaison office was first under Major 
Fujiwara and was known as the Fujiwara kiko11 (office) and 
later under Cononel Iwakuro, it was known as the Iwakuro 
kikan. Major Fujiwara convinced most Indians of his sincerity 
from the very beginning of the INA. Colonel Iwakuro could 
not easily fill the void left by Major Fujiwara. Colonel Iwakuro, 
as the on-the-spot liaison officer in Singapore between the 
League and INA on the one side and the Japanese government 
in Tokyo on the other, could not establish the same rapport with 
the Indian side as his popular predecessor. • 

( To be cootd ) 
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~ Plate tectonics, modern theory of Continental Drift that has re,·olutionised geologists' understanding of Earth history. especially since the '60s. It holds that the ~ 

earth's crust is di\"ided into about 12 contiguous. mo,·ing plates that carry the embedded Continents. Plate boundaries arc marked by lines of Earthquake and 
1
1 

,·olcanic acth·ity. One kind o~~undary is at the mid-ocean ridges. ~vhere tensional forces ~p~n. rifts .. allowing ne,~· crustal material to well up from the earth's mantle I, 
· and become welded to the tra1hng edges ofthe plates. When a comment straddles such a nft 11 IS spill apart. formmg a new ocean area (e.g. the Red Sea and the Gulf I 
I of California). The ocean trenches mark subduction zones. where plate edges dh·e steeply into the mantle and are reabsorbed. A third boundary type occurs where I 
I (\\O plates slide past each other in a shearing manner along great transform Faults (e.g. the San Andreas Fault in California). Mountain ranges form where two I 
I plates carrying co~tinents collide (e.g. the Himalayas: the Indo-Australian Plate was mo,·ing against the Eurasian Plate at the rate of 5 ems. per year. This rate has I 
I now slowed dO\m to 2 c1ns. per year) or where ocean crust is subducted along a continental margin (e.g. the Andes). Geologists bclic,·c that C. 200 million years ago I 
I there was a super-continent. Pangaea. which subsequent plate moYements haYc split and resplit into the continents and islands we recognise today. Radar mapping 1 
1 of Venus has revealed some apparent effects of subduction on that planet's surface. 1 
I I 
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